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This work comprises several parts, the initial part o f which is a review o f the techniques 
in use at present for measuring shape and characterising products. The major work 
details a ring sensor system, which consists o f a large number o f transmitters and 
receivers alternately arranged on the circumference o f  a metal annulus. Using a modified 
polar co-ordinate system and trigonometric functions, two enveloping spirals o f  an 
object can be determined. One or both spirals can then be used for further data analysis. 
Each spiral consists o f intersections between enveloping chords and parts o f the chords. 
The area surrounding the object is segmented and properties such as volume and axis 
measurements can be determined. A mode! was developed to simulate artificial objects 
o f various shapes. Simulation tests were carried out to determine the limits o f  the system 
concerning position within the ring, shape and speed o f  the object and resolution o f the 
ring. A ring was manufactured for actual tests, which were carried out mainly on 
potatoes to confirm the possible use in practice and to show the relative merits compared 
with existing systems. Interesting side issues are introduced, such as the low number o f 
primary data, possibilities o f further reduction using differential coding, and the 
consumption time o f the algorithms. Finally, a model for the simulation o f  more than 
one object in the ring at the same time is introduced and a possible way o f  separation is 
investigated.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
Vision is the most important recognition system o f the higher developed species and is 
used for self location, controlled movement, object location and to select food in the 
three-dimensional world. The main factors are position, size and shape o f  objects. A 
grey level or shadow picture can give information about these factors in simple terms. 
The colour or spectral reflectance o f objects gives additional inform ation about the 
properties o f the surface o f objects.
In nature, many organisms vary greatly in their sensitivity to light. Simple and very 
complex sensor systems can in nature be found combined to give inform ation about 
position, size and shape. For example, and in the simplest form the Euglena, a one cell 
creature, is only sensitive to the presence and direction o f a light source, while the retina 
in the eyes o f higher developed animals delivers a 2-D image, but by itse lf it only 
contains information about a scene from one viewpoint with no inform ation about the 
third dimension. Two spatially separated 2-D sensors o f  this kind can be used to 
measure the difference between the relative positions o f corresponding features from 
two viewpoints, the so-called binocular disparity, and infonnation about the third 
dimension, the depth, then becomes available. Another possibility o f  obtaining 3-D 
information is through the use o f  motion around objects to get several viewpoints, for 
example as used by the common house flv (Times 1997).
General technical developments o f the last four decades have led to the recognition o f 3- 
D objects by automatic vision systems. The fascinating machine vision problem still 
remaining is parameter determination and the comprehensive description o f objects in 
real time. Today for many processes the human can be replaced by visual systems 
coupled with automatic manipulated systems. New kinds o f viewing with different kind 
o f 'eyes' (vision sensors) have been developed which allow viewing from the micro 
(structure o f molecules) to macro worlds (space). Image recognition systems may also 
use arrangements o f lighting and detection, which are not possible in nature. These 
techniques allowed the development o f new  kinds o f 'eyes', for exam ple the laser 
scanner technique using triangulation, which can better cope with the needs o f  processes 
and technical surroundings. Another example are the use o f the very simple cross-beam 
solution, which is based on locating where is light and shadow (Namco 1990). Using
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such techniques a number o f image analysis problems can be solved using less 
expenditure than other conventional video systems.
As opposed to image analysis, synthesis is for exam ple used in CAD systems and for 
simulations. Theories and models can also be used to describe objects captured by image 
analysis systems (Foley 1997).
This work is about a comprehensive 3-D size, shape and position detection system and 
accompanying 3-D modelling for the description particularly o f predominantly convex 
agricultural products with a large variability o f shape (Brice 1996, Tillett 1991). 
Recovery o f shape from contour remains one o f the hardest problems in com puter 
vision. For a one cam era system this means that difficulty results from the loss o f  one 
dimension and the production o f  imperfect contours (Zerroug 1996). O btaining 3-D 
properties from a 2-D image is the current com m on practise. This tends to be inaccurate, 
as the 2-D information only contains the contour and cross-sectional area o f  the object 
from one viewpoint. Generally three dimensional detection systems take a num ber o f 
snapshots from different viewpoints to cover parts of, or as in this work, the whole 
object.
The position o f an object in space can be defined using a point in the 3-D world and the 
orientation o f its axes to the object. The size is then considered as volume and has a 
single physical value. Shape on the other hand is a complex matter depending on the 
structure variation o f the object. There are different meanings o f 'shape' which are not 
necessarily closely related (Koendrink 1990). In this work 'shape' is especially 
considered as the geometry o f the hull o f the outside surface of, in the first instance, 
single predominantly diffuse, reflecting closed convex opaque objects. Apples, potatoes 
and torsos o f pigs, chickens, humans etc. conform to these requirements.
Overall shape detection requires 'wrapping' the surface o f the whole object as closely as 
possible and creates a data set o f co-ordinates. Shape can also be described by a number 
o f shape factors such as axis measurements. In m ost industrial applications, objects do 
not vary much, but measurement accuracy m ight require to be in microns. In agriculture 
and the food industry, accuracy to this level is not necessary. However, speed, real-tim e 
use, reduced computer-power and last but not least the price o f  the system are more 
important. The accuracy compared with industrial applications is normally less 
important and is typically in the millimetre range. For products such as potatoes, onions, 
apples etc. the minimum limit of interest for size can be set at around 10mm and for axis
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measurements about 1-2 mm. This latitude allows the use o f  different solutions and 
technologies for sensor systems as will be introduced in this work.
The choice o f sensor is not the only deciding factor in the quality and perform ance o f  a 
system. The presentation o f the object and the adaptation o f  the sensor system must 
match. In particular, correct presentation o f  objects to the sensor has as m uch influence 
on the efficiency o f  image assimilation as has the choice o f  sensor.
Figure 1.1. Image o f  the middle slice and the whole object scanned by the ring sensor 
system
The main goal o f  this work is the description o f  new developments o f  an optical ring 
sensor system with particular applications in agriculture. The arrangem ent was first 
described by Farchmin and Gall (1990) (see figure 1.1). This sensor system can be used 
for the determination o f the size, shape and position o f  opaque convex 3-D objects in a 
defined space in real time.
1.2. Directly related works
Earlier work was done concerning a ring sensor system solution. An introduction was 
given by Gall (1990, 1992). M ore information can be found in Gall (1994, 1996a,
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1996b). Partial results o f this thesis have already been released by Gall el al (1997, 
1998, 1999).
The basic work done by Gall (1992) shall be mentioned. It includes
• A short overview o f some vision systems existing at that time as well as a general 
introduction into image analysis techniques
® Different ring sensor arrangements and the use o f parallel light beams for data
analysis
« Description o f a co-ordinate system with the origin at the centre o f  the ring
• Description o f basic algorithms for the determination o f attaching chords with a 
proposed system scanning clockwise and viewing the scene clockwise.
e Only the first attached chord o f each snapshot in the clockwise direction is used and
only one object within the ring system is considered
• Basic algorithms for volume and axis measurements under the existing conditions
• Limited theoretical error investigations on worst case conditions o f centrally 
positioned objects
• Theoretical investigation into the physics o f light and optics in the ring sensor
system
® Description o f a first test solution and results o f  simple practical tests
1.3. Scope of the thesis
Because o f the expanding complexity o f analysing the developments in the technical 
world, describing a solution for a shape detection system and a model for shape 
description, this work will focus on the following points:
• A review o f the principal construction o f  sensor systems for size and shape detection 
is given, but is limited to geometric optical systems. (Details o f  systems such as 
general tomography and laser scanner in detail will be out with the scope o f  the 
work)
• The importance o f presentation systems will be discussed
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® The basic properties o f the ring sensor system, as the solution to be introduced in this 
work, will be compared with related solutions
• A new 3-D model will be developed using a new modified polar co-ordinate system 
to describe the shape o f irregular objects (Gall 1997) for a system scanning clockwise 
and viewing the scene anti-clockwise
• The use o f one or two polar helices enveloping an object will be investigated
• The mathematics for the determination o f  volume (size) and axis measurem ent 
(shape) and position will be introduced (Gall et al 1998) with a different perspective 
of'enveloping as described in Gall (1992)
• A model for the simulation o f  objects in the ring, which can also be used for the 
general
3-D world will be introduced
• A comprehensive error investigation on simulations as well as on real measurements 
will demonstrate the limits o f the system
• The possibilities o f data compression are investigated
• The computational cost o f  the main algorithms will be analysed
• M ultiple objects will be simulated in the ring
• One proposal for a separation o f  m ultiple objects will be described
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2. Optical sensor systems for size and shape detection
In this chapter, basic facts, definitions and an overview are given o f  possible optical 
sensor systems for size and shape detection within a size range o f 10mm - lm , including 
the crucial issue o f the presentation o f  objects. It concentrates on optical systems using 
mainly light within the infra-red, visible and X-ray spectra. M ethods such as holography, 
interferometry, spectroscopy and measurement based on speed o f  light are not 
investigated. Scanning size and shape with for exam ple tactile, weighing, capacitive, 
inductive and ultrasonic sensors are also outside the scope o f  this work. A more general 
overview is given in Gall (1992).
2.1. General classification of systems
Optical vision systems for shape detection can be classified by their main features:
1. The lighting and detector beam angle characteristics o f  the sensor systems can be 
distinguished by the use o f diffuse and/or directed light.
2. Light interaction with the object such as shadowed, reflected or transm itted light is 
used.
3. The objects have to be presented to the vision system, and must be spatially separated 
(singulated and oriented).
4. Getting the 3-D object rboxed-in', the construction and the cost o f  the sensor system is 
linked to the consistency o f the presentation o f the object. In most practical cases this 
determines the need for either the movement o f  the object and/or the light sources 
and/or complexity o f  the sensor system. M ovement also means that hardware can be 
saved, but it must be compensated for by more 'snapshots' to get the whole object 
enveloped step by step, often necessitating more complex algorithms and higher 
computer power.
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5. To describe the 3-D shape o f objects different models are necessary for different 
sensor systems. If an interesting parameter, for example axes, can not be m easured it 
can only be estimated, knowledge o f the population statistics relating these values is 
necessary.
The construction and resulting properties o f  the sensor systems for 3-D detection must 
always relate to a combination o f these features.
2.2. Interaction with light and definitions
The light used is crucial for the illumination o f the objects and interaction with the 
object. The light can interact with the object in different ways, which will generate the 
potential for different kinds o f  shape detection. These are now explained:
Shadowing: includes the edge detection where the object is turned away from 
the light source or another surface intercepts the light from the source, for 
example between sun and earth between night and day and eclipses. Shadow 
pictures taken around an object give silhouettes, which can be taken to 
reconstruct the object (Koendrink 1990). Shadow systems recognising the 
silhouette are often used for the determination o f size and shape o f  objects.
Transmission: light from an external source which passes through the object is 
detected and analysed. It is used for com puter tomography (Rosenfeld et a l 1982, 
Herman 1980) and in principle is based on the same arrangements as shadow 
systems.
Emission: the transm itter is within the object itself. This is used in medical 
imaging where the object is injected with a radioactive isotope and the decay 
products o f radiation detected (usually y - rays), but because the lighting is not 
from the outside o f the object this case will not be considered further.
Reflection: without analysis o f brightness within the image o f  the object, only 
edge detection is possible. The result is the silhouette, the same as it would be by 
the use o f a shadow system.
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Shape from shading: is based on reflection, investigating the whole image for 
its pattern o f brightness and is based on the assumption that image radiance is a 
function o f purely local geometric property, the surface normal (Forsyth et al 
1990). Shading depends on the variation o f brightness in a region o f an image of 
an object which is constantly illuminated and which has properties o f  reflection 
all over the object. W ith one sensor such as an eye or a CCD-cam era it is 
possible to interpret the brightness pattern on the image as shading to the spatial 
fluctuation o f surface orientation o f constantly bright objects (Horn et al 1989). 
Limited information about the shape o f  the surface can be recognised, often 
counted as a 'half dimension'. The arrangements used are usually the same as for 
normal reflection systems.
Stereo vision: is a 3-D method for shape detection, based on reflection o f  the 
different brightness levels in the reflected light caused by the texture (structure) 
o f objects or by the use o f structured light (Davies 1990). A minimum o f two 
images from two different known viewpoints to a point o f same brightness on the 
object are used and the known geometrical relation o f  the two viewpoints allows 
the determination o f 3-D shape parameters, ft is a passive method, but structured 
lighting with not necessarily known direction and flexible pattern can support the 
method especially on plane objects. Stereo vision relies on being able to uniquely 
locate the same object point in two or more images. This is com putationally 
difficult with enormous calculation required for smooth natural objects. Shape 
from shading cannot build up an accurate shape from degraded images (Noborio 
1988). This problem can usually be solved by the use o f structured light (Turing 
1999) but still requires complex com puter processing to locate points and build 
the 3-D model.
Triangulation: is close to stereo vision, the difference being that it is an active 
method, using structured light with a known pattern and direction (e.g. a line) to 
focus the system on the points o f interest. Angles and distances between light 
source and receiver are known. The position o f a known lighted spot on the 
surface o f  an object can be determined (Gronewaller el al 1990). In principle it is 
very accurate, but requires the object to have a non-blurring or scattering surface. 
It is also limited to a predetermined distance range.
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2.3. Basic optical arrangements
The different possible methods o f influenced light as described above require different 
arrangements o f  transmitters and receivers. In this chapter the fundamental three 
arrangements, which are the basis for all comprehensive systems, are described.
The illumination or lighting (in this work in the range between X-ray and near infra-red 
light) o f the scene depends on the beam  angle characteristic o f  the single elements o f 
which the system is built, the kind o f  arrangement and their number (Siemens 1993, 
Texas 1975, Gall 1992). For different systems, different light beam angle characteristics 
o f the transmitter and receiver are required. In principle, every complex lighting system 
with characteristics such as homogeneous (isotropic), structured and diffused light can 
be built up by a number o f basic elements o f a point source with a single point and/or 
wide beam lighting characteristic or anything between. The same characteristic can also 
be achieved using transmitters combined with optical units such as lenses, gratings and 
diffusers, which will have a geometrical extension in at least one dimension. M ore about 
lighting is addressed in Slusallek et a l (1995), Kim et a l (1995), Foley et a l (1997), 
Shafer (1985), Belhumeur et al (1996). The same as for transm itters can be said about 
the beam angle characteristic o f receivers with regard to the num ber o f  single elements 
it consists of, the characteristics o f the whole receiving sensor unit and the use o f  optical 
units for a characteristic change.
Linked with the characteristic o f  lighting are the simplest arrangem ents o f  vision 
systems (see figure 2.1) using light beam detectors (light beam barrier) consisting o f  a 
single spot transm itter and a single spot receiver for the detection o f the presence o f 
objects on a line or a spot. M ost o f  the more complex arrangements can be attributed to 
this simple arrangement, they are in principle a collection o f  a number o f  these basic 
presence detection systems.





b) Reflection c) Reflection
diffuse lighted structured lighted
Figure 2.1. Fundamental arrangements (light beam sensors)
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The transmitted light interacts with the object and will have its properties changed. 
There are different possibilities for constructing a basic system (see figure 2.1) tor 
detection o f  objects:
1. Transmitter and receiver are arranged on opposite sides o f the object and can detect 
objects on the straight line between them (see figure 2.1 .a).
•  Shadowing, outline
If  the object breaks the light path, the line between transm itter and receiver, an 
object is present. The beam angle characteristic o f the optical elements is not 
crucial.
• Transmission
If  an object is in the field o f  view the transm itted light can be detected and an 
internal property detection o f  the object can be carried out. This is the basic o f 
tomography and relies on the object being semi-transparent to the imaging 
radiation.
2. The beam angle characteristics o f  transm itter and receiver (viewing angle) face into 
the same direction in the space. W ithout an object, the detector does not receive any 
signal (see figure 2.1 b).
• Reflection
If  an object is present on the line o f view, light is reflected and detected by the 
sensor determining the presence o f the object. To obtain the accurate location by 
this method the transmitter or receiver beam angle characteristic (viewing angle) 
must be a point (or spot).
• Shading
The level o f reflection can also be determined, which can give inform ation about 
the distance o f the viewed point o f  a homogeneous object from the transm itter, 
or the reflectance characteristics o f the object.
3. The transmitter and receiver are arranged separately. Both have very narrow  beam 
angle characteristics (points) and the beams cross at one point (see figure 2.1.c).
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® Triangulation
Based on the use o f reflected light for the determination o f the presence o f  an 
object on a defined point and including the knowledge o f the position in space, 
only a reflection light beam sensor can be used. Only if  an object with re je c tin g  
surface is at a defined single point is any signal received in the detector. The 
angle p, in the triangle transmitter, receiver and crossing point is known, as is the 
distance such as d between them. Only one known point P in space can be 
observed for presence at one time, so a more complex scanning system is 
required in practise to get one dim ension or more. For machine vision in 3-D 
space, pictures including distances are more useful than intensity, because the 
segmentation is easier (Rosenfeld 1987).
Stereo vision in its simplest form is a m ultiple arrangement, which is based on a 
combination o f two basic arrangements shown in figure 2.1 b or the use o f  m ovem ent 
(see also chapter 2.5.3).
2.4. Presentation of objects
In practice, presentation o f the object is probably one o f  the most crucial points and is 
frequently under-estimated in setting up image analysis systems for shape detection. 
This task demands a great deal o f engineering attention (Affeldt 1993). Presentation 
determines the number o f dimensions o f view in space, speed and accuracy, costs and 
success o f a system on a large scale. The problem o f presentation can be split into two 
tasks:
1. M ovement or scanning o f the object and/or the sensor system. Fixed sensor and 
object positions are predominantly used in medical and scientific applications while 
process maintaining applications always involve movement o f objects or sensors. 
Each dimension o f movement in space o f a sensor system gives the opportunity for a 
dimension in shape detection.
2. Separation o f the objects to a level where they can be isolated by the sensor system 
and/or software. I f  separation is not possible, more complex arrangements o f  sensors 
or algorithms using splitting techniques are necessary. This complicates the system 
and results in many practical difficulties.
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Most 3-D recognition systems can in principle be reduced to the use o f a 2-D or 1-D 
application or at least to presence detection (see chapter 2.3) using horizontal or vertical 
motion and/or rotation. As a result o f motion and separation o f objects and /or sensor 
systems, new dimensions o f viewing for the vision system becom e possible.
The main known presentation systems particularly used in the food industry are shown 
in the tables 2.1-2.3.
Device for horizontal 
or vertical presentation 
of the object
Notes Important properties Examples / 
literature
Flat conveyor belt Objects lying on 
the belt for 
presentation
Very high throughput 
possible, simple 
mechanical solution, 
normally only limited 
inspection from the top 
possible





V-belts Objects lined up 
and stabilised
Longitudinal orientation 
of objects possible, 
throughput high per line, 
top view and part side 
view are possible
Mortl (1992), Select 
(1998) Tao et al 
(1995), Lefebre et al 
(1993)
Wire system (consists of 
2-4 separate parallel 
running wires)
Often fed out of 
a shaker
Longitudinal orientation 
can be reached if 
correctly fed, veiy stable 
simple system, 
disadvantage objects 
partly hidden by wires
Exeter (1994)
Net or transparent hose The object is 
guided through
die sensor system
Net has to be added and 
partially hides object, 
stable presentation
Wartenberg (1989)
Finger system attached 
to a long chain
Fed by a shaker Longitudinal orientation 
can be reached if 
correctly fed, complex 
system, disadvantage -  
objects hidden by fingers
Mafroda (1998)
Flight (drop) through the 
air
Presented from a 
flat or V-belt
High throughput, from a 
V-belt no hidden parts of 
objects
Mortl (1992), Select 
(1998), Argus 
(1997)
Rotation On a plate No throughput, bottom 
partly hidden
Wright (1984)
l  abie 2.1. Horizontal and vertical movement o f objects
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wear, only cross- 
section
See figure 2.4.e, 






on a multiple 
arrangement on 
different times
Fast, no wear, 
especially used by 
light beam sensors, 
only cross-section
Ring sensor system as 
shown in this work






Object Rotational and 
vertical
movement on a 
roller table in 








Very high throughput, 
neither end o f the 
object can be seen, 
only for round and 
nearly round objects
Crezee (1996), McCrea 
(1981), Marchant et al 
(1988), Herbert (1998), 
Loctronic (1989)






Only for nearly round 
objects, if not round, 
track of the object 
unknown, instabilities
Samro (1995)
Object Shaker tray No controlled speed, 
if object not round 
parts will be hidden
Object Flight with 
rotation
The set-up is unstable 
unless object is round
"
System Rotating around 
an object and 
movement
Satellites around the earth, 
Konecny et al (1996), 
Raggam et al (1994)
Both Horizontal 
movement of 
the object and 
rotation of the 
sensor around
A stable arrangement 
can be built up
See figure 2.4.e, ring 
sensor system as below, 
Limbach (1997)
Table 2.3. Combination o f linear movement with rotation o f the object and/or sensor
system
Some, but not all o f these systems also include separation or singulation o f the objects 
with varying degrees o f success.
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In practise a lot o f attention is paid to good separation. Combinations consisting o f 
separation and movement systems can often be found. The separation o f objects is often 
carried out by increasing the speed o f  objects, for example
• combination o f belts with increasing speed
•  riddle channels
• circular vibratory feeder elevating single objects (pills and cereal grains)
• two contra-rotating drums with an increasing spiral on the surface for 
horizontal movement
• using gravity acceleration in free fall, on slanting planes or belt systems
or with
• an expanding roller singulator (M cRae 1988)
• a roller table with self-controlled infeed by special roller size and angle o f  rise 
(Herbert 1998).
2.5. Practical arrangements
In this chapter, practical 1-D up to 3-D sensor-systems will be briefly introduced as used 
in practice and research applications, mainly focusing on the possible use for objects as 
defined in chapter 1 or similar to the ring sensor system described later. They can be 
fundamentally built up by different sensor systems consisting o f simple basic presence 
detectors (see also chapter 2.3) up to a 3-D detection arrangement. They can carry out a 
multiple scan with one snapshot, or use multiple snapshots based on pseudo-movem ent 
o f alternately arranged transm itters and receivers, or mechanical movement o f the 
system itself (see also chapter 2.4). The lack o f m ultiple arrangements can be 
compensated using mechanical motion, which can deliver a simple system and saving a 
lot o f expense. The disadvantage is a need for more time than one snapshot o f a m ultiple 
arrangement.
For a complex 3-D scan o f one static object a complex 3-D arrangement o f  a sensor 
system is required. Because in most industrial processes movement is always present, 2- 
D arrangements are predominantly used, allowing the collection o f a number o f  cross- 
sections. Possible arrangements (based on triangulation and stereo vision) directly giving
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3-D information only from one side o f the object have also to be moved or configured in 
multiple arrangements to cover whole objects.
2.5.1. Shadow and transm ission sensors
On the basis o f the shadow presence detector (see figure 2.1.a), a number o f  different




M oving detection system can be built up using
• movement o f  a shadow light beam  sensor (see figure 2.1 .a) along an object at 
a known speed. The beginning and end break o f the iight beam indicate the 
edges o f the object and thus its position in space.
• one receiver or transm itter carrying out a movement around the object (see 
figure 2.2.a). Provided that the position and shape (e.g. circular) o f  the object 
is known, a 1-D measurement can be taken.
2. Arrangement
Stable arrangements can be built up using
• a large number o f  presence detectors (see figure 2.2.b). The receiver and/or 
the transm itter must have a narrow beam angle characteristic, i f  not, a pseudo­
movement (switching the transmitters sequentially) is necessary.
• one transmitter, one receiver and two lenses to obtain parallel light in an 
inspection area (see figure 2.2.c). The disadvantage is that no inform ation 
about the position o f the object will be given (M olitor 1988).
• one transm itter and many receivers on a known curve (see figure 2.2.d).
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Figure 2.2. Different arrangements to gain 1-D information
2-D and 3-D detection
1. Movement
A 2-D vision system can be built for convex objects using a 1-D shadow system 
and vertical motion o f  the object (see figure 2.3.a). Uses o f single frame systems 
for agriculture have been described by Streenstrup et ctl (1993), Chen el cil 
(1992), Fon et cil (1990), Schulz (1986) and Wallack et a l (1993, 1995). This 
system will only give information about the varying diameter o f the cross-section 
o f the object from one viewpoint.
2. Arrangement
Two sets o f crosswise arranged lines (see figure 2.3 .b) build up into a rectangular 
frame which gives a rectangular picture o f the cross-section o f an object in the 
vertical direction. Such frames are used in agriculture (Aquametric 1995, Exeter
1994) and for sorting parcels (Pepperl 1995). Gall (1992) shows a hexagonal 
solution based on two line sets o f transmitters and two line sets o f sensors not 
crosswise arranged.
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Further arrangements are described by Wallack et a l (1997a, 1997b) (see figure
2.3.c) using vertical crossbeam sensors, which form a set o f co-planar orientated 
binary light-beam sensors. A similar solution with many transmitters is described 
by Knight (1973).












d) Rotating linesc) Vertical cross-beam sensors 
F igure 2.3. 2-D and 3-D shadow (transmission) sensor principles (part 1)
3. Mechanical rotation
Rotation has the advantage that many viewpoints around the objects can be used 
and the whole object scanned comprehensively. A solution using the mechanical 
rotation o f systems is shown in figure 2.3.d. A rotating cylinder using parallel 
lighting is described by Takada (1983). One other solution describes a rotating 
sensor in a mechanical ring scanning a helix around a human body (Limbach
1995). Many systems use transmission which results in tomographic 
reconstruction. A review is outside the scope o f this thesis, however an overview 
o f arrangements used in computer tomography is given by Herman (1980), 
Rosenfeld et a l (1982), Tellkamp (1989), Klingenberg et a l (1990) and illustrated 
in figure 2.4.a-e. It should be noted at the solution in figure 2.4.e, that it includes 
also pseudo rotation, because the transmitter can be switched.
4. Pseudo rotation
Another solution (see figure 2.4.f) is the ring sensor system (Farchmin 1990, Gall 
1992, 1997, 1998) consisting o f a number o f single emitters and receivers 
arranged alternately and equispaced on the circumference o f a circle (ring), which 
will be further investigated in this work. Pseudo movement is obtained by
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switching the transmitters in sequence (comprehensive description in chapter 3). 
Similar solutions are used in com puter tomography with a transm itting source 
(X-ray generator) in a moving ring consisting o f  10 or more elements (Schaffrath 
1989, Mullani 1986). A simple similar arrangem ent with a large num ber o f  
transmitters and only two receivers is described by W ogenbauer (1991) for 
measuring trunks o f  wood.
Penc i l  Beam F a n  f leam
" In c re m e n ta l"  Scanner “ In c r e m e n ta l "  Scanner
(b)
Fan Beam  
"S p in n in g “ Scanner
(d)
Cone Beam  
"Cy l i n d r i c a l "  Scanner
(e )
(V a r ia b le  to 
Pencil  and Fan  Beam )
a b c d e
Profile scan per angle of view, 
sec
1 1 -0.001 >0.25 <0.0004
Circumferential scan, sec -200 18 5 > 1 0.01
Arrangements and timing for computer tomographs (Herman 1989)
Fan Beam  
"Sp inn ing " Scanner
( C )
ter
f) Full pseudo-rotation with a ring construction (Farchmin el a l 1990) 
F igure 2.4. 2-D and 3-D shadow (transmission) sensor principles (part 2)
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The main properties o f 2-D shadow systems are
• only the convex hull can be determined
• concavities in the cross-section can not be seen.
• simple construction o f  the system
• direct switching o f  light beams guarantees stability under difficult lighting 
and environmental conditions
The extension o f all these systems for the 3-D world is realised by passing the object 
through the sensor system. An added advantage is that concave areas in the direction o f 
movement can then be seen.
2.5.2. Reflection - Iight-beam sensor systems for edge detection  
and shading techniques
The use o f  light-beam sensors working on the basis o f reflection for presence detection 
(see figure 2.1.b) is a common practice. The dimension o f viewing can be expanded 
using this basic arrangement.
1-D detection
1. Horizontal mechanical movement
Edge detection and therefore the 1-D m easurem ent o f an axis o f an object can be 
carried out using a movement o f a reflection beam or o f  the object as in figure
2. l.b. Beginning and end o f reflection can be used for edge detection and the 1-D 
measurement. The object can be either brighter than the background or vice 
versa.
2. Arrangement
The arrangement (see figure 2.5.a) consists o f  a number o f  receivers in a row and 
typically a line camera.
a) Row o f receivers (line camera)





c) Multiple views taken around 
an object by a matrix camera 








/  /  t /
/  /
d) Object passing 3 enveloping line cameras 
Figure 2.5. Detection systems for objects using reflection
2-D and 3-D detection
A 2-D reflection system can be built up using a line camera moving along an object. Each 
image recognised using this technique is basically monocular vision (Davies 1990).
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1. Horizontal movement in front o f  a camera
The 2-D case employed in all commercial matrix or line cameras is the most 
commonly used scanning method for shape (see figure 2.5.b). It gives the image 
from one cross-section in the field o f view of one object. The image is threshold 
around a brightness level to separate the object (for example fish or mushrooms 
on flat belts) from the black or white background (Strachan 1993, De Silva 1993, 
Schulz 1986, Heinemann et a l 1994). From the pixel picture the envelope can be 
distinguished and this gives the silhouette.
An overview for agriculture especially for potatoes is given in Larsson (1994). 
Similar systems for sizing vegetables and fruits are described (Alt 1992, Herbert 
1989, Greefa 1995, Resource 1995, OLE 1996).
2. Rotation
The objects are rotating in front o f a matrix cam era on a roller table. These 
systems are used to get 3-D information, for exam ple in the potato industry 
(M archant et a l 1990, Herbert 1998). A collection o f images from different 
angles (see figure 2.5.c) can 'box-in' the whole object and the shape can be 
determined.
3. Arrangements o f line cameras
An arrangement o f  multiple line cameras combined with movement can be used 
to generate 3-D images. Systems with 3 or 4 cameras around passing objects are 
described by Mortl (1992) and used in practise by R iese (1992) and Select 
(1998). The images received give the shape information (see figure 2.5.d) in the 
form o f a polygon with twice as many vertices as viewpoints.
4. Arrangements o f  matrix cameras and mirrors
A mirror ring around the scene for optically scanning the surface o f  an object is 
described by Birkle (1993). Solutions with a number o f mirrors surrounding an 
object reflecting the images to one or more cameras are described by Hirotoshi
(1991), Hiroshi (1989) and Ross (1995).
The design o f shading systems is as described above. M ore about shape from shading 
systems can be found in Davis (1990), Horn et al (1989), Forsyth et a l (1990), Nayar 
(1989), Liu (1992) and Rashid et al (1992), An alternative solution involves the use o f a 
large number o f LEDs flashing around sequentially with the picture taken by a cam era 
as described by Crezee (1996).
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There is one solution for vision systems with a completely different basic principle, the 
artificial retina (Karnali 1997), only used for determination o f  size. Based on reflection, it 
is a dome over the object and includes a large number o f receivers with a wide beam 
angle and a trained neural network to obtain information about the size but not the shape 
o f the object.
2.5.3. Reflection - stereo vision
Stereo vision is a special case using reflection and is a very popular field o f  research.
Different dimensions can be investigated using different arrangements and movement.
I-D detection
1. Horizontal movement and rotation o f the receiver
The combination o f a translatory and turning movement o f a receiver with a 
narrow beam characteristic (see figure 2.6.a) always follows the same point o f 
brightness on the object and is called monocular stereo decoding. I f  the position 
o f the detector is known during its movement, the distance to the spot on the 
object can be found by the triangle formed. The 1-D measurement does not give 




a) One moving and turning receiver b) Two fixed but turning receivers
LIGHT ( r\
/  \
c) 3-D stereo-vision with 2 cameras 
Figure 2.6. Stereo vision
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2. Arrangement
To obtain a stable arrangement requires at least two single receivers (sensor 
cells) which can turn around their centre position and focus on the point o f 
interest as shown in figure 2.6.b. In principle it works like the human eyes.
2-D and 3-D detection
Matrix cameras are mainly used in stereo systems, with a minimum o f two images from 
different angles o f  the same part o f the surface o f an object. This can then be used to 
determine the 3-D structure o f an object (see figure 2.6.c) by matching points in the two 
images. The structure o f the object or the use o f structured light gives spots o f different 
brightness on the surface, aiding point location. Observed from different angles in space, 
the point distribution varies depending on the shape which can be determ ined by the 
geometry o f the system.
1. M ovem ent
If  one camera moves from different known positions the co-ordinate o f  a fixed 
point on an object can be determined. M onocular stereo decoding is used for 
example in space experiments and from aircraft for map making (Lanzl 1985, 
Raggam 1994, Konecny et al 1996), to scan the shape o f the surface o f  the earth 
and other objects. M ultiocular images from a moving sensor o f  objects are 
analysed by W u et al (1997). Techniques for moving objects are described in 
Shen et al (1994) and Kajiki (1997).
2. Arrangements
With two cameras it is called binocular or stereo vision. If  the object does not 
move, part o f  a 3-D image can be determined (see figure 2.6.c) from stereo 
images which can cover up to 50% o f  an object (Antonsson 1989).
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2.5.4. Reflection - triangulation (structured light)
Triangulation is based on reflection o f  scanned beams o f  objects and is typically used in 
high accuracy systems.
1-D detection
For the determination o f  a 1-D measurement, the monocular case only requires one 
moving receiver (see figure 2.7.a). The fixed arrangement can be built up with receivers 
in a line (line camera) (see figure 2.7.b). In both cases, with a constant angle |_i for the 
parallel beams, the surface o f the object is detected at the distance d2.
4
a) Fixed transmitter moving receiver b) Fixed transmitter and receiver
fa
□ B J E C T
c) 3-D triangulation with matrix-camera 
Figure 2.7. Triangulation
2-D and 3-D detection
This is a common method for determination o f the shape o f  objects.
1. Movement
Movement is mostly used to get 3-D images out o f 2-D systems, typically objects 
pass through vertical to the scanning line. Examples in practice for biological
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objects are described in Elad (1990) and M inowa (1994). A different light strip 
pattern is utilised to determine the height o f  an object on a belt by Zwahlen
(1992).
2. Arrangements
A matrix camera and a strip o f light usually generated by a laser gives a 2-D 
profile o f part o f a cross-section (see figure 2.7.c) o f  an object (M olitor 1988, 
Leu et aI 1992). By using structured light with more lines or grids, m ultiple parts 
o f an object from one viewpoint can be investigated.
Further possible solutions for scientific, industrial and agricultural use are described by 
Vosseler (1997) with a flexible adjustable sensor unit, Biswas (1990) with two or more 
sensor units rotating around the object and Hata et al (1988) with two cross-wise 
installed sensor units and a rotating light line. Inoue et a l (1995) introduces a solution 
with a wide angle between the lighting and receiver unit, Fatehi et al (1991) a solution 
especially for bulk material on conveyer belts, Thom son et al (1991) a solution with 
rotating light source to classify wheat kernels. M onnin (1994) is scanning crackers in a 
bakery, Bhatia et al (1994) surface changes on the human face with a multiple 
arrangement. Yang (1996) investigates the shape o f apples with line structured light. A 
multi-triangulation system for use in a robot hand is described by Lee (1990) and 
similarly by Yamazaki (1995).
2.6. Modelling and reconstruction of objects
Depending on the sensor system used, computer vision requires different geometrical 
models for the reconstruction o f an object. The image data description and the 
geometrical world model information must match. Computer vision has always 
attempted to understand biological vision systems from a com putational point o f  view 
and to build useful autom ated visual perception systems consisting o f computers, 
software and image sensors. Geometric modelling, however, has been primarily 
concerned with mechanical design, finite-element analysis, numerical control 
machining, and visualisation by com puter graphics (Besl 1988).
There is a range o f  general theories regarding the shape and surface description o f  three- 
dimensional objects. One theory uses the idea o f  wrapping the object with a flexible 
elastic band with geodesics in many directions (Stewart, 1993). Closed geodesics will be
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found, but on most surfaces, geodesics w ander around forever w ithout closing up. A 
mathematical method for the constm ction o f piecewise surfaces param eterized as single­
valued surfaces in spherical co-ordinates is described by Sánchez (1994).
There are many different methods and models which describe objects. In this work they 
will be ignored if  they do not bear close relation to the ring sensor system. Information 
concerning 3-D surface reconstruction depending on the method o f detecting or creating 
an object can be found for:
• tomography: Rosenfeld et al (1982), Herm an (1980), Gardner (1995)
• reflection (silhouette): Mortl (1992)
• shading: Boyer et al (1997), Cipolla et a l (1997), Oren et a l (1996), W einshall (1994) 
and Brooks et al (1994)
• stereo vision: Robert et al (1995), Chung {et al 1996), Raggam {et al 1994)
• triangulation: Elad et al (1990), Crowe et a l (1996), Eigler et a l (1988) and Shen et al 
(1995)
• computer graphics and models: Foley (1997), Preparata (1985), Chiokura el al 
(1983), Faux et a l (1985), Klein (1986), O 'Rourke et al (1979).
2.7. The ring sensor system compared with three other
systems
Because o f the interest in using a sensor system especially for shape detection in 
agriculture and the food industry, the requirements for a system looked for in this work 
are:




• low com puter power
• lim ited accuracy o f about 2.5% standard deviation
• resolution l-2m m
• object size range between 20 - 140 mm diameter (length 250mm)
• simple presentation o f  objects
• reliability in a tough practical environment
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The essential properties o f  the ring sensor system (see figure 2.4.f) are now com pared 
with three other systems. The three other systems were chosen because with all o f  them, 
shape detection is possible and they are used in practice for biological objects:
1. computer tomograph: the arrangements are very similar, it uses transm itted light 
instead o f shadowed and is used in medicine and agriculture
2. laser scanner: 3-D shape detection from one viewpoint (side), used in quality control 
in the food industry
3. camera system: 2-D (3-D) system used in agriculture for colour quality control and 
grading and sometimes for limited size grading
Every system has advantages and disadvantages. All o f  the points discussed are crucial 
for the design and operation o f a system. All methods are only as good as their ability to 
'box in' and 'wrap' the objects (Gall 1998). The number o f  viewpoints o f  a system around 
an object is often the limiting factor.
Methods based on reflection such as stereo vision, shape from shading or triangulation 
require in addition enormous calculation time for solving matching problems.
Under these circumstances, the ring sensor system as suggested by Gall (1992, 1997) is a 
solution for practical use (see figure 1.1, 2.4.f), provided that the objects are in a limited 
but reasonable size-range, are singulated and presented on a line.
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Sensor system Ring Tomograph Laser scanner Camera system
Presentation o f object On a single 
line passing 
horizontally
On a single 
line passing 
horizontally
On a single line
passing
horizontally
Rows in vertical 
direction passing 
horizontally





Number o f viewpoints 











1 -6 (mirrors or 
cameras)
Speed o f the system High
200-800 rev/s
Slow













Limitations in the shape 
of objects for a correct 
detection
Vertical cross- 











1. each point o f 
surface has to 
reflect 2. use o f 
shadowing / 
shading methods 
are necessary on 
concave areas






Veiy high (pm) High (0.1mm 
depending on 
resolution)
Accuracy for global 3-D 
detection without 





Low (only one 
viewpoint)
Low (only one 
viewpoint)
Complexity o f hardware 
for global 3-D shape 
detection
Low Veiy high High High
Complexity of 
algorithms for 3-D shape 
detection
Low Very high High High
Estimated price per unit, 














X-Ray / high Laser infra-red / 
high




Low High High High
T ab le  2.4. Comparison o f four different shape detector systems
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2.8. Summary
This chapter gives an overview o f the construction o f sensor systems for shape 
recognition and analysis. Optical systems consist o f  presence detectors using reflection, 
shadowing or transmission. Dimensions o f  the view o f the optical system can be 
compensated for by movement o f the sensor or the object. Presentation and singulation 
o f objects are crucial for a successful system and determine the dim ension o f  the 
required sensor array. Special tasks require special solutions adapted to the process and 
these are determined by the needs o f  accuracy, size and shape o f  the object, dim ension 
o f view, speed, throughput, environmental factors and the aim. A short introduction into 
modelling and the reconstruction o f  objects by the com puter is given. The requirem ents 
are defined for a system for agricultural use and com pared with existing methods.
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3. The ring sensor system and the 3-D reconstruction of 
one object
This chapter describes the construction o f  a ring sensor system, the basic algorithm and 
mathematics for contour detection and a modified co-ordinate system (Gall 1997) based 
on the fundamental development by Gall and Farchmin (1990) and Gall (1992).
3.1. Construction of the ring sensor system
The ring sensor system (see figure 3.1), consists o f  a number NT o f single em itters and 
receivers NR arranged alternately and equispaced on the circumference o f  a circle (ring). 
Other arrangements are possible, for example, an unequal number o f  em itters and 
receivers could be used. The emitters and receivers have a Lambertian angular response. 
The emitters are switched on in sequence round the ring. From one activated transm itter, 
the signal at each optical receiver can be likened to a 'snapshot'. If  no object is present 
within the ring, for each switched on transm itter, each detector will detect light. I f  an 
object is introduced, then one or more receivers will be obscured from the emitter. The 
two closest non-interrupted light paths (chords in the circle) can be used to describe the 
curvature o f objects. They are referred to as the 'front' and 'back' chord o f  each 'snapshot' 
(viewpoint, transmitter).
For basic operation only the 'back' chord o f  each 'snapshot' is used (instead o f  the 'front' 
chord, described by Gall (1992)). It is permissible to make this simplification because 
the method and the result are similar to those obtained using only the 'front' chords. The 
decision for using the 'back' chord is that the use of different hardware from that o f a test 
device gives the 'back' chord as the first extracted chord from each 'snapshot' (see figure
3. l.b). From the mathematical point o f view the difference is that one co-ordinate in the
3-D world is inverted. Using both chords o f  many 'snapshots' would give two similar 
independent enveloping spirals o f  an object in the 3-D (see chapters 3.6 and 5.2.4).
a) Light-beams try to cover b) Orientation o f  chord detection
Figure 3.1. 'Snapshot' from one viewpoint indicating tangential light paths at the 'front' 
and the 'back' o f  an object.
A scanning revolution means, that each transm itter in a clockwise direction is turned on 
one after the other. For each transm itter the last receiver in the anti-clockwise direction 
received light before shadowed by an object is recorded as a 'back' chord. I f  there are N T 
transmitter, these 'back' chords can be written as mQ[n] describing a vector, where mG is 
the number o f  lighted receivers between transm itter and 'back' chord and n is the actual 
activated transm itter between 1 and NT.
Figure 3.2. The 'back' chords o f one revolution including the cross-section o f  an object 
(the intersections between adjacent chords are marked).
After a scanning revolution o f the ring, when there is a static object within the scanned 
area a 'basic' picture showing all 'back' chords, including the cross-section o f the object
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(see figure 3.2), is obtained. There is no restriction on the position o f the object in the 
ring.
For each transm itter n with 0 < n < NT the relative position o f the receiver to the actual 
transmitter ('snapshot') mBfn] is coded in one dimensional integer array ZO (for more 
about data in memory m anagem ent see chapter 6.2, 10.7), whose size, in the two- 
dimensional case, equals to the number o f transm itters on a ring NT. The addressing o f 
the array is the same as the number o f the related transm itter ('snapshot'). In a three- 
dimensional case the array will be extended but remains one-dimensional. It can be seen 
for example that a ring sensor solution with 64 transm itters and 64 receivers 64 x 6 bit ~ 
64 Bytes are required to store a whole picture o f a cross-section o f an object o f  flexible 




Consider first the two-dim ensional case. The following conditions are set:
1. Only one object is in the ring (multiple objects will be considered in chapter 8).
2. The same number o f transm itters and receivers will be arranged alternately. Pairs o f 
transmitters are diametrically opposite each other, as are pairs o f receivers.
3. To simplify the following description, the ring shall scan clockwise and from each 
'snapshot' (see figure 3.1) only the 'back' chords will be investigated.
As shown in figure 3.2 the description o f the curvature o f a section o f  the object is 
contained within this set o f  chords. Using any shadow method it is impossible to scan 
concave areas in the curvature in the two-dimensional case, so under these conditions, 
the result o f determination will always be a convex hull.
Determination o f a convex hull has often been discussed in mathematics and com puter 
geometry literature. For a given set (cloud) o f  points (pixels) the task is to find the 
smallest polygon by excluding extraneous points (Jarvis 1973, AKL 1979, Petkov 1990, 
Preparata 1985, Robert 1995). Similarly a w ider range o f  cases can be considered by the 
use o f generalised cylinders (GC) (Shafer 1985, Zerroug 1996, Chung el al 1996). They
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consist for example o f surfaces generated with discs o f varying radius as the envelope o f 
a sphere is swept along a not necessarily straight cylinder (Pillow et a! 1995). Because it 
is mainly based on pixel images, the use o f GCs is often complex. Additionally it is 
combined with the loss o f detailed shape information, because GCs impose symmetry 
constraints on objects they represent. A deform ed model for 3-D shape, which has a 
preference for axial symmetry and is based on symmetry seeking models, is described by 
Terzopoulos et al (1987).
Considering the ring sensor system, starting with components o f vectors instead o f a 
pixel picture offers a different situation. The following points define the geometric 
conditions:
1. The chords and intersections (marked points in figure 3.2) o f  the adjacent 
chords are all on or outside the convex hull.
2. The number o f intersections with adjacent chords is limited, is equal to the 
number o f chords and also equal to the number o f  transmitters.
3. The chords are formed sequentially around the object.
This problem is similar to the intersections o f  half-planes (Preparata 1985, Teillaud 
1993, Chen 1987). They describe the set-up o f  a polygon limited in size by a large 
number o f half-planes and methods to exclude redundant constraints in the polygon 
description. In our case (see figure 3.2), if  the chords were stretched to form segments o f 
the circle, or into straight lines building up half-planes around the convex hull, the same 
conditions hold and this same method could be used. In practice the ring-sensor has 
limited numbers o f transmitters and receivers and the object has to be in the area o f  the 
ring, which means that the conditions are much more controlled. A simplified algorithm 
can be used.
3.2.2. M ethod
The 'basic' picture is generated in one scan consisting o f NT sequential snapshots which 
gives a set o f  NT hack1 chords. All chords are sequentially investigated as they are 
generated. All redundant chords have to be excluded from further consideration, since 
they are not part o f the envelope of the contour o f the object.
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To do this, each chord (actual chord), its successfully tested predecessor and it's 
successor have to be investigated (see figure 3.3).
Figure 3.3. The three different cases o f adjacent chords
The following cases are possible:
Case 1: The actual chord A1 reaches the same receiver as the predecessor P I , P I is 
therefore redundant and is excluded from further investigations.
Case 2: The intersection o f the actual investigated chord A2 with the predecessor P2 lies 
further from the transm itter than does the intersection with the successor S2. The 
actual chord A2 can therefore be part o f  the convex hull. It might be excluded by 
investigation on subsequent steps.
Case 3: The intersection o f  the actual investigated chord A3 with the predecessor P3 lies 
closer to the transm itter than does the intersection with the successor S3. The 
actual chord is redundant and has to be excluded from further investigations. At 
this point, the predecessor P3 will become the actual chord, and the chord tested 
before the predecessor is now the predecessor chord. The successor rem ains the 
same. The 'turning back' and excluding o f previously successfully tested chords, 
but in this instance recognised as redundant, will continue until case 2 occurs.
The chords are then renumbered and rechecked sequentially using the above rules until
no more chords can be excluded (see figure 3.4).
Figure 3.4. Rem aining chords building up the convex hull (included and excluded
intersections are marked).
The contour is described using the remaining chords and the distance to the intersections 
o f the chords.
3.3. The modified polar co-ordinate system
Using the 'basic' picture and a modified polar co-ordinate system it can be shown how 
the positions o f intersections CP[n] o f the actual chord n and the predecessor n-1 o f  the 
convex hull can be described (see figures 3.3-3.5). From each transm itter with the 
position TA[n] we get one distance stored, being the 'back' chord, some o f which will be 
excluded by the above procedure. These values will be components o f the vectors and 
intersections, which will describe the convex hull o f the object. The origin o f  the co­
ordinate system is transm itter TA[0].
The parameters o f  the ring are: a ,  angle from the centre between adjacent transm itters 
(in this case also between the receivers); (3, angle (displacement) between transm itter 
and receiver; NT, number o f  installed transmitters; NR number o f installed receivers; r, 
radius. The variables are: n, number o f the transm itter with 0 < n <NT; mB[n], num ber o f  
receivers from the activated transm itter n anti-clockwise to the receiver o f the 'back' 
chord with 0 < m < N r. The positions o f transm itters and receivers are given for the 
actual investigated chord by TA[n] and RA[n] and for the predecessor by TP[n] and R P[n],
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The maximum possible number o f  chords is NCH which is set by the numbers o f 
transmitters NT and receivers NR being:
Nch = N t N r
It will first be shown that the position o f the vector TA[0]:CP[0] from the chord with the 
first transmitter in the origin with n=0 (position [0,0]) to the intersection with the 
predecessor starting in TP[0] can be described as follows. For equally spaced 
transmitters and receivers, we have:
a  = 2tt/N t [3 = a / 2
0 °
*
Figure 3.5. The vector TA[0]:CP[0] in the co-ordinate system
The position o f  the actual receiver RA[0] from the 'back' chord depends on the shape o f 
the object. With RA[0] related to mB[0] we get that
£ = n il  - Vz (mB[0] a  + (3)
and Ta[0] within the origin the chord TA[0]:RA[0] can be described by the vector
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Ta[0]:Ra[0] = [ e , 2 r c o s s ]
where 2 r cos 8 is the distance from |TA[0]:RA[0]|. The distance between the transm itter 
of the actual chord with n=0 and the interception with the predecessor in CP[0] 
(determination in chapter 3.4) can be used to determine the position o f  the intersection.
TA[0]:CP[0] = [ s , |T a[0]:Cp[0]|]
The first step for the investigation o f all chords is the use o f m B[n] from the actual chord 
and starting with the temporary transm itter in position TA[0] as the origin for the 
determination o f the temporary vector TA[0]:CP'[n] (see figure 3.6.a). Because the ring 
is symmetrical the same algorithms can be used as for snapshot o f  transm itter n=U as 
described above, which is an advantage.
a) Temporary shift o f chords 
into the [O pposition
Figure 3.6. Creation o f  the vector TA[n]:CP[n] for every left transm itter
It is now necessary to 'move' the vector TA[0]:CP'[n] into the correct position (see figure 
3.6.bY The nosition o f the startine noint with the angle (p to the zero axis and theZ i W JL «->' 1
distance from TA[0] to TA[n] will be determined.
With
(p = 7t/2 - n B
and
o°i
b) Turning the vector Cp'[n] into the correct 
position
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|Ta[0]: TA[n]| = 2 r cos cp
the vector
TA[0J:TA[n] T m . 2 r cos co 1L I - '  I _1
can be determined.
The angle 8 o f  the real vector TA[n]:CP[n] will be determ ined by the angle 
T’ J O l  M. TA[n] and e
8 n a  + s
The position o f  CP[n] can than be described by the vector
TA[0]:CP[n] = [cp, 2 r cos cp] + [8 , |TA[0]:CP'[n]| ] (3.1.)
The use o f this co-ordinate system results in simpler mathematical equations than does 
the use o f the polar co-ordinate system with the origin at the midpoint. It should be 
noted that for this description only two variables are necessary, the num ber o f  the 
activated transm itter n and the distance from the transm itter to the receiver o f  the 'back1 
chord mB[n], The position o f the intersections with the successor chords C s[n] (see 
chapter 3.2.2) can be described in the same way.
3.4. Intersections of chords
To find the redundant chords where the successor does not have an intersection as 
shown in case 1 (see figure 3.3), the data o f  the 'back' chords o f the snapshots m B[n] and 
mB[n-l] have to be observed. If  the distance between transm itter and receiver o f the 
actual 'back' chord mB[n] and its predecessor mB[n-l] is mB[n] = mB[n -l]-l then there 
will not be an intersection between the chords.
For intersecting chords the main task is the determination o f  the distances from the 
transmitter o f the actual 'back' chord TA[n]:RA[n] to the intersections with the adjacent 
chords. It would also be possible to use the distances o f  the intersections to the receiver 
o f the actual chord. As previously stated the determination o f the distance between the
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actual transmitter n with the position TA[n] to the intersection CP[n] is independent o f 
TA[n], because it is the same distance between TA[0] and Cp'[n] (see figure 3.6).
The distance between each position o f the transm itter TA[n] and the intersection with 





Figure 3.7. Intersection between actual chord and predecessor
Using trigonometry (sine rule)
|TA[n]:CP[n]| = |TA[n]:TP[n]| sin x2 / sin t3 (see appendix 1)
The distance between the transm itter and the intersection with the successor 
|TA[n]:Cs[n]| can be determ ined (see figure 3.8).
|TA|nJ:Cs[nJ| =  ¡TA[n|:Ts[nJ| sm xl / sin x3 (see appendix 2)
If
|TA[n]:CP[n]| < |TA[n]:Cs[n]|
then the actual investigated chord has to be elim inated (rule 3, chapter 3.2.2) otherwise 
the chord may be a tangential chord o f the convex hull unless elim inated by further 
checking. Clockwise each chord has to be checked in this way. The equations are valid 
for all TA[nj.
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Figure 3.8. Intersection between actual chord and successor
3.5. The three-dimensional system
The extension o f  the co-ordinate system (see chapter 3.3) into three dim ensional space 
can easily be done with the ring sensor determining the object section at intervals with 
the object moving through the sensor (see figure 3.9). If  the movement is at a constant 
speed, this will guarantee a constant distance 's' between each snapshot. In relation to the 
object the ring is now an enveloping helix describing a cylinder o f  the sensor system 
(see figure 3.10). The helix will have a pitch o f NTs where s in the sampling distance in 
the third dimension determined by the speed o f the object. The object has to pass 
through the ring and will be positioned in the cylinder.
The apparent number n o f transm itters is now unlimited. NT transm itters will be 
activated in one revolution. The distance mB[n] between each activated transm itter and 
the receiver building up the touching chords on the object is the same as in the two- 
dimensional case 0 < mB|n] < NR . The algorithms used are the same as described in 
chapter 3.2.2. An object starts if  m= mB|"0] < NR . The end is reached when mB[nl = N R 
again.
Figure 3.9. Potato on the way through 
the sensor system (Gall 1992)
F ig u re  3.10. The sensor ring building up a 
3-D cylinder space
Analogous to the 2-D case the intersection Cp can be determ ined by using equation 3.1. 
The picture o f  the object is com posed o f  part o f the chords between intersections 
including the determined intersections. The result is an enveloping spiral (see figures 
3 .11-3.13). These display pictures created by a ring with NT = 64 and NR = 64 using the 
'back' spiral which consists o f 'back' chords only.
It should be noted that one difference from the 2-D case is that concavities can be seen 
in the direction o f movement o f  the system (see figure 3.13), however concave areas in 
the cross-section can not be seen. The probability o f concave areas on the longest axis o f  
an object (potato or other agricultural products) is higher than in other directions, and is 
the reason for a preferred direction o f  an object passing the sensor system. As an 
additional result o f this condition the determination o f the length L o f  the object is 
simply the total number o f  counted snapshots N oc.t multiplied with the distance the 
object moved between each snapshot s, so that L = N 0bj s .
Figure 3.11. An enveloping Figure 3.12. An enveloping Figure 3.13. Exam ple for 
spiral o f a potato spiral o f an apple object with concavity
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a) Original picture b) M ultiple scan and simulation
Figure 3.14. A doll created from independent scans o f the torso and limbs and 
simulated objects
A further example is an image containing the results o f  scans o f  different objects such as 
the torso and limbs o f  a doll, their combination in a scene and added to other objects 
(see figure 3.14) which are simulated (see chapter 5.1). A complete scene can be built 
up by using the data for different objects, positioning the start points o f  the cylinders 
(see figure 3.10) and the angle o f  expansion into space.
Compared with other models such as the wire frame model (Delibasis et al 1994, 
M itchell 1995) to describe whole 3-D shaped objects this method is much simpler and 
results in more com pact data (see chapters 6.2, 6.3). Slicing the object as described in a 
model by Takada (1983), Yang et al (1989) is not necessary, where the object moves 
and a helical scan is carried out by the ring sensor.
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3.6. The use of two helices
A snapshot gives two touching chords for one object in the ring, the 'front' and the 'back' 
chords. So far only the 'back' chord has been used, but this means that for special sensor 
constructions with alternately arranged transm itters and receivers, and for all scans on 
moving objects, inform ation is lost.
1. In the two-dimensional case there are two possibilities. In the first case, transm itters 
and receivers are alternately arranged. In this case (see figure 3.15.a) the 'front' 
chords never cover 'back' chords. In the second arrangement, the transm itters and 
receivers are at the same places (see figure 3.15.b). For each 'front' chord a 'back' 
chord exists, which covers the 'front' chord. Using a different number o f  transmitters 
from receivers a mixture o f  both cases is possible.
a) Alternately - different position b) Covering - same position
Figure 3.15. Possible arrangem ent o f transm itter or receiver (cover)
2. In the 3-D case two independent spirals are always built up (see figure 3.16), which 
never touch each other. The distance between them varies i f  shape or position o f the 
object in the ring changes. The distance also depends on the angle or phase between 
the 'back' chord described by the number o f  receivers between the transm itter and the 
actual receiver anti-clockwise mB[n] and the 'front' chord described by the number 
anti-clockwise mF[n] (see figure 3.1 b). For all cases it is
0 < m B[n] < m F[n] < N R
For cylinders with different diameters centrally positioned, the function o f the relative 
distance d ^  o f  the 'front' spiral from the 'back' spiral in one turn is with the mB[n] and 
mF[n] generated anti-clockwise (see figure 3. l.b).
0 <= mB[n] < NR / 2
Nr /2 <= mF[n] < N r
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mB[n] = N R - m F[n] 
then cIrel =  (mF [n] - mB [n] ) / NR
For a cylinder with mB[n] = N R/2-l and mF[n]=NR/2 the diameter o f  the spiral is small 
and the maximal distance 50% (see figure 3.16.a). Theoretically for a large (maximum) 
diameter with mB[n] =0 and mF[n] = NR the distance would be zero. This is not possible 
in practice. Typically there is a limit o f  about
me[n] >== 1/20 N r
mF[n] <= 19/20 N R
which corresponds to a minimum distance o f 5% o f pitch (see figure 3.16.b).
a) Small diameter (s_spiral) b) Large diam eter (b_spiral)
mB[n] = N r/2-1, mB[n]=l/20 r, mF[n]=19/20 r
mF[n] = Nr /2
c) Thin small object d) Thick object (maximal diameter on the limit o f ring)
Figure 3.16. 'Back' and 'front' spiral enveloping a cylinder (a,b) and two ellipsoids (c,d)
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Another investigation was made to connect both spirals into one. This is possible if  the 
transmitters and receivers are arranged alternately and works in the 2-D case. This can 
be done by inverting the orientation (receiver becom e transm itter and transm itter 
becomes receiver) o f the 'front' chords and including them in the array o f the 'back' 
chords or vice versa. The advantage is that all chords can be investigated in one step, 
building up one envelope with double the number o f chords and hence resolution. The 
disadvantage is that it can only be used with restrictions in the 3-D. The reason for this 
is, although the two displaced spirals become one, due to the movement o f  the object, 
they contain information about different points on the surface o f  the object. For 
example, if  an object with an increasing diam eter is entering the ring, the ’back' chord 
will touch the 'same' spot o f  the object later than the 'front' chord. During this tim e the 
object has moved and the diam eter has increased. In each case the algorithm will take 
the 'front' chord because it was 'closer' to the object. Therefore this means inform ation is 
lost and an error will result.
This basic necessary transform ation o f the 'front' chords includes also a shift o f  phase 
related to time o f the real snapshot. The hardware o f the ring has to fulfil the Nvquist 
criteria working with a higher sampling rate than a major change o f the object geometry 
will happen to avoid this problem. If the transm itter and receiver are arranged alternately 
as in this case, their number will be 'doubled' virtually as the resolution.
The use o f both chords, the 'back' chord stored in array ZO and the 'front' chord stored in 
array Z1 (see chapter 6.2, 10.7), means the amount o f primary data investigated doubles.
3.7. Summary
This chapter introduces the construction and operation o f the ring sensor system. It 
explains how the contour-tracking is carried out on 'back' chords as a m ultiple 
adaptation process. The introduction o f the modified co-ordinate system is an im portant 
aspect which has the advantage that immediately after the scan, a vector description o f 
the scene is available. The extension from 2-D into the 3-D world is shown. The am ount 
o f primary data describing the enveloping spiral o f  a complex object is very low. 
Examples show agricultural products as well as an assembly o f a scene created using 
compact data o f  multiple scans. The facility to use the 'back' and 'front' chord is 
discussed, which builds up two shifted independent enveloping spirals.
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4. Geometrical measurements of one object
4.1. Area and volume
4.1.1. Segm entation o f the picture
A main step in computer vision is the segmentation o f  a picture into known simple 
geometric units. Most o f  these systems try to segment the objects, and the origin o f the 
co-ordinate system is placed within the object.
The ring sensor is built with the same number o f  transm itters NT and receivers N Rj 
symmetrically arranged on the circumference o f a circle (Gall 1997, 1992). The 
environment around the object is defined by the ring and the data obtained describes the 
outline curvature o f the object. Since there is no information about the inside o f  the 
silhouette, it is more logical to segment the space between the ring and the object.
The surface o f the object is described by vectors from each transm itter o f the remaining 
chords to the intersection with its predecessor (Gall 1997). In figure 4.1 a cross-section 
built up by these vectors is shown. The segmentation o f the picture becom es obvious.
Figure 4.1. Segmentation anti-clockwise Figure
There are two possibilities for segmenting the picture, anti-clockwise (see figure 4.1) or 
clockwise (see figure 4.2). Both ways are feasible and will deliver the same results for 
the area and volume determination. Each element As is defined by part o f one chord and 
part of its predecessor chord which intersect, and an arc o f the ring.
4.2. Segmentation clockwise
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In the following investigations, the anti-clockwise orientation was used. Each elem ent 
As is made up o f a triangle AT and a segment o f  a circle Ac (see figure 4.3). These units 
are basic geometrical figures and can be calculated and used for area and volume 
determination.
Figure 4.3. Segmentation into definite elements - triangle AT and segment o f circle Ac
4.1.2. Areas o f segm ents
The segmentation o f the picture offers a simple method o f determination o f  cross- 
section areas and volumes o f  objects with the ring sensor system. The investigation uses 
results from the investigation in chapter 3. The solution o f the geometrical shapes is 
shown in figure 4.4 where TA[n], TP[n] are the positions o f transm itters and Rp[n], 
RA[n] are the positions o f  receivers o f two neighbouring touching chords o f the object, n 
is the number o f the actual activated transm itter which creates the specified chord in the 
image, a  is the angle between two neighbouring transmitters or receivers and R the 
angle between neighbouring transm itter and receiver. All values are known, excepted 




Figure 4.4. Intersection between actual chord and predecessor creating triangle Ax, 
segment Ac and vector TA:CP .
The area o f the triangle AT for all possible circles with radius r is
Ax = Vi r2 |TA:CP| |TA:TP| sin xl
The area for the segment o f  the circle using the number kXA>XP o f receivers between the 
transmitters TA[n] and TP[n] and the angle a  is
Ac =  V2 rA (kXAXP a  - sin (kXA XP a))
The sum of Ax and Ac gives the area for the elem ent As
As = x/i r2 (|TA:CP| |TA: i P| sin xl + kXAXP a  - sin (kXAXP a))
In the case o f the unit circle ,
As*= A s / r2 (4.1)
An advantage o f this m ethod is that main values such as the length o f  the vector 
TA:CP[n] and angle xl can be taken from previous investigations and the determination 
o f all the other values is not difficult. This allows real tim e use.
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4.1.3. Area o f a cross-section
The area for the whole circle (inside o f the ring), AR, is simply 
Ar  =  n r2
The sum o f the determ ined remaining i0Bj segments A s gives the area surrounding the 
object. Subtracted from An this gives the resulting cross-sectional area An o f the object
i= ioBJ
Art = Ar - Z As(i) 
i= l
Since the minimum set o f  'back' chords have been found as described in chapter 3 the 
area determination o f a cross-section o f an object is a simple and rapid calculation.
4.1.4. Volume o f an object
Using the ring sensor system, the extension o f algorithms into 3-D space is simple as 
already described in chapter 3.5. First take the ring with no object and the maximal 
cylinder described by it (see figure 4.5.a). The ring describes a cylindrical spiral about 
the length L o f the object. The volume o f this cylinder Vc is the number o f recognised 
snapshots N qbj times the volume o f a spline VR or the sum o f all splines VR (see figure 
4.5.b). The volume o f a spline is given by the area (circle sector) between the centre o f 
the ring, the part o f the circle between adjacent transmitters and distance ds which the 
object moves during one scanning revolution.
d<5 = N f s
VR =  n r2 ds / Nt  =  n r 2 s
Vc =  N OBj Vr
Vc — Nqbj K r2 s
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The area elements A s surrounding the object become volumes Vs when m ultiplied by 
the distance ds .
Vg = As ds ~ As s N-j-
a) Basic volume cylinder for an object
Figure 4.5. Volume o f 3-D ring (cylinder )
The volumes Vs have to be subtracted from the cylinder volume Vc to get the object 
volume V0 .
i=ioBJ 
V0 =  VC - I  V s (i) 
i=l
t= ioBJ
Vo = N()Bj tz r s - £  As(i) s N t
i=l
In the last formula the radius o f the ring r is constant and the distance s between each 
snapshot is dependent on the speed o f the object through the ring. They can be excluded 
during the data processing until the final calculation using A s* (see equation 4.1).




4.2.1. Characteristic axes o f an object
In this work a simple description o f the determination o f major axes with length DA is 
made, which requires the largest axis o f  the object to be parallel to the axis o f passage 
through the ring sensor. The advantages o f this are that only a two dimensional 
investigation is necessary to determine the axis measurements, and the co-ordinate 
system (see chapter 3) need not be changed. I f  the presentation o f objects were random, 
a different co-ordinate system would be necessary with subsequently more complex 3-D 
algorithms.
The determination of one o f these axes, the length L o f the object has been discussed 
previously. One revolution o f the enveloping spiral o f the object creates a cross-section 
vertical to the longitudinal direction. For an ellipsoid the other two axes are the minor 
and major axes o f  the middle slice cross-section (see figure 4.6.a).
In nature, many variable forms o f  fruit and vegetables can be found. If  the object is not 
an ellipsoid, these three param eters will not be adequate to describe the shape.
One possible solution (see figure 4.6.b) is based on finding the position o f the largest 
slice SPO based on finding the largest axis LSL o f an object in a cross-section, which 
means that the data for the whole object has to be examined.
The relationship between the length, the axes o f the largest slice and the middle slice, 
and the position o f  the largest slice can give a shape description o f the object (see also 
chapter 4.3).
a) Ellipsoid b) Irregular object
Figure 4.6. Different shaped objects
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4.2.2. Positions o f the chords for axes at a cross-section
Three different positions o f axes are possible in an object. They can be defined as lying 
between:
1. two parallel chords P (see figure 4.7.a)
2. a chord and an intersection 1N2 (see figure 4.7.b)
3. two intersections IN3A , IN3B (see figure 4 .7 .a ) .
For the minor axis, variants 1, 2 and 3 are possible, a major axis in each case requires 
variant 3.
Figure 4.7. Possible axes in an object with parallels and opposite intersections 
The following chapters describe the mathematical background o f the axis determination.
4.2.3. The distance between parallel chords (variant 1)
Looking for minor and major axes o f cross-sections, each chord touching an object will 
be investigated for a parallel chord opposite (see figure 4.8). This case is valid when the 
distances |TA:RX| and |RA:TX| are the same. The distance |CA:CX| which equals the length 
o f the axis is:
Da = |CA:CX| = r | cos (kTAjRA + 1) p + cos (kTX>RX + 1) p| (see appendix 3)
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Figure 4.8. D istance between two parallel chords
If parallel chords are found, the investigation is finished. The distance |CA:CX| includes 
no information about the position o f  the axis.
4.2.4. The distance between a chord and an intersection o f chords
( ■-•srt r»f *> \p a i  tailt .. t
In most cases parallel chords will not be found (see figure 4.9). In this case, the most 
distant intersection Cx on the opposite side has to be found and the shortest distance 
CA:CX to the actual chord TA:RA has to be determined.
Figure 4.9. Distance between a chord and an intersection
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The first step is to find the chord Tx [n]:Rx[n] in the clockwise direction o f rotation o f 
the ring, which is 'one o f  parallel to TA[n]:RA[n],
Next an apparent parallel chord TX:RX* has to be fixed for the determination o f the 
distance |CA:CX*| using the method from the previous chapter. The intersection Cx is 
always further from the chord TA:RA [n] than this parallel. Finally the distance DA = 
|CA:Cx| can be determined.
The distance |TX:CX| is known from the determination o f intersections (see chapter 3.4). 
So in this case the location and length o f  CA:CX can be found.
4.2.5. The distance between two intersections (variant 3)
Because the major axis o f a cross-section can only lie between two intersections, 
and the minor axis could also do this (see chapter 4.2.2), a second intersection has to be 
found by investigating the distance from the receiver o f the actual chord to the 
intersection with the predecessor ¡RA:CPj, and also |RA:Csj, the distance to the 
intersection with the successor chord (see figure 4.10).
|CA:CX| = |CA:CX*| + |CX:CX*|
|CA:CX| = |CA:CX*| + |TX:CX| sin (( kTXRX* - kTX RX ) (3) (see appendix 4)
Figure 4.10. Distance between two opposite positioned intersections
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Both can simply be produced as a 'by product1 during the determination o f the 
intersections (see chapter 3.4). The distance |RA:CA| is also required.
|Ra:Ca ] = V2 ( |Ta :Ra | + |Tx :R x*l) - |TX:CX*| (see appendix 5)
Investigating the distances |CA:CP| and |CA:CS|, the larger has to be evaluated.
|CA:CP| = |RA:CP| - |RA:CA|
|CA:CS| = |RA:Csj - |RA:CA|
The larger distance |CA:CPj or |CA:CS| determines the required intersection (Cs in figure 
4.10). Using Pythagoras' theorem the result is either
Da = |CX:CS| = (|CA:CX|2 + |CA:CS|2 f  or
D a = !CX:CP| = (|CA:Cxj2 + !CA:CP[2 f  .
All requirements for the evaluation o f the length o f the axes are now known. The largest 
value found around the cross-section is the major axis. The position in longitudinal 
direction o f the object is known. Information about the vertical positions o f  the axes in 
the cross-sections and in the ring are not considered, because they are not required for 
the shape classification.
4.3. Classification of shape
As a result o f the determination o f  volumes, areas and axes an object can be classified 
for its shape by using these parameters. In this work, classification is only briefly 
discussed because the right choice o f param eters should be decided by the requirements 
o f practical use in further investigations. A Fourier based method is described by Tao et 
al (1995). Axis measurements and other geometrical properties have been used for 
potatoes and vegetables to estimate the shape and volume o f objects (Sistler 1991, Mortl 
1992, McRae et al 1986, M iller (1992) (see figure 4.11.a).
One advantage o f the ring-sensor system is that the 3-D shape description is based on the 
use o f 2-D algorithms, in difference to other systems based on 3-D shape analysis 
techniques (Yang et. a l 1989).
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Recognition o f  the species and position o f fishes by shape is described in Strachan et al 
(1993), De Silva et al (1993) and Arnarson et al (1994). For an accurate, detailed shape 
description the surface curvature o f fish areas or curvature lines could be partly 
classified as convex, straight and concave (see figure 4 .1 1.b) (Cinque et al 1995).
Parameter Definition
area ratio Area (object) / area of 
rectangle (a b)
circularity perimeter2 / area (object)
diameter (DA) 
range
MAX (DA) - MIN (DA)
diameter (DA) 
ratio
Da (b orientation) / DA (a 
orientation)









b) Classification o f fish (Cinque 1995)
Figure 4.11. Classification o f  shape
Depending on the level o f  accuracy needed, simple or more com plex descriptions can be 
taken.
4.4. Position (midpoint) of the object
For handling agricultural products information about the position o f an object is very 
important. Only when the position is known, can directed mechanical handling o f 
objects be possible. A 'position' in this case is defined as a single point in space for one 
object, which will change with movement o f the object. Finding this single point, in this
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case the midpoint o f the object, will be described in this chapter. For the determination 
it is important that the objects are lined up in horizontal direction (see figures 3.9) and 
passing through the ring. The m ain axis in horizontal direction and the largest and 
smallest axes in vertical direction o f one cross-section can then be used (see figure 4.6).
4.4.1. Position o f the m idpoint in horizontal direction
The position depends on the definition o f  the midpoint. The position o f the object PH in
horizontal direction (horizontal axis o f  the object) can be found for example
1. in the middle o f  the object
PH =  s N 0bj / 2
2. on the position o f  the largest cross-sectional slice (SPO) determined by the largest 
vertical major axis (LSL) o f the object
PH = s n [MAX [DA[nj]
3. the midpoint o f volum e (mass) distribution, which copes with the situation o f 
separation in a grading unit using a central side impetus to avoid spinning o f  the 
object. The algorithm described in chapter 4.1.4 can be used.
PH = s n [ V 0 [ n] / 2 ]
4.4.2. Position o f the m idpoint in vertical direction
The determination o f the object in the vertical direction is reduced to a 2-D problem 
within one cross-section, because o f the directed passage o f the object through the ring. 
The simplest possible solution is the use o f the minor and the major axes o f  cross- 
section as determined in chapter 4.2. The beginnings and ends o f the two axes are 
determined by four intersections from the enclosing chords which are given in modified 
polar co-ordinates (see chapter 3.3.-3.4). One possibility uses the intersection o f  the axes 
marking the midpoint M 0 o f the object (see figure 4.12.a).
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For the determ ination o f  Mo it is much easier to use the Cartesian co-ordinate system 
(X, Y). The origin o f  the system shall be the midpoint M o f the ring as in the polar-co­
ordinate system. The transformed intersections with the number i will have the co­
ordinates x[i], y[i].
a) Rectangle b) Triangle
Figure 4.12. Cross-sections with marked positions (circles for intersections on surface
and cross for the midpoint found)
The polar co-ordinates o f  each intersection o f the envelope o f  the object have to be 
transferred into the m idpoint o f  the ring (see figures 4.13 and 4.14, see also chapter 3.4)
Y 0 °
• r i'WO]
Figure 4.13. Determ ination o f  M.Cp
TA [01
Figure 4.14. Determ ination o f the angle y 
in the Cartesian co-ordinate system
Using the cosine rule (see figures 4.13 and 3.5) in the zero position, the distance
|M:CP'[n]| = (r2 + |TA[0]:CP'[n]|2 - 2 r |TA[0]:CP’[n]| cos s f  
|M:CP'[n]| = |M:CP[n]|
Using the sine rule the angle yM can be determined.
Ym = - (arcsin |TA[0]:CP'[n]| sin s )/ |M:CP'[n]|
Using the clockwise turn in the scene (see figure 4.14) to finally get the angle y simply 
means the addition o f  the angle n a
y = yM + n a
with n = N t /2 a
y = (Nt /2 +n) a  - (arcsin |TA[0]:CP'[n]| sin s )/ |M:CP'[n]|
The transformation into Cartesian co-ordinates for each intersection is
x[i] = |M:CP[n]| s i ny
y[i] =  |M:CP[n]| cos y
For the intersection o f  the major and minor axes the position o f Mo with its co-ordinate 
[xM0,yM0] o f  the largest slice in Cartesian co-ordinates is
i=4
Xmo = Z  x[i] / 4 
i = l
i=4




As can be seen in figure 4.12.b however, the intersection o f the two axes is well away 
from the middle, because the major axis and area is on one side o f the triangle. A better 
way to obtain a more central position is to observe at the maximum and minimum in the 
x and y direction. Under this view Mo is given by
i=4
xMO = (MAX [x[i]] - MIN [x [ i] ) / 2 
i= l
i=4
yM0 = (MAX [y[i]] - MIN [y [i]) / 2 
i= l
There are other ways to get a more precise midpoint, for example by taking into account 
more axes from different views around the cross-section o f  the object. The principal way 
o f dealing with the data will be the same.
4.5. Summary
The segmentation o f the environment o f  the object in the ring is described by creating a 
number o f area segments. Based on this the cross-sectional area o f the object is 
calculated. The extension into 3-D space produces surrounding volume segments and 
finally the volume o f the object. It is shown how axis measurements which can also be 
used for shape classification can be determined. The methods for finding the position o f 
midpoints o f objects is described. The results contained in this chapter provide the basis 
for the carrying out investigations into the limitations o f the ring sensor system.
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5. Simulation of objects and tests of accuracy
Simulation can be used to find the accuracy limits o f  the system for determ ination o f 
geometrical properties o f objects. For this reason, models have to be developed to 
produce the data. In this chapter the imaging o f  cylinders, spheres, ellipsoids and 
symmetrical polyhedra with 2-5 vertices passing through the ring sensor wiil be 
simulated. The simplest cases use a cylinder and a sphere because o f  the overall 
symmetry o f the 2-D cross-section. More com plex analysis is required for ellipsoids and 
polygons because o f there is limited symmetry. The 2-D case will be described first, 
followed by the 3-D case. Simulations carried out with different defined objects will 
confirm the principles.
5.1. Models for the creation of objects
5.1.1. Polar co-ordinate description o f cross-sections o f objects 
with their midpoints at the centre of the ring
The cross-sections o f  objects are first centred in the ring (see figure 5.1). The radius 
ro[Xn] is the distance from the midpoint M to the tangent o f the object in each direction 
Xd- The description in polar co-ordinates is for a sphere and cylinder with radius rCiR
roCXoj^rciR (5-1)
For the ellipse and polygons (see figure 5.1, 5.2.a), information about the pivot point o f 
the object relative to the co-ordinate system o f the ring is needed, and can be described 
by the angle Xp- The ellipse in a polar co-ordinate system is described by half o f  the 
major axis, eA and by the m inor axis, eB. The numerical eccentricity ex is given by 
(Gellert 1971)
ex =((eA2 -eB2)/eA2)'/2
The formula for the ellipse for the tangential expansion on a line in a specific direction 
is then
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ro[Xo ] = (eB2/ (1-ex 2cos2(x d + Xp)) '/2
The maximum tangential expansion o f  an ellipse can be on a different surface point (see 
figure 5.1.b). Because o f  this, for the simulation the expansion o f  neighboured surface 
points has to be investigated. The maximum expansion o f  the ellipse has to be found 
into by an iterative search. To lim it the number o f  investigations a step sin o f  & =  0.5° 
and a varying factor ¡n_neg < i <  ¿n_pos for the follow ing investigations was used. Using 
this settings and the formula above the neighbourhood has to be investigated until a 
maximum is found.
1= 1n _p o s
r0 [xD ] =  M AX (cos(iS ) (eB2/ ( l - e x 2cos2( i S  + Xd + Xp)) 14 (5.2)
i = lN_NEG
Figure 5.1. Cross-sections o f  centrally positioned circle and ellipse
Figure 5.2. Cross-section o f a centrally positioned polygon
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For a regular polygon (see figure 5.2.a) with the total number o f  vertices ¿vn the partial 
angle between two neighboured vertices from its midpoint is y. To find the maximum 
tangential expansion rG o f a polygon from its centre in each direction, all vertices have 
to be investigated using the distance do between the centre o f  the polygon and each 
vertex (see figure 5.2.b).
With y = 2 7t / ivN
i = l V N
ro[Xn ] = MAX ( d o  cos ( i y  + Xd + X p ))  ( 5  3 )
1=1
The only difference o f  irregular polygons is the variation o f  the angle y and/or the 
distance dG o f  the vertices.
i=ivN
rolXD j =  M AX (do[i] cos ( y[i] + Xd + Xp)) 
i= l
5.1.2. D isplacem ent o f the cross-section and discovering
enveloping chords
Displacing the midpoint o f  the object from the midpoint o f the sensor ring (see figure 




F igu re  5.3. Objects displaced from the centre o f the ring
For every transm itter the touching chord with mB[n] must be determ ined (see Tx :R7[n] 
in figure 5.4). Therefore for each transm itter Tx [n] o f  the ring all possible chords to each 
receiver Rx [n] will be investigated (see R2[n] to R i5[n] in the example in figure 5.4). All 
o f this chords are determ ined by the number o f receivers u between actual investigated 
transmitter Tx [n] and receiver Rx[n] with 1 < u < N R. The closest distance o f  every 
chord Tx [n]:Rx[n] to the midpoint M o f the ring circle is
|M:CX| = r cos (u (3)
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For finding the tangent o f the object, parallel to the investigated chord the line M:D, and 
the actual r0[XD] ^ ave t°  be displayed on the line M :CX, giving the distances ]M:Di2| and 
|Di2:Ro2t (see figure 5.3). The direction o f M:CX is then
Xd = n a  - (u + V2 ) P (5.4)
The distance roD[u] between the midpoint M and the tangent in the direction o f M:Cx is 
with
ro[u] = 1o[Xd] = |Di2:Ro2|
equal
rOD[u] = |M:Di2| + r0 [u]
With the angle r\ between the lines o f  considered direction M:CX and the displaced 
object M:Dr is
T = V - Xd
|M:DI2| =  |M:Dt| co s(q )
jM:DI2] = !M :D t) cos (mj - n a  + (u +V2) P ) (5.5)
With |DI2:R02| = rG[u] = r0 LXo] depending on the kind o f object as detailed in the
previous chapter (equations 5.1 - 5.3), the distance r0n is for all possible u
roo[u] = |M:DI2 [u]| +|DI2:Ro2 [u]|
The procedure is to find all mB[n] for the closest chord Tx :Rx [n] (tangent) o f  all
transmitters 0 < n < N ob.t o f the object with the mathematical equation
n =  NoB.T, U =  N r  
mB[n] = MIN (|M:CX [u,n]|) > rOD[u,n] 
n = 0, u = 1
All detennined numbers mB[n] will be included in the array Z0 (see chapters 6.2, 10.7) 
as primary data. In the case o f the example in figure 5.4, mB[n] is describing chord 
Tx:R7[n], Eventually, the array Z0 will include as many 'back' chords as transm itters NT 
for one cross-section (revolution).
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5.1.3. Describing objects with different shapes of cross-sections
Using the algorithms described and methods developed, different objects can be 
constructed. Some examples o f  cross-sections are shown in figures 5.5-5.10. These 
figures also include images o f  3-D objects, which will be explained in the following 
chapter. The largest cross-section o f  the object as a result o f  the simulation is shown on 
the right side in each figure 5.5-5.10. The simulated data are included in the primary 
data area Z0 (see chapters 6.2, 10.7) and have been analysed by using the algorithms 
described in chapters 3.2-3.5, 4.1-4.2. Inside the hull o f  the cross-section the spiral o f  the 
origin o f the investigated distance rQ[n] o f the object is shown. It can be seen that the 
hull determined by the ring-sensor system does not touch the object, so will over­
estimate the area. This over-estimation in area is caused by the fundamental operation o f 
the ring and is determined by the resolution o f  the sensor. The circular shaped curves 
around polygons (see figure 5.8-5.10) show the distance o f  the closest chord found for 
each transm itter from the midpoint o f  the ring to the surface o f the object r0D[niB[n]] 
around the object. On round objects (see figure 5.5.-5.6) this cannot be seen because the 
object itself is round.
Figure 5.5. Simulated cylinder in the ring sensor system
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Figure 5.6. Simulated sphere in the ring
Figure 5.7. Simulated ellipsoid in the ring
Figure 5.8. Simulated prismatic object with triangular cross-section
6 8
5.1.4. Three dim ensional objects
The described model o f  the ring sensor system requires the translation o f the objects in 
the longitudinal direction but does not depend on the position o f the object within the 
ring (see chapter 3.4). The result o f  a simulation is an enveloping spiral (see figures 5.5- 
5. id). In the direction o f  movement, the length L o f the object limits the spiral. For a 
sphere the length is equal to double the radius.
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The location for each surface point and distance r03D[n] o f  the spiral from the rotational 
axis (midpoint) o f  a symmetrical object is based on the 2-D result for the rG[n] 
(equations 5.1-5.4), It depends on each snapshot n in the range between 0 and the total 
number o f  snapshots o f  the object Nqbj. The following are some exam ples for 
longitudinal shapes
Cylinder: r03D[n] = rQ[n]
Sphere: rQ3j}[n] = ro[n] ( l- (  1-2 n / N qqi )2)/2
pyramid or cone r03D[n] = r0 [n] n / N 0bj
pyramid with 2 acute ends r03D[nj = r0[n] ( 1-| 1 -2 n / N 0bjD
Other formulae are possible for different shapes, for example banana, helix or artificial 
shapes. The third dim ension allows concave areas in the direction horizontal to the 
movement to be investigated. Figures 5.11-13 are examples o f enveloping spirals.
Figure 5.11. Simulated object in the form o f a spiral with 
variation o f  \\j (see equation 5.5)
Figure 5.12. Simulated bean with variation o f  |M:Dr| (see equation 5.5)
F igu re  5.13. Ellipse with variation o f  ¡M:D[ | and vy (see equation 5.5)
Using the basic equation 5.5, in figure 5.11, JVFDj is constant, vp[n] varies (kR is a 
constant determining the slope o f  the spiral)
V [n] = kR n
Because the formula is linear the result is a spiral with a constant pitch. In figure 5.12 vj\i 
is constant and M:Di varies.
With kz a constant between
0 <= kz <= 19/20 r - r03D[n] (on the shortest possible
distance o f the object to the ring)
IMiDjMi = kz ( i- (  1-2 n / N qbj f  t
The result is a bean shaped object. In figure 5.13 both (MiDj and \\j are variable using 
the previous formulae. The object definitions are much more flexible in 3-D. Further 
improvements could be made by using non-linear functions. Any shape can be simulated 
provided that the objects are within the geometrical limits o f  the ring (cylinder) and the 
extension is in the horizontal direction. The main advantage o f  this system is its 
flexibility in scanning objects o f any shape, which can then be described by a limited 
number o f chords received from a practical ring sensor solution.
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5.2. Simulation tests and errors
Simulations with different objects were carried out to determine the accuracy o f  the ring 
sensor system. The cross-sections which were used are shown in figure 5.14. The 3-D 
shapes investigated are cylinders, spheres and polyhedra o f different shapes.
Figure 5.14. The cross-sections used for the simulations
5.2.1. Basic set up for the sim ulations
To investigate possible real conditions for a practical sensor solution, the following 
sensor param eters were chosen:
Number o f transmitters: 64
Number o f receivers: 64
Radius o f ring sensor: 90 mm
Scanning speed o f  the ring: 400 rev/s
Speed o f the objects: 1 m/s
The space within the sensor system is limited by the area o f the ring. This limits the 
maximum possible distance between the midpoint o f the ring sensor system and the 
'midpoint' o f an object |M:D]|. In practice, the object must not touch the ring. For this 
reason, an excluded area around the ring is defined by the distance Ded =  5 mm from the 
outside o f the ring. For the simulations, rational random numbers N ran between 0.. 1 and 
the following formulae are used to define all possible distances |M:Dr| o f  the centre of 
the object from the centre o f  the ring.
Cylinder and sphere: pVTD  ̂= N ran (r- Ded- roBj)
Including the worse case o f expansion
Ellipsoid: |M:Dj| = N ran (r- DEd- ©a)
Polygon: |M:Df| = Nran (r_ DEd* do)
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The angles Xp and vg within the range o f 0..2 n are also determined using different 
random numbers Nran-
X p , ¥  = Nran  2 re
As a result o f  random values the objects are randomly positioned in different areas and 
positions in the sensor system. The diam eter o f  objects in practice is lim ited to match 
typical agricultural products and is in the range o f  20- 140mm diameter, as for example 
potatoes. M ost o f the tests will be carried out in this range. For each test each object was 
simulated 1000 times. One major axis is the length L. Because in simulation this axis is 
built up by N 0 b j  snapshots, a deviation will never occur.
Most o f the tests will be based on this set-up. If  different properties are used, they will 
be noted.
5.2.2. Basics about accuracy and errors
It must be remembered that cross-sections o f the objects generally have to be convex, 
since concave areas can not be 'seen' because o f the shadow principle o f  the ring. The 
errors are mainly caused by the discrete design o f  the ring since only a finite num ber o f 
chords and intersections are possible.
In Gall (1992,1998) special cases on a cross-section have been investigated on the worst 
case that round objects (symmetrical polygons) are centrally positioned in the ring. Only 
a limited number o f different regular convex polygons with their sides being tangential 
can be created with chords being tangents to a defined number o f circles. Striped lines in 
figure 5.15 show an example o f  two neighboured circles with the radii rA, rs and the 
distance dR between them. Centrally positioned cylinders (symmetrical polygons) 
between these circles can not be described there are no chords available. The resulting 
error for volume and axis determination is dependent on the number o f transm itters and 
receivers.
For alternately arranged transmitters and receivers, the number o f these polygons or 
rings is equal to half the number o f transmitters or receivers. The number o f sides o f 
each polygon is the number o f  transmitters or receivers.
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In the following chapters using 3-D, simulations and statistics are used to get an 
overview o f the accuracy and errors created by different factors. Factors are volume, 
length o f major/m inor axis with and without error corrections for various test shapes.
Figure 5.15. Possible chords from a transm itter to the receivers (2 snapshots)
5.2.3. A ccuracy o f volum e of spheres using the 'back’ chord
Simulated spheres o f 14 different radii between 10mm and 70mm were chosen to 
investigate the possible accuracy o f  volume and axis determination o f the 'back' chord 
spiral.
Figure 5.16. Errors in the volume determination o f spheres
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In figure 5.16 the absolute maximum and minimum values, the standard deviation, 
stdev, and the 95% line which is equal to 1.96 stdev are shown. The results show that for 
spheres in the practical range o f  interest between 17.5 and 30mm, 95% o f all 
measurements have a random error less than 10%. For spheres with a radius between 35 
and 70mm the error is better than 5%. However for a radius o f less than 17.5 mm the 
error increases substantially.
Figure 5.17. Over-estim ation o f  the average Figure 5.18. Corrected over-estimation 
measured volum e from the real volume o f the average measured volume
using regression
In figure 5.17, the over-estimation or systematic error o f  the technique is shown. The 
error for the corrected volum e Vc m e a s  can be minimised by using the measured volume 
Vmeas , the regression factors kx (see table 5.1) and the regression formula
V c _ m e a s  = k5 Vmeas5 + k4 V m e a s 4 + k3 V m e a s  3+k2 V m e a s  2 + k l V m e a s  + k (5.5)
Order k kl k2 k3 k4 k5
3. -5.08 0.823 1.108 10-4 -3.345 10'8 0 0
4. -3.92 0.791 2.335 10‘4 -1.753 10"7 4.85 10'n 0
5. -3.1 0.759 4.639 10~4 -7.195 10'7
Ooi/S -1.47 10'13
Table 5.1. Factors for the regressions 3. - 5. order
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After the correction using the regression function o f the fifth order the results (see figure 
5.18) show that for the parameters used for the simulation, the radius o f the object 
should be a minimum o f 15mm. The final error for objects smaller than 25mm is about 
1%. In practice this scheme may be more efficiently implemented as a look-up table.
5.2.4. Com parison o f use o f ’back’ and/or ’front’ spiral for  
volume determination
In this test the results o f  the 'back', the 'front' and the combination o f the two spirals are 
investigated using exactly the same random numbers for all cases. The com bination o f 
'front' and 'back' spiral was carried out by taking each single result for an object and 
creating the average. As shown in chapter 3.6, the 'back' and 'front' spiral are in different 
locations round an object. The measurements are taken at the same time, but at a 
different point on the surface. I f  both volumes are independent measurements o f the 
same accuracy crl and ct2, the theory o f propagation o f error (Gellert 1971) can be 
applied with the result that the middle error a M is
au  = -  Vcrl2 + cr22 = = 0.707 lcrl
2 J 2
A reduction o f  the deviation error o f 29.3 % o f the single error o f each passage o f an 
object can be expected com pared with the result using only one spiral.
The results o f the simulations in figure 5.19 show that the expected reduction in error 
does not occur. This is because the precision for the 'back' and the 'front' spiral are 
similar but not the same. The reason for the small difference in the accuracy between 
'back' and 'front' spiral could not be found. The independence o f  measurements o f each 
spiral seems not to be given. This has to be investigated in the future.
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F igure  5.19. Comparison o f  use of'back ' and 'front' spiral for volume determ ination
The over-estimation for all three variants is the same, so that the analysis from the 
chapter before can be used for all.
5.2.5. M ajor axes o f cross-sections
The same test as described above for the 'back' spiral was used to investigate the largest 
slice and the middle slice. The largest slice is positioned at the largest diam eter o f  the 
object in the vertical direction. The major axis is the largest axis o f  this slice. For 
spheres, the largest slice should be the middle slice.
One fundamental problem has first to be addressed regarding the use o f algorithms for 
the determination o f  axes (see also chapter 4.2).
1. One possibility is to find and measure the distance from each chord to the opposite 
chord (if  it is parallel) or vertex (see chapter 4.2). The detennined distance can 
include a systematic error (see figure 5.20.a), but for 'nearly' round objects and a high 
resolution this method should be accurate enough.
2. The largest major axis can only be between two vertices. For this reason the second 
method and preferred solution is the investigation o f  the distance from one vertex o f 
a chord to an opposite vertex.
3. M inor axes can be between parallels, a chord and a vertex or two vertices. That and a
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limited resolution o f the system can cause a problem for minor axes as shown in figure 
5.20.b. Because o f this, both algorithms will be independently tested. For minor axes 
the determ ination o f parallels is always allowed.
a) One vertex b) Two vertices
Figure 5.20. Problems with the determination o f axes
In figure 5.21 the results for the standard deviation are shown, and are sim ilar for both 
cases so that only the 'back' chords will be used for the investigations into the over­
estimation o f  the middle and largest slice (see figure 5.22). Because the results are 
similar they can be corrected by using the polynomial regression (see equation 5.5 and 
table 5.2) o f third order. The result shows that the final over-estimation is less ±1%.
k kl k2 k3
M ajor axes o f slices 5.48 0.914 9.324 10‘4 -2.67 10-6
Table 5,2, Factor for the triple regression o f  major axes
6
5 back and front spiral
g 4 T major axes 1 vertex
S 3 
B  2w 2
1 -
n . *
0 50 100 150
real diameter [mm]
real diameter [mm]
a) Use o f one vertex opposite a line b) Use o f two vertices at opposite side
Figure 5.21. Standard deviation o f  the major axes using 1 or 2 vertices
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rea! diameter [mm]
a) Over-estim ation b) Corrected over-estimation
F ig u re  5.22. Over-estimation for the major axes before and after correction
5.2.6. M inor axes o f cross-sections
The smallest diam eter is found by checking the enveloping spiral a turn 'back' and 
forward. For the largest slice the larger o f both axes is wanted .
As with the major axes, the one and two vertices solution will be investigated. In figure 
5.23 it can be seen that the random error is significantly lower for the use o f  2 vertices, 
due to the error (see figure 5.20.a) being avoided.
In figure 5.24, the over-estimation and the corrected over-estimation for the largest and 
the middle slice can be seen. To correct the over-estimation the polynomial regression 
(see equation 5.5) o f third order was used. The results show that the final over­
estimation is less than ± 1.5%.
For objects like a sphere or an ellipsoid, a distinction between the middle and the largest 
slice is necessary since the largest slice is defined on the first discovery o f the largest 
diameter, but is not necessarily combined with the largest minor axis. For the sphere this 
means that the actual largest slice is the middle slice. Some thought will be given to 
amending the algorithms to cope with this situation.
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Figure 5.23. Standard deviation o f the m inor axes o f the 'back' chord
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a) Over-estimation b) Corrected over-estimation
Figure 5.24. Over-estimation o f  minor axes before and after correction
M inor axes k kl k2 k3
Largest slice 3.88 0.992 2.7 10-4 -1.199 10'6
Middle slice -3.32 0.942 3.572 IQ-4 -2.493 10~7
Table 5.3. Factors for the triple regression o f minor axes
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For further tests, only the distance between 2 vertices will be used because the error is 
lower.
5.2.7. Position o f the largest slice
One param eter o f interest is the position o f the largest cross-section o f  an object in the 
horizontal direction. It gives information about the shape (for example misshapen 
potatoes). Figure 5.25 shows that the standard deviation decreases rapidly with the 
increase o f the radius. The over-estimation is permanent. One reason is explained in 
chapter 5.2.5 searching for the right axis. Another factor is the resolution o f the system 
and the small changes in size o f the cross-section around the midpoint o f  a sphere.
position of largest slice [mm]
a) Standard deviation b) Over-estimation
Figure 5.25. Position o f the largest slice
As shown in chapter 5.2.2, it concentrates on centred objects with a round cross-section, 
there are discrete steps for an accurate determination o f the surface o f  objects in vertical 
direction depending on the resolution o f the system.
—i---------- 1-----------1---------- 1
20 40 60 80
radius[mm]
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5.2.8. The accuracy dependence on the position in the ring
In this test the determ ination o f  volume and the largest axis o f spheres with a radius o f 
20, 30 and 40mm are investigated with reference to the distance from the m idpoint o f  
the sensor ring. Each object was simulated 1000 times in distance classes with steps o f 
5mm. Sensor systems with an equal number o f  alternately arranged transm itters and 
receivers (TE) have been investigated, with TE = N T = N R o f 64 and 256.
The results for the volume (see figure 5.26) show that in the middle o f  the ring a higher 
over-estimation is obtained. This is caused by a lower number o f  intersections (see 
chapter 6.1) giving a lower resolution in the middle o f  the system. The standard 
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a) Standard deviation b) Over-estimation
Figure 5.26. Volum e at different distances from the midpoint o f  the sensor system
a) Standard deviation b) Over-estimation
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The investigation o f the major axis o f the largest slices (see figure 5.27) shows that the 
over-estimation is relatively constant in the different regions. The standard deviation is 
relatively low and increasing in the outside regions especially for small objects.
One further fact can be seen in figure 5.27.b. The deviations in the curves o f  the 64 
transm itter solution are caused by the resolution. Different diameters o f  objects deliver 
different faults. This effect can also be seen in figures 5.21 and 5.25.a, but is improved 
with the higher resolution from 256 transmitters and receivers.
5.2.9. The effect o f the resolution o f the system on the accuracy
In this test the resolution o f  a different number o f transmitters and receivers on volume 
measurements o f  spheres was investigated (see figure 5.28). Doubling the num ber o f 
transmitters and receivers improves the standard deviation by about a half for medium 
sized spheres. The over-estimation is also cut by about 2 with the doubling. The 
investigation for the major axis o f  the largest slice gives the same improvement by 
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a) Standard deviation b) Over-estimation
Figure 5.28. Volume o f spheres depending on the resolution (number o f transm itters
and receivers)
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5.2.10. The effect o f the speed of the ring or the object on the
accuracy
In this test the speed was varied in the range o f 200 up to 1000 revolutions per second. 
This has the same effect as changing the speed o f the object. The following is the list o f 
equivalents o f  revolutions and speed valid for this test.
Speed ring [rev/s] 200 400 600 800 1000
Speed object [m/s] 1i 0.66 0.5 0.4
T ab le  5.4. List o f  equivalents o f scanning rate and speed o f  object
The results for the volume o f  spheres (see figure 5.29) show that the standard deviation 
will not be efficiently reduced by the increase o f the speed o f the ring or by the decrease 
in speed o f  the objects. The over-estimation is nearly constant for all speeds, except the 
200 rev/s test for small objects.
a) Standard deviation b) Over-estimation
Figure 5.29. Volume o f  spheres dependent on the speed o f  the ring
The results for the major axis (see figure 5.30) o f the largest slice measurement show an 
independence from the speed, so it can be said that for the determination o f  axis 
measurements for spheres and ellipsoids the speed is not an issue. The results 
correspond with the results for the use o f two spirals (see chapter 5.2.4). If  the speed is 
doubled, the conditions are similar to comparing the use o f two spirals.
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Figure 5.30. M ajor axis dependent on the speed
5.2.11. The accuracy depending on the shape o f cross-sections
In this test the influence o f  shape o f  cross-sections was investigated. The objects chosen 
have different cross-sectional shapes (see figure 5.14). but each had the same length o f  
100mm with a constant cross-section over the whole length. The radii were varied, so 
that a range o f  volumes and the major axis o f  the middle slice could be investigated.
The results for the volume (see figure 5.31) show that the over-estimation does depend 
on the shape. An object with a cross-sectional shape o f a polygon with 3 vertices has 
about double the over-estimation error o f an ellipse shape. The standard deviation is 
quite similar for all objects, but increases substantially with a small size. N ot included in 
figure 5.31 is the result for 'thin polygons' with two vertices and a volume o f  zero, 
because the error is too high.
Because o f the constant shape o f the cross-sections about the whole length o f  the 
investigated objects, the results are also valid for the 2-D case.
For the major axis o f the middle slice (see figure 5.32) objects with cross-sections o f 
nearly round shapes have about 50% higher over-estimation than angular objects. This is 
due to the problem o f low resolution on round objects as described in chapters 5.2.2 and 
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Figure 5.31. Volume dependent on the shape o f  cross-sections
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b) Standard deviation
Figure 5.32. M iddle axis on different shaped cross-sections
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Overall the shape has an influence. So far as the shape o f objects is approximately 
known, the systematic error can be estimated and be kept under control. Another method 
is to increase the resolution as necessary for the particular use.
5.3. Summary
A model to create one object or cross-section at a time in the ring is described. The 
positions and shapes o f  objects are variable w ithin the limits set by the ring. Tests were 
carried out to find the limits using comprehensive simulations o f different objects, for 
instance in different areas o f the sensor system, different arrangements, speed variation 
o f the sensor system and using the 'back' and 'front' spiral to envelope objects. The 
system properties were formed flexibly in wide ranges, but require design and 
adaptation to the specific task.
Under the expected practical use with the expected parameters (see chapter 2.7) the set­
up for a practical solution should have at minimum 64 transm itters and 64 receivers (see 
chapters 5.2.1, 7.1). For practical use the objects should be presented singly lengthways 
and not have major concave areas in the cross-sections. For crop handling, potatoes, 
cucumber and carrots are suitable in shape. Products such as onions, apples and bananas 
cause problems o f presentation, concave areas and as a result a lower accuracy.
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6. Other properties related to the sensor system
In this chapter some interesting accompanying properties o f the system shall be 
investigated which are not directly related to the m athematics and type o f  algorithms 
necessary to determine the geometry o f objects.
6.1. Number of intersections
An object can only be detected if  at least one possible chord in a snapshot is not detected 
(excluding the chords between a transm itter and its two im mediate neighbour receivers). 
In this case it can be said that all objects are enveloped by chords which intercept each 
other. There are four possible positions for an object around two chords (see figure
6.1.a). If  a third chord intersects, twelve different positions are possible (see figure
6. l.b). This is also valid, even if  the three chords intersect at one point.
/
a) Possible positions o f  an object b) Possible positions around
around an intersection three intersections
c) Intersections with 8 transmitters d) Intersections with 16
and receivers transmitters and receivers
Figure 6.1 Intersections in the ring
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This means that the possible number N f o f intersections (see figure 6.1.c,d and 6.2) 
multiplied by 4 gives the value NP, describing all possible positions o f a part o f an object 
in the ring. The functions for a ring with the same number o f  transmitters NT and 
receivers N R and N T > 2 are
i=NT
Nj = ‘/2 N-r S  (i-1) (i-2) 
i=3
N P = Nj * 4
Because the chords lie closer together near the outside o f the ring, more intersections are 
found there. This is why larger objects can be measured with a higher accuracy.
6.2. The amount of data and structure
Consider first the 'basic' picture which consists o f  the result o f each snapshot (see figure
3.1). The transmitters are activated one by one. The snapshots can be numbered by a 
positive increasing integer number n. This number can be used to address a linear 
memory space in the computer.
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A result o f one snapshot using only the 'back' chord is one variable mB[n], the distance 
between the transm itter and the receiver, which will be stored in the memory. The 
necessary width in bits Wbh for coding distance between transm itter and receiver is
W b i t  = log 2 (N r ).
The width up to 256 receivers are preferably coded in a byte, although for a ring with 64 
receivers with wBIX = 6 there are only 6 bits required. The total number o f  bytes for one 
object with a system up to 256 receivers and each snapshot coded in a byte is calculated 
from the number o f snapshots N OBj and the number o f counted revolutions o f the sensor
N rev
N obj =  N rev  * N r
For a ring consisting o f  NT = 64 transmitters and NR = 64 receivers only 64 Bytes are 
necessary to describe a whole revolution and a cross-section. In the 3-D space that 
means for an object with a length o f NreV = 23.5 rounds, a total number o f 1504 
snapshots which are stored as primary data in the memory in the array Z0 (see chapter
3.1, 5.1.2, 6.3, 10.7).
Z0 = [mB[0], mB[l] , mB[2], mB[3],... mB[N0Bj]]
In the case the 'front' chord is also used (see chapter 3.6, 5.2.4) the data are stored in
Z1 = [mF[0], mF[l] ,  mF[2], mF[3],.„ mF[NOBJ]]
The 'basic' picture o f the whole scene includes all necessary information to describe the 
object in the form o f components o f vectors, but also contains superfluous information 
about chords not part o f  the envelope (for pixel images 80-90% of data processed are 
redundant M cEntee (1996)). The contour tracking algorithm (see chapters 3.2-3.5) 
excludes the redundant chords. As a result the structure o f  remaining data is different 
and linked to the future use as for example for the determination o f volume and axis 
measurements and graphics (see also chapter 6.5). A compromise between minimised 
memory use and the choice o f  mathematical algorithms is recommended. Practical use 
results in i0Bj remaining snapshots with data stored in arrays including the number o f 
each remaining snapshot FCHN = n[i], the related distance o f  the receiver FCHM = 
m[n[i]] and the distance FCHR = |TA:CP[n[i]]| (see table 6.1, chapter 10.7).
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i FCHN[i] FCHM[i] FCHR[i]
1 0 mB[0] |Ta:Cp[0]|
2 1 m B[l] |Ta:Cp[1]|
3 2 m B[2] |Ta:Cp[2]|
4 5 m e[5] |Ta:Cp[5]|
5 7 m B[7] |Ta:Cp[7]|
i n m B[n] |TA:CP[n]|
ioBJ N oB.T m b[N obj] |TA:Cp[NoBj]|
Table 6.1. Data o f remaining chords after processing
The amount o f data in these arrays depends on the form o f the object. The worst case is 
when the object is a cylinder positioned in the centre o f the ring. Using 16 bit integer 
values for the variables n and for the distances |TA:CP [n]| and a byte for mB[n] the total 
number would be N * 5 Bytes. Looking at the earlier example 7520 Bytes have to be 
stored. The amount o f data has increased compared with the 'basic' picture, but it is still 
small for the description o f an object in 3-D space.
6.3. Differential coding of primary data
For a cylinder passing centrally through the ring the description is simple. Only two 
numbers, n for the position in the horizontal direction o f passage and mB[n] for the chord 
are needed.
There is always a way 'around' each object. Each object passing through the ring system 
can be put into a cylinder, which is again a part o f the cylinder built up by the ring sensor 
system itself (see figure 3 .10).
If the shape o f the object becomes little different, the changes between two neighbouring 















process are relatively small. Observing the primary data, the changes between the actual 
measured value o f the transmitter mB[n], its predecessor mB[n-l] and successor mB[n+ l] 
are mostly on the least significant bit, that is, +1, -1, or 0 if there is no change. Also on 
'misshapen' objects the majority o f changes from one snapshot to the next are minimal. As 
said, the ideal is a centrally positioned cylinder with no change over the whole object. The 
first differential is always 0.
This is the reason to recommend the use o f differential coding for storage and transfer o f 
data. Based on the assumption that with up to 256 receivers only one byte is needed per 
snapshot, the change between snapshot n+1 and snapshot n with mB[n+l] - mB[n] is 
coded into a reduced number o f bits (see table 6.2). The remaining data are sequentially 
lined up, then split into Byte format for storage.
Difference = mB[n+l] - mB[n] 0 -1 1 2 all other
number o f bits used for coding 1 3 3 3 3 + w b i t  (for 6 4  receivers 3 + 6 )
code (binary) 0 100 101 110 111+ whole value
Table 6.2. Differential coding
Although for sudden big changes one additional bit is necessary, an overall compression 
of primary data down to 12-30% is possible depending on the size and shape (see figures
6.3).
Figure 6.3. Compression Figure 6.4. Number o f packed bytes o f
100mm long objects with different cross- 
sections enclosed by 25 helices
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Some simulations have been carried out using the same objects o f different shape in 
different positions o f the ring as investigated in chapter 5.2.11. They are all described 
originally by 25 revolutions which gives 1600 bytes. Figure 6.3 and 6.4 show the 
percentage o f compression and the number o f bytes left after differential coding.
In figures 6.5 and 6.6 results are shown only for spheres as known from former tests (see 
chapter 5.2.3). The reason for the level and course o f  the standard deviation is
1. the immediate increase in the difference between two neighboured chords for small 
diameters on the enveloping spiral.
2. the relatively wide range o f  positions o f small size objects in the ring up to a fixed 
position for the maximal diameter.
radius [mm]
Figure 6.5. N um ber o f bytes to describe a Figure 6.6. Standard deviation and 
sphere with a radius between 10 and 70mm data reduction o f spheres
The advantage o f  differential coding of original data can be seen. This can be used for 
minimising data for transfer and storage. So far no other method is known which can 
include such flexible com plex objects within so small an amount o f primary data in 3-D 
space immediately after the scan.
6.4. Time consumption of main algorithms
There follows a short review o f the time conditions for the computation. The time for 
the investigation o f one chord includes the execution o f all instructions carrying out 
case 1-3 (see chapter 3.2.2) for the investigation o f a present actual chord. The process
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time for this part o f  the program is constant so long as the object is a cylinder in the 
centre o f  the ring, because case3 (see chapter 3.2.2) will not be repeated at the same 
actual chord. The worse case will be an object with a cross-section o f a rectangle or 
triangle with a very thin side (e.g. piece o f paper) with only three chords describing the 
convex hull during a revolution. The best, case3, will only take place N r - 3 tim es in the 
cross-sectional 2-D area or in a 3-D spiral in one revolution. With the times t[casel], 
t[case2], t[case3] required for each case 1-3 the minimal total time t CMiN is
tcMiN= t [easel] + t[case2] + t[case3] 
and the total time for a cross-section tTOi 2D is
The total time tTOT3D for the determination o f a 3-D object with the total number o f 
snapshots N 0Bj is
and varies between the minimum o f a cylinder with circular cross-section in central 
position and the maximum o f an object with a cross-section o f  a rectangle or triangle 
with a thin side within the limits





thin rectangle or triangle
frOT2D
u
t'roT2D = Nt  (tcMiN + t[case3]) - 3 t[case3]
1-TOT3D _  N qbj tcTOT2D / Nx
The tim e can be further reduced by investigating that the situation regarding the 
predecessor and successor is the same as before. I f  no change occurred, the same results 
for the actual chord can be taken. This reduces especially tcMiN-
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In chapter 7 a practical ring solution is introduced using a M otorola 68332 processor 
running on clock rate o f  16MHz and without cache and with 512 KByte o f RAM. The 
system can determine volum e and axes measurements o f 10 medium sized potatoes 
(lOOg) within a second. The program is optimised using look-up tables and on time 
consuming parts assembler programs.
6.5. Amount of data left after determination of touching 
chords
In this chapter, the performance o f algorithms (casel-3) on the necessary amount o f  data 
which are used to find the finally touching chords as described in chapters 3.2-3.5 is 
investigated. This is only important if  the data are used for axis determination and for 
graphic purposes, otherwise the data could be destroyed. Simulations (see chapter 
5.2.11) have been carried out with different shaped cross-sections o f  cylindrical objects. 
The results for the first algorithms case 1-2 shown in figure 6.7 delivers a reduction o f 
chords down to 45% - 90% depending on the shape and size o f the object. Angular 
objects have an advantage with fewer remaining chords. By integrating case 3 the 
algorithm determines finally the touching chords with a reduction down to between 30 - 
85 % depending on the shape (see figure 6.8). Angular objects end up with less data than 
round.
73 40 H---------------------1-------------------- i---------------------1










Figure 6.7. Elim ination o f non-cutting chords case 1-2, data left after reduction
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Differential coding could also be used for the storage o f the final data. Because this has 
to include the position o f each point in the horizontal direction n (2 Bytes), the distance 
niB[n] (1 Byte) and the distance from the transm itter to the predecessor |TA:CP|[n] (2 
Bytes), 5 Bytes are necessary (see chapter 6.2) per intersection. The result is that the 
total amount o f  memory necessary is higher than for primary data.
Figure 6.8. Final determ ination o f touching chords case 3, data left after reduction
6.6. Summary
In this chapter related properties are investigated which do not have a direct im pact on 
the determination o f  the geometry o f the objects. The number o f  all intersections 
between chords within the ring is related to the possible resolution and accuracy. The 
necessary amount o f primary data and data after handling reflects how effectively 
compact objects can be described. The object surrounding architecture and enveloping 
function o f the ring sensor system supports further significant data reduction using 
differential coding. The tim e consumption o f the algorithm can be defined for best and 
worst case conditions and is linear growing with the length o f the object.
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7. Practical tests
As the main interest in the ring sensor system has come primarily from agriculture and 
more particularly from the potato industry, a practical solution was developed with tests 
being carried out to locate the actual properties o f the system predominantly on potatoes.
7.1. Measurements on potatoes of different size
As proposed in chapters 2.7 and 5.2.1 a ring consisting o f  64 transm itters and 64 
receivers was developed and built by Gall and Argus Electronic GmbH (1997, see figure
7.1). The proposed algorithms, proposed by Gall (1997, 1998) were used to develop a 
complex software system. This work was carried out from Gall and Argus Electronic 
GmbH.
The ring diam eter is 175 mm with a scan rate o f 25,6 kHz equal to 400 revolutions per 
second. Using the basic two-dimensional algorithms, volume, length, major (MSL) and 
minor (MSS) axes o f  the middle slice (see figure 7.2), and position o f the largest slice 
(SPO) o f an object, major (LSL) and minor (LSS) axes o f  the largest slice, mass (if  
density is known) or density ( if  mass is known) can be determined.
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b) Structure o f  hardware for a ring sensor system 
Figure 7.1. Structure, realisation o f  the ring sensor system
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object and o f  the largest cross-section. The important axis measurements are marked 
and the results are shown
A test was perform ed which showed the results o f  volume and axis determ ination o f  24 
different potatoes in a varying size range, passing through the ring at a constant speed o f  
1.0ms'1. Each object was measured fifty times using different positions in the ring.
The method o f feeding material into the system is very important. The speed o f  the 
feeding system m ust be stable, and the alignment and stability o f the potatoes are crucial 
for accurate results. For this test, objects were positioned by hand longitudinally on a 
simple flat conveyor belt before being launched through the ring. The real volume o f  the 
potatoes was determ ined by measuring the weight o f  the potatoes in air and in water 
with a balance with O.lg resolution.
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7.1.1. Volume
The results for the deviation o f  95% o f the measured volumes, the m axim a and the 
minima are shown in figure 7.3. It can be seen that the error varies over the whole range 
o f potato sizes and decreases with the size. The 95% curve means that this quantity o f  all 
potatoes are definitely within this random error range and it is defined as 1.96 standard 
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F ig u re  7.3. The deviation o f volume
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Figure 7.4. Absolute error and correction
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The absolute error is shown in figure 7.4. The small potatoes have on average a larger 
positive deviation, because the size is over-estimated. In this case it is a systematic error, 
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F igu re  7.5. Total error - 95% curve
Finally the total error, the sum o f the 95% curve plus the absolute deviation from the 
corrected systematic error is shown in figure 7.5.
There are several factors, which can account for this result. There is the influence o f  the 
presentation, which has not been investigated but was minimised. The effect o f  size and 
shape was discussed in chapter 5.2.
It can be seen that for potatoes o f  more than 100cm3 the total error is about or less than 
5%. For potatoes sm aller than 50cm3 the standard deviation is higher than 7% which 
suggests that the cut-off point for using the present device should be around 75 cm3.
7.1.2. A xis m easurements
The investigation o f  the length measurement also shows a deviation (see figure 7.6). 
This is caused by the not quite 100% accurate stable presentation and the varying 
horizontal direction o f  the object, underlining the importance o f the presentation.
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real length [mm]
F igu re  7.6. Error o f the length
For the major axis LSL o f the largest slice, it can be seen in figure 7.7 that the total error 
would be less i f  systematic error could be corrected. The reason for this is again the 
over-estimation o f  small objects. The final error is mainly caused by the presentation o f 
the potatoes and the discrete architecture o f the ring.
Figure 7.7. Error o f  the major axis o f the largest slice
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The random error for the minor axis LSL (see figure 7.8) o f the largest slice is generally 
higher than that o f  the major axis. The reason is that this axis is determ ined from the 
position found for the major axis. This position varies as will be shown later. Another 
fact is that method 2 o f axis determination (see chapters 4.2.2, 5.2.5) is used, the 
combined error is cum ulative especially on small objects. One additional result o f this is 
that it cannot be seen as an over-estimation.
oL.V.
(1)
Figure 7.8. Error o f  the minor axis o f the largest slice
The position o f  the largest slice SPO was determined (see appendix 7 figure 10.1). 
Because o f  the general shape o f  potatoes (ellipsoid) with a low variation in diameter 
around the largest slice and also due to the resolution o f  the system, the random error is 
so high, that a practical use o f the largest slice can not be recommended.
For the major MSL and m inor axis MSS o f the middle slice (see appendix 7 figure 10.2-
10.3) the same judgem ent can be given as for the axes o f the largest slice.
Finally it can be said that volume and the axes L, LSL, LSS, MSL, MSS can be 
determined within the required range o f accuracy for agricultural use. For higher 
requirements an optimum has to be found, increasing the number o f transm itters and 
receivers for the particular use to which the ring is being employed.
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7.2. Four artificial objects
In a second test, the random and absolute error o f  volume determination o f  objects o f 
different shapes was investigated (see figure 7.9). Table 7.1 includes exam ples o f  four 
objects, a small and a larger rectangular block, a diagonally cut block with triangular 
shape and a symmetrical object in the shape o f a ring doughnut. The presentation 
conditions were the same as for the potatoes. It can be seen that for objects with more 
sharp edges, the error increases.






e r ro r  [%]
Random error
95% value [%]
Block 1 159 162 1.9 4.5
Block 2 318 324 1.9 2.5
Triangle 116 125 7.8 6.9
Doughnut 194 195 0.5 1.4
Table 7.1. Average measured and random error for four different objects
The axis measurements o f  the object in form o f a round doughnut were also 
investigated, with a real maximum diameter o f 76 mm and minimum diam eter o f  49mm. 
The object could be presented in a very stable position because o f the shape. The results 
of the measured dimensions o f  this object are shown in table 7.2.
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L LSL LSS SPO M SL M SS
Real measurements [mm] 76 76 49 38 76 49
Average measured distance 
[mm] 72.8 76.1 54.5 31.0 75.8 55.9
95% value = 1 .9 6  standard 
deviation [%] 0.6 1.2 5.1 14.7 1.0 2.5
Table 7.2. Additional measurements o f  the doughnut shaped object
The calibrating factor for the length L based on the speed o f  presentation was not set 
right and has to be increased by the factor 1.044. The major axes LSL and MSL are 
correct, but the minor axes LSS and MSS are over-estimated be caused o f  the method o f 
axis determination as discussed earlier.
7.3. Comparison of the actual ring sensor system and the 
Accu Pack system
A test was set up to com pare the accuracy o f weight determination o f the Accu Pack 
machine (see figure 7.10) with the actual ring solution on baker potatoes (200g-400g).
The Accu Pack system (Exeter 1994) is used in the British and American potato industry 
in packing houses for weight sizing on a large scale. It is based on a rectangular frame 
including two cross-wise arranged sensing lines using the principle shown in figure
2.2.c. The x-y lines scanning cross-wise with a rate o f  about 5KHz. The sensing area is a 
rectangle o f about 170 x 170 mm. The analogue signal, received by one receiver on each 
scanning line, is converted by an Sbit Analogue Digital Converter. A com puter puts 
together the rectangular cross-sections and calculates the total volume o f all sections o f 
an object. Using an average density the weight is calculated.
For the test 15 clean potatoes and four artificial objects were chosen within a spectrum 
of size (see figure 7.11). The weight and underwater weight o f  each potato was 
determined using a balance with an accuracy o f 0. lg. The potatoes were firstly presented 
the Accu Pack Test/Training Unit consisting out sensor head and the feeding three wire
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transport system. They were then presented to the ring sensor, placing them up on a 
conveyer belt to jum p freely through the ring sensor system.
The following conditions are valid for both:
kind o f  sensor optical
measured value cross-sections, volume
determined value volume, weight
speed o f  objects: 90 m/min
infeed: in predominantly horizontal direction
test range: 30 times each
WSmÊSrnSÊSÊlÊÊM
Figure 7.10. Accu Pack system Figure 7.11. 15 potatoes and 4 artificial
with square shaped sensor system objects
Looking at the results, it can be seen, that the ring sensor gives about half the random, 
absolute and total error o f  the Accu Pack system(see figure 7.12-7.15). The weight (see 
figure 7.15) gives the same result, because a general density factor based on the dry 
matter content o f objects is used for the weight determination. Changes in the dry m atter 
content and adhering soil cause additional errors.
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F ig u re  7.15. Total error 95% curve for the weight measurements
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For the four artificial objects shown in figure 7.11 only the random error for volume 
detection was investigated (see table 7.3). It shows that the ring system is significantly 
better. The same error on the pin is a result o f variable position in horizontal direction 








Accu Pack (stdev [%]) 4.9 3.3 2.7 1.7
Argus ring (stdev[%]) 2.8 2.3 1.6 1.7
Table 7.3. Random error for four test objects as shown in figure 7 .11
7.4. Summary
Practical tests were carried out using a practical ring sensor solution which confirm ed 
the working principle o f  the ring sensor system. Artificial objects and potatoes have 
been used to determine the limits for a practical solution. The ring sensor system was 
compared with a system used in practice in the potato industry and achieves about twice 
the accuracy.
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8. Multiple objects in the ring sensor system
So far all investigations have only considered one object in the ring at a time. In practice 
some tim es two or more objects could pass through the sensor system at the same time, 
for example two overlapping objects or a complex shaped object like the doll (see figure 
3.14). In this chapter an introduction will be given into a model for the simulation and a 
method for the separation o f multiple objects with flexible positions in the ring.
8.1. Basics
The practical number o f  objects in the ring is limited by the influence o f  self-shadowing 
o f the objects, causing additional false captured area or ghosting around each object and 
a reduction in resolution and accuracy (see especially the triangle in figure 8.1.a). 
Normally there must not be more than three objects in the ring with an unknown shape 
and position. This also includes objects like the doll (see figure 3.14), which will have a 
maximum o f three cross-sections as it passes through.
a) All chords b) The 'back' chords only
Figure 8.1. M ultiple objects in the ring
I l l
Investigating multiple objects is much more complex as will be shown. Using only the 
algorithm developed for one object (see chapter 3) with only the 'back' chord then only 
the global envelope o f all objects will be found. M ultiple objects can not be separated 
using the 'back' chord alone, so additional information on the basis o f other chords has to 
be used.
If one object is in the ring, one ’back' chord TRO and one 'front' chord TR1 are available 
to describe the situation from each snapshot (see figure 8.2.a). The chords are described 
by the num ber o f  receivers anti-clockwise between the actual determined receivers mTR0 
and mTR1.
If a second object comes into the ring, the situation changes. Four different situations 
can occur (see figure 8.2.b-e).
In the first case the object chords TRO, TR1 related to object 1, TR2, TR3 related to 
object 2 can be found in a snapshot (see figure 8.2.b). They have the values m ^ o , m TR1, 
mxi^ and mTR3. Each snapshot is described by four chords with the values mBl, mFl, 
mB2, m r2 without any relation to the real position o f objects. These data are stored for 
processing in the primary data arrays Z0-Z3 (see chapter 6.2, 10.7). The main point is to 
link the snapshot chords to the objects for the splitting process and vice versa for the 
simulation. Following different links are shown by only exchanging the object number 
in figure 8.2.b and c.
In figure 8.2.b mBl = mTR0
mFl = mjr?; 
mB2 = m-n^ 
inF2 = niTR3, 
in figure 8.2.c mBl = mTR2
mFl = mTR3 
mB2 = mTR0 
mF2 = mFR ].
In the second case on a different snapshot the gap between the objects is becoming 
narrow and so they are only split by one chord TR1=TR2 with the describing values 
i u t r o ,  mTRi= mTR2 and mxR3 (see figure 8.2.d).
In the third case one object shadows the other totally (see figure 8.2.e) or partially (see 
figure 8.2.f).
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Figure 8.2. Possible snapshots with one or two objects in the ring
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It is obvious that information is lost if  one object is in the shadow o f the other and the 
objects cannot be separated from this angle o f view. This is a major disadvantage o f  all 
shadow systems. A minimum o f one snapshot in one revolution o f  the ring system with a 
chord through the gap between two objects is necessary to split them.
As mentioned previously, as a result o f the described algorithm (see chapter 3) the 
hardware o f  the actual sensor system (see chapter 7) rotates clockwise, but the 
determination o f  the chords is anti-clockwise orientated. This means, a 'back' chord will 
always be determined first (see figure 8.2.a-b). Further, for all snapshots:
mBl[n] < mFl[n] <= mB2[n] < mF2 [n ] .
For multiple objects, more information is required in the form o f more chords. Every 
chord for a system o f up to 256 receivers requires one byte. Using four chords for two 
objects, four times as many primary data values are required for a com plete description
of the scene.
For three objects in the ring the situation becomes much more complex. For a full 
description o f the scene a further two chords are needed (see figure 8.3.a).
a) Snapshot with 6 chords b) Same snapshot with only 4 chords
F igu re  8.3. Snapshot o f a scene using a different number o f chords.
For 3 objects, 6 bytes o f  data for each snapshot are necessary to describe the situation 
completely.
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m Bl = m-TRo 1. 'back' chord
m Fl = mu?] 1. 'front1 chord
m B2 = mTR2 2. 'back' chord
mF2 = IUTR3 2. 'front' chord
mB3 = mTR4 3. 'back' chord
mF3 = mTR5 3. 'front' chord
The hardware o f  the practical ring sensor allows a maximum o f four chords per snapshot 
to be recorded (see figure 8.3.b). This lim itation is not a problem, since the objects 
shadow each other in a whole cross-section in different snapshots (see figure 8.2.d-e) 
resulting in a reduction o f obtainable chords per scene. So the influence o f a reduced 
used number o f  chords is minimal.
As shown, the first chord per snapshot analysed anti-clockwise is always a 'back' chord. 
During analysis o f  the following snapshots clockwise around the ring, if  the second 
object gets closer, the first 'back' chord will touch object 2 instead o f object 1 (see figure
8.4.a). Comparing the order o f  objects NPO for two objects in figure 8.2.b and 8.4.b, 
NPO is now 21 instead o f  12. The relation o f chords to the objects in different snapshots 
changes and for figure 8.4.b is
mBl = m TR2 1. 'back1 chord
mFl = mrR3 1. 'front' chord
mB2 = mjRo 2. 'back' chord
m F2 = m TRl 2. 'front' chord
For three objects six different positions NPO related to each other are possible (see 
figure 8.4.a with the order 132, or figure 8.6 with 321):
NPO: 123, 132, 321 ,312 ,213 , 231.
a) M ovement o f  the l.'back'/'front' 
chord from object 1 to 2
b) Order o f objects and chords from 
side
F igu re  8,4, Change o f the order o f objects
On the basis o f  this fundamental explanation, a further example for a cross-section is 
shown in figure 8.5. The first 'back' chord always builds up the global envelope 
containing all objects (see figure 8.5.a). As said, it can not on its own be used for 
separation. At a minimum one other chord is necessary to describe and split objects. The 
most convenient is the first 'front' chord with the value mFl[n] with NT chords per 
revolution (see figure 8.5.b). The number o f second 'back' and 'front' chords (see figure
8.5.c-d) is lim ited because o f  the shadowing, but they are necessary for a more accurate 
description o f the scene as can be seen in figure 8.5.e-f showing all four chords used.
The shadowing causes an error in the form o f an additional ghost area attached to each 
object. This increases with the number o f objects in the system and limits the practical 
use. For the following explanations only four chords will be used and the number o f 





e) All 4 chords on 3 objects in line f) All chords on 3 objects not in line
Figure 8.5. Different chords building up a scene o f  objects within the ring
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8.2. Model for simulation of multiple objects
8.2.1. Cross-sections o f multiple objects in the ring
The simulation is quite simple and follows the procedure:
• The objects have to be placed separated in the ring.
• For the creation o f  multiple objects the algorithm for the simulation o f one object as 
described in chapter 5.1 is used.
• The ’back' and 'front' chords are simulated for each object independently (data are 
stored in the arrays OBJO-5, see appendix 10.8)
• The results are six chords per snapshot for single independent objects in the ring.
• This data has to be linked to create each snapshot describing the scene containing all 
objects with maximal 4 touching chords in the scene stored in the snapshot arrays.
For the determination o f  snapshot the following steps have to be made:
• For positioning the objects the number NPO has to be set. It is arbitrary, but once set 
it is not changed.
• Depending on NPO and the different possibilities o f  overlapping o f the objects in the 
scene, the chords for each snapshot can be determined.
For example in figure 8.6 the order o f chords in anti-clockwise direction is 
TR4,5,2,0,3,1. Object 3 (TR4,5) is the first touched object and object 2 (TR2,3) is 
shadowed by object 1 (TR0,1). As a result the first four visible chords TR4,5,2,1 have to 
be taken for this particular snapshot.
mBl = mTR4 1. 'back' chord = 'back' chord o f object 3 (TR4)
m Fl =  mTR5 1 . 'front'chord = 'front' chord o f object 3 (TR5)
m B2 = mTR2 2. 'back' chord = 'back' chord o f object 2 (TR2)
mF2 =  mTR, 2 . 'front'chord = 'front1 chord o f object 1 (TR1)
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al Scene in the rina
2 0 3 1
b) R-elated code constellation
Figure 8.6. Possible collection o f the 3 objects within the ring
There are the six possible constellations o f three objects given by NPO, for each 15 
different situations including different overlapping o f chords are possible. This means in 
total 90 solutions, which will be used to set up a look-up table called the TRC-code 
(transfer code). For NPO = 123 for example the coding is shown in table 8 .i (TRO and 
TR1 are bold in the table to show the way o f development).
Order o f chords Chords used
TRO - TR5 for the snapshot
0,1,2,3,4,5 0,1,2,3 all objects are separated
04,2,4,3,5 0,1,2,5 object 2 and 3 are overlapped
04,2,4,5,3 0,1,2,3 object 3 behind object 2
0,24,3,4,5 0,3,4,5 object 1 and 2 overlapped
0,2,1,4,3,5 0,5 all objects overlapping
0,24,4,5,3 0,3 object 1 and 2 overlapping, object 3 fully covered
by object 2
0,2,3,i,4,5 0,1,4,5 object 2 hidden behind object 1









Table 8.1. TRC-transfer-code for the coding o f three objects with the position 
(The full table is given in appendix 10.9)
Using the look-up table the primary data including the right order o f  chords for each 
snapshot can be created to include all three objects.
8.2.2. Entire multiple objects
For entire objects the extension o f  the algorithm into 3-D space is done in the same way 
as described in chapter 3.5. In figure 8.7 an example is given o f  a scene with three 
cylinders with an original circular cross-section within the ring. They start at the same 
point in the horizontal direction and have the same length.
Figure 8.7. Three simulated cylinders in the ring sensor
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Figure 8.8. Two balls and a cone simulated in the ring
As can be seen, the shadowing causes the shape to be changed and additional volum e is 
added. In figure 8.8 two balls and a cone are shown. The self-shadowing also has an 
influence on the shape o f  the simulated objects as can be seen especially on the 
extension on parts o f the balls. To show the objects in images in figure 8.7 and 8.8 the 
separation algorithm was used and this is described in the following chapter.
8.3. Separation of objects
8.3.1. Introduction, conditions, restrictions and basic rules
There are different procedures to find and envelope objects within a scene as discussed 
in chapter 3.2.1. The main interest in the following description is a method and 
algorithm for the separation suitable for real time application using only logical links 
without any real arithmetic. This is only a preliminary introduction into this method and 
will not discuss all problems under special circumstances, which have to be investigated 
in the future.
During the investigations the following conditions and restrictions were used;
• Three objects are in the ring.
• Only objects with convex cross-sections are investigated.
• All objects start at the same horizontal position and have the same length.
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• Four chords o f  each snapshot are used.
• All objects are separated by at least two chords from opposite sides (see figure 8.9).
• Only the logical analysis o f vectors (chords) characterised by the values mBl[n],
mFl[n], mB2[n], mF2[n] will be used to split, sort and assign the chords to each
object in the scene. No real arithmetic will be applied for this process.
• Finally the known algorithms for single objects described in chapter 3 and 4 will be
used for each object.
F igu re  8,9, Objects separated by at least two opposite chords
There are some remarks about the problem o f separation o f three objects:
• The first 'back' chord with mBl[n] can only be used to build up a global enveloping 
spiral o f  all objects (see figure 8.5.a).
• If  more than one object is in the ring, the use o f at least the first 'front' chords with 
mFl[nJ is necessary, because it is most likely to be the one which envelopes and 
separates all objects (see figure 8.5.b).
• The first and second 'front' and the second 'back' chord can be closer to the object 
than the 'back' chord (see figure 8.5.b-d).
• If  objects are separated by a narrow gap, first 'front' and second 'back' chord can be 
congruent. They will be investigated independently.
• The second 'back' chord can split the second and third object from a view o f a 
snapshot.
• The position and geometry o f objects in the ring is not known.
• Because the position and geometry are not known, the use o f reverse algorithms o f 
the simulation o f m ultiple objects (chapter 8.2) is impossible.
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• It is necessary to determine the position o f each object from the view o f each 
snapshot.
• It is required to use all available four chords from a snapshot to get a relatively 
accurate envelope o f  each object. This requires the transformation o f the 'front' 
chords into the same direction o f rotation as the 'back' chords, themselves becom ing 
'back' chords. The transm itter will become a receiver and vice versa. Related 
problems regarding this transformation are discussed in chapter 3.6.
8.3.2. O verview o f the different steps required for the separation
The process o f separation requires a number o f different procedures to get the necessary 
information about the scene and the objects. Based on this a transform ation and 
allocation o f  chords to each object can be carried out and the objects are separated. 
Finally the geometrical properties o f each object can be determined.
The whole process o f  separation and determination o f the objects can be organised in 6 
steps as shown in figure 8.10. These steps will be explained in the succeeding chapters.
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F ig u re  8.10. Procedure to obtain the separation o f objects
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8.3.3. Step 1: Generation o f the Image Im provem ent Code (IIC-
on/1w u v  f
The scene including all snapshots has first to be analysed and judged. Each snapshot and 
its predecessor have to be investigated for changes in the number o f  usable chords (2-4) 
or one or more chords change by touching a different object. It is like walking around 
the ring, watching the scene (chords) and writing down the position o f each transm itter, 
where and how gaps between the objects appear or disappear. Carrying out this 
operation does not give information about which object is which! The IlC-code is 
defined by nine different relationships between the chords o f actual and predecessor 
snapshots, describing the progress in the scene, each defined by mBl, mFl, mB2, m F2 
from [nj or [n-ij:
IlC-code
1: 2 chords; all objects are fully or partly shadowing each other
(see figure 8.11.a)
For all following cases 4 chords detected:
2: the first time (after case 1) that 4 chords are detected within the image; the order
o f chords and their relation to the objects is unknown (can be case 3-8)
3: value o f  mF2[n] < mF2[n -lj the first time (see figure 8.1 l.b)
4: value o f  m F2[n] > mF2[n-l] the first time (see figure 8.11 .c)
5: mFl[n] < mFl[n - l]  and mB2[n] < mB2[n-l] the first time (see figure 8.1 l.d )
6: mFl[n] > mFl[n -l]  and mB2[n] > mD2[n-l] the first time (see figure 8.1 l.e)
7: case 3 and 5 together (see figure 8.11 .f)
8: case 4 and 6 together (see figure 8 .1 i.g)
9: is case 1 after case 2. Because it is not case 3-8 the order o f  chords related to the
objects is not known at this stage
If only one chord is in the first gap between two objects seen anti-clockwise in a 
snapshot (see figure 8.2.d), the 1. 'front' and 2. 'back1 chord cover each other and mFl[n] 
= mB2[n], They will always be seen and investigated as two independent chords.
a) All objects are fully 
or partly shadowed (easel)
b) mF2[n] < mF2[n-l]
(case 3)




e) mFl[n], mB2[n] i) Case 3 and 5 together g) Case 4 and 6 together
> predecessor (case 6) (case 7) (case 8)
F igu re  8.11. Possible development o f two neighboured snapshots
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For all snapshots where changes occur in the image, the changes are coded in the Image 
Improvement Code and together with the number o f change i, the appearances in the 
scene (snapshot) n and stored. Four examples o f  cross-sections are shown in figure
8.12.a-d and for figure 8 .12.a-b the related results are in tables 8.2.a-b.
0 2
34 32
a) Three objects in a line b) Three objects not in line
c) Nearly symmetrical distribution 
and space between the objects
Figure 8.12. Examples o f IIC images
d) Never more than one object hidden
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i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0
n o f  remaining snapshots 
o f  a change
0 2 17 2 1 32 34 51 55 60 6 6 81





0 2 1 3 0 2 1 3 0 2
OOC-code 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 11
a) For example shown in figure 8.12.a
i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0
n o f  remaining snapshots 
o f  a change
0 3 1 1 24 zo 40 49 52 62 67 75





0 2 1 3 0 3 1 2 0 2
OOC-code 1 1
.....
9 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 9
b) For example shown in figure 8.12.b
Table 8.2. N um ber o f  change i, snapshot o f change n, IIC- Code , POT-Code (explained 
in chapter 8.3.4), correction case 9 (explained in chapter 8.3.5), OOC-Code (explained 
in chapter 8.3.6)
The IlC-code is based on the change in the scene from one viewpoint to the next around 
the ring. There are two problems. Firstly, if  there is no complete self-shadowing in the 
beginning o f the analysis o f the scene, the situation can not be clearly identified using 
only four chords. The first 'front' and second 'back' chord could be between the first and 
second or second and third object. Secondly the same problem can occur during the 
analysis, if  between two totally self-shadowing situations only a small gap is detennined 
without the change o f  the chord situation. This results in the IlC-code 9 (see table 8.2). 
The solution o f  the problem will be discussed in chapter 8.3.5.
1 2 8
8.3.4. Step 2: Generation o f the Primary Object Transform ation
Using the llC-code the number o f objects, which can be seen from any related snapshot, 
must be investigated. This is coded in the POT-code together with the num bering o f  the 
objects in the sequence o f  their appearance in the scene for the investigated snapshots 
(see figures 8.2.b, 8.3.b). Also at this stage the real objects are not fixed and numbered, 
because there is yet not enough information!
The inform ation about the order o f 'back' and 'front' chords o f each snapshot related to 
the objects in the ring is needed. There are four possibilities (see table 8.3). The object 
order is how they appear anti-clockwise in the image from the viewpoint (snapshot).
Because the algorithm described in chapter 3 requires only 'back' chords, the 'front' 
chords have to be partially inverted into 'back1 chords to split and envelope each object 
and make it possible to use the known algorithm to determine the geometry o f  the 
objects. The inform ation about a necessary negation (complementation) o f  the 'front' 
chord is always linked to the POT-Code. It is marked in table 8.3 with '-' for a required 
negation, otherwise with a '+' . For POT-code =1 the situation is as shown in figure 8.13, 
so for the 1.object the 1. 'front' chord has to be inverted, as for the 2.object the 2.'front' 

















+mB 1 [n] 
- mF[n]
123 All 3 objects are shadowing each other




+mF2[n] 1 2 3 Object T  is separated from object '2' and 
object '2' from '3'






1 2 3 Object '1' is separated from objects '2' and 
'3', which are shadowing each other






1 2 3 Object '3' is separated from objects ' 1' and 
'2', which are shadowing each other
Table 8.3. POT-code for each snapshot for three objects (+ = normal, - = inverted 
chord)
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HC[i] H C [i+l] POT[i] relation to figure 8.11.a-g
1 - nV a
2 4,8 1 b,g
2 3,6 2 d,e
0M* 5,7 'i d,f
3,7 - 1 b ,f
4,5 - 2 c,d
6,8 - 3 e,g
9 “ 9 b-g (case3-8) possible 
( see chapter 8.3.5)
T able 8.4. P O I -code transfer table for the P U l-C ode using the IlC-Code
Depending on the IIC-code 1-8 the POT transfer code is shown in table 8.4. Case 2 is a 
special case, because the order has to be determined using the successor o f the IlC-Code 
array to give the precise information. The POT-Code for two examples shown in figures
8.i2 .a,b  is given in table 8.2.
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Case 9 is a situation where the chords can not yet be assigned to the situation in the ring. 
This situation can occur:
1. At the beginning o f  multiple objects with a detected split o f  objects and the first IIC- 
code entry 2 the next entry is 1 (see figure 8.12.a-b),
2. A split between two objects can be seen from one snapshot n[i], the predecessor and 
successor do not detect a split, so that the IlC-code does not change within the gap. 
This can only happen when two objects are separated by a small gap (see figure
8.14.a).
8.3.5. Step 3: Solution o f the case 9 problem
a) The case 9 problem in a current scan b) One solution by looking from the
opposite site
F igu re  8.14. The case 9 problem 
The problem can be solved
1. If  there is an IlC-code 2 in the table (see table 8.2.a-b) at the place i+2 and the 
chords have the same receiver or neighbours, the same position o f objects is valid, or
2. the chords mFl[i], mB2[i], mF2[i] have to be investigated looking on the opposite 
side until a similar matching chord is found in the opposite direction (see figure
8.14.b). Using the POT-code o f these chords the problem can be solved. In the case 
where is also a case 9 situation the IlC-code has to be used. If  a similar chord cannot 
be found, for example if  a new gap between objects would be in the scene, it has to 
be investigated further, a full revolution ahead.
Based on this the POT-code can be corrected (see tables 8.2.a-b). The problem cannot 
be solved this way if  the number o f objects in the ring changes. This has to be 
investigated in the future.
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On the basis o f the POT-code it now becomes possible to identify and num ber the 
objects themselves and give the real order o f the chords related to the real objects in the 
ring. Every possibility is coded in the Object Order Code (see examples in the tables
8.2.a-b).
The assignment o f a number for each object is done by the defined separated appearance 
o f each object within the scene. Once defined each object retains its number. The basic 
OOC-code is given below (see table 8.5), for example OOC-code 1 means 
the real object order
1_23: the object with the number 1 is separated from shadowed objects
2 and 3 (POT-code 2), 
but it also covers the situation
1_2_3 : as above, but objects 2 and 3 are also split
The OOC-code does not distinguish between these two cases, but this inform ation is 
already part o f the POT-code.
8.3.6. Step 4: The generation o f the O bject Order Code (OOC-
OOC-Code Object order OOC-Code Object order OOC-Code Object order
1 1_23 or 5 2_31 9 3 1 2
1_2_3 2_3_1 3_1_2
2 1 2 3 6 2 3 1 10 3 1 2
3 1 3 2 7 2 1 3 11 3 2 1
1 3 _2 2 1 3 3 2 1
4 13 2 8 21 3 12 32 1—
T ab le  8.5. Basic OOC-code o f  different object orders
The determination o f the OOC-code is split into two steps
1. The OOC-code within the first round must first be found.
2. I f  the OOC-code for the chords across the actual investigated transm itter becomes 
available from carrying out analysis backwards on the spiral, it is simpler to use this.
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Ln the first round the algorithm is based on the use o f look-up tables used until the first 
'front' chord passes the transm itter 0 the first time (see figure 8.15).
0
Figure 8.15. Switch point between first round and general detection o f the OOC-Code
At the beginning o f  the procedure the object order is set to 123 with the O O C -C ode 1 or 
2 depending on the first snapshot. The OOC-code related to each i can be determined 
using the actual PO T[i]-code, the predecessor PO T[i-l] and OOC[i-l], For different 
cases different OOCT-transformation tables containing the OOC-code are necessary 
depending on the POT-code.
PO T [i-l] POT[i] related OOCT-transformation table
3 1,2 OOCT 3 12 transfer table (see table 8.6.a)
0 1,3 OOCT 20 31 transfer table (see table 8.6.b)
2 1 OOCT 20_31 transfer tabie (see table 8.6.b)
0 2 OOCT 0 2 transfer table (see table 8.6.c)
1 3 OOCT 1_3 transfer table (see table 8.6.d)
All situations with




have no impact on the object order and the OOC-code.
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With the chosen look-up table and the O OC[i-l] code the actual OOC[i]-code can be 







2 5 2 3 1
4 1 1 3_2!
6 9 3 1 2
8 3 1_32
1 0 1 1_23







1 9 3 1 2
3 7 2  13
5 1 1 2 3
7 1 1 3 2 1
9 5 2 3 1
1 1 3 1 3 2










1 T J  1
5 7 2 1 3
7 5 2 3 1
9 11 3_2
1 1 9 3 1 2
b) The OOCT 20 31 table
T ab le 8.6. The Object order code







1 2 1 2 3
3 4 1 3 2
5 6 23_1
7 8 2 1 3
oy 1 0 3 1 2
1 1 1 2 3 2 1
d) The OOCT 1 3  table
OOCT-tables for the first cycle
The real positions in form o f the OOC-code are now known for the first part o f  the 
object.
For all following investigated snapshots i the OOC-code across the ring for the 
investigated chords is known. Therefore a different procedure can now be applied.
The following algorithm to determine the OOC-code for the objects is based on the 
analysis o f  the OOC-code o f  the transmitter n[i] backwards across the sensor. Five look­
up tables are needed to determine the situation. The POT[i]-code from the predecessor 
opposite (see table 8.7) determines the use o f  the O O C 1 table (see tables 8.8).
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POT[i] Temporary tables Final OOCT- tables
0 - always OOC-codc 0
1 FOTX_l 1 (see table 8.8.a) 
FOTX_13 (see table 8.8.b) FOTX_l (see table 8.8.c)
2 - FOTX_2 (see table 8.8.d)
3 - FOTX_3 (see table 8.8.e)
Table 8.7. Determination o f the required OOCT-table
GAP2 (FOTX_1 3)
GAP 1
(F O T X _ 11)
Snapsho t  t o  
be inves t iga ted
Figure 8.16. Situation on the opposite side and need for tables FOTX_l 1, FOTX_13
The temporary tables F O T X 1 1 ,  FOTX_12 are necessary, because the objects are not 
shadowing each other (object order e.g. 3_2_1, see figure 8.16) and instead o f  one gap 
between the objects two have to be investigated. The OOC-code from the opposite sides 
of the two 'front' chords o f the two gaps defines the final OOC-code given in the 
FOTX l table. The linked object number will give the 6 possible orders o f the objects 
within the scene.
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a) F 0T X _ 1 1 b) F 0 T X 1 3
Link between results of 
FOTX l  1 and FOTX l 2








c) F O T X l




























d) FOTX_2 e) F O T X 3
Table 8.8. Transfer tables for the OOC-code from the situation across backwards
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8.3.7. Step 5 and 6: Transfer o f data and determ ination o f objects
Based on the OOC-code and the POT-code the primary chords can be assigned to object 
1, object 2 and for object3. Because all chords have to have the 'back' chord direction a 
number o f  'front' chords have to be 'inverted'. This requires an artificial doubling in the 
number o f  transm itters and receiver. Each transm itter is now also a receiver and vice 
versa.
For the generated primary data for each object the known algorithm (see chapter 3, 4) 
can be applied to determine the geometrical properties. A result o f  simulation is shown 
in figure 8.17, using a cylinder, a pyramid and half o f  an ellipsoid (more exam ples see 
figure 8.7, 8 .8 ). The deformation rises with the increase o f the diameter o f the objects 
and the decrease o f  their distance from each other.
a) Smaller diameter b) Larger diameter
Figure 8.17. Three objects simulated, separated and determined
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8.3.8. Problem o f the method o f separation used
The principle o f  separating the objects works within limitations. The main problem is 
the right decision for the right IIC, POT, OOC-code at any time, especially if  the objects 
within the ring are under narrow angles from the viewpoint (snapshot). One mistake 
causes the wrong result for the following investigations concerning all objects. In the 
future more investigations have to be carried out, to make this method more flexible and 
safer or to develop a different method. One different possibility could be the 
determination o f  one certain point within the cross-section o f each object. Using these 
points all chords can be investigated and transferred related to each object. Overall it 
can be said, when there is more than one unknown object passing through the ring, the 
situation is much more complex than with a single object.
8.4. Separation of one unknown object from objects with a 
known position
In practice one special case o f multiple objects is known, which will allow a different 
simplified approach. The mechanical transport machine o f the Accu Pack m achine (see 
chapter 7.3) consists o f 2 or 3 plastic cables moving with constant speed. The objects are 
transported and presented to the sensor system, including the cables, cross-sectional 
images are shown in figure 8.18. The position o f the cables is always constant.
The situation concerning the clear ring (only the cables are in the ring, see figure 8.18.a) 
is analysed and recorded. The situation for every snapshot is known. The procedure is to 
scan the situation in the ring, and as soon as a change in one snapshot occurs the object 
is detected and can be targeted.
The data handling can be characterised by the following steps:
• All 'front' chord data have to be transferred into 'back' chords. This means the two 
spirals are joined together again and the Nvquist criteria has to be considered.
• Starting with the chord firstly recognised as touching a new object, all chords have to 
be investigated and separated as part o f the object or as the cables (see figure 8.18,b).
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• If  in the image the object is touching the cable (see figure 8.18.c), under special 
circum stance concerning the angle o f  chord from a snapshot the envelope can be 
corrected by the use o f an 'artificial' chord taking out the width o f  the cable.
b) Object is in the ring c) Object is in the ring with maximum
cross-section
F ig u re  S.IS.  One unknown and two permanent objects o f  known position in the ring
This special case has to be investigated in the future. It could deliver the possibility o f an 
alternative to the Accu Pack system (see chapter 7.3). The problems associated with the 
handling o f  multiple unknown objects (see chapter 8.3) do not occur, because the 




In this chapter multiple objects were investigated. A model to simulate objects in the 
ring was described. The self-shadowing o f objects creates shape errors o f the objects. 
The separation o f  multiple objects is a complex operation. For this reason the num ber o f  
objects was set to three. It is possible to use only logical analysis o f the chords to split 
three objects and use the algorithms described earlier to determine the properties o f 
objects. There are problems in the method concerning certain orders o f  objects from 
some viewpoints. In the future the method o f  separation should be improved. A simpler 
case with an im mediate practical use is the situation with objects o f fixed position and 
one variable object o f interest.
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9. Conclusions
Visual systems are becoming more important in the automated world. New  kinds o f 
light sources and sensors allow new arrangements o f sensor systems, not comparable 
with solutions seen in nature. These sensor systems have properties giving them each 
advantages in practical use under different requirements. Systems can be classified by 
the kind o f  lighting, light interaction with the objects, characteristic o f  receivers, 
presentation o f  the objects, movement either o f the sensor system or the objects, models 
used by the system to describe object parameters. The separation and presentation o f 
objects require much attention in the first place, in order to arrive at the correct choice 
o f sensor system, optimising the performance and cost o f  the system.
The ring-sensor system for the determination o f 2-D and 3-D properties o f objects 
described in this thesis has a different mechanical structure to most other visual systems. 
The closest com parison can be found in sensors for tomography, but instead o f 
transm itted light, shadow is used. Alternately arranged transm itters and receivers with 
Lambertian characteristic are fixed on a circular ring, building up an environmentally 
stable multiple light-beam configuration. Each transm itter is activated in sequence 
around the ring and light beams are built up to every receiver giving a snapshot o f the 
scene. All light beams in one snapshot (viewpoint) are investigated to find the shadow of 
the object. Every object is touched by two non-interrupted light beams, the so called 
'back' and the 'front' chords. For every snapshot the result o f  measurement is one number 
containing the number o f receivers between the activated transm itter and the closest 
non-interrupted light beam. The system carries out a pseudo-rotation, building up a 
cylinder-tunnel, where singulated objects pass through. Because o f  a shift in space and 
phase, 'back' and 'front' chords are preferred to be investigated independently for single 
objects in the ring.
With a modified polar co-ordinate system and special algorithms it is possible to 
describe the surface o f  3-D objects with two enveloping spirals, one on the basis o f the 
’back’ chords, the other on the 'front' chords. The objects passing through one by one are 
caught in a limited symmetrically built space, however their position is variable. Data 
received from the sensor system are components o f  describing vectors. The number o f 
possible vectors is limited from each viewpoint. This allows the predominant use o f 
pointer instructions for the calculations.
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The data necessary to describe objects is minimal compared with other systems, in 
particular as compared to pixel based systems. There is a significant disadvantage, 
concave areas in cross-section can not be seen, because the system uses the shadow 
principle. However for 3-D objects, concave sections along the direction o f travel can be 
seen.
For the determination o f  geometrical properties the image has to be segmented. In the 
case o f  the ring sensor system, the area between the ring and the object is studied. The 
main parts are triangles, each with an accompanying circle segment. The determ ination 
o f these segments allows the calculation o f  the cross-sectional areas o f  an object. If
objects are predominantly convex, the objects can pass through in any orientation for
determination o f volume o f the object and the position in the ring. The algorithms 
introduced for the determination o f axis-measurement require passage through the ring 
in longitudinal direction.
Besides weight and volume, axis measurements are vital to describe the shape o f 
objects. M any agricultural objects are ellipsoid in shape. For these, the axes o f the 
middle slice and the length are adequate for a description.
The param eters that can be determined by the ring sensor system are
• volume
• leneth
• position o f  the largest slice o f an object in longitudinal direction
• position o f  the object in space
• major and minor axes o f the largest and the middle slice
• circumferences in crosswise direction
• mass ( if  the density is known)
• density ( if  the mass is known)
An advantage o f  the system is that the determination o f all geometric param eters is 
based on values known from the determination o f  the contour. The expansion in the 
third dim ension and the determination o f volumes o f objects is straightforward using the 
same algorithms as for the 2-D case. This supports real time use and keeps the necessary 
com puter power low.
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A model is described to simulate one object or cross-section in the ring at a time. The 
positions and shapes o f objects can be variable in a wide range within the limits set by 
the ring.
Using real measurements and simulations o f objects it becomes possible to build up 
artificial 3-D worlds on a minimum data basis.
Tests were carried out to find the limits using comprehensive simulations o f different 
objects, for instance in different areas o f the sensor system, different arrangements, 
speed variation o f the sensor system and using the 'back' and 'front' spiral to envelope 
objects. The results show the increase o f  accuracy with the cross-sectional size o f  the 
objects and with more transmitters and receivers. The measured size o f  objects (over a 
minimum size) is independent o f the position in the ring. The speed o f  spheres and 
ellipsoids passing the system is unimportant for the accuracy o f the determination o f 
geometrical properties above a minimum diameter. The cross-sectional shape o f  objects 
has an influence on the determined value, but if the approximate shape is known this 
error can be minimised.
Some other interesting properties were investigated. The number o f all available 
intersections between chords in the ring increases sharply with any increase in the 
number o f transm itters and receivers. The amount o f  primary data for one object created 
whether by simulations or measurements is low. It can be further reduced by differential 
coding for data transfer and storage. During processing, the amount o f data increases. 
The time consumption o f the algorithms can be defined for best and worst case 
conditions depending on shape, and is linear growing with the length o f  the object.
The system properties are very flexible in wide ranges as for example the size o f the 
system, num ber o f  transm itters and receivers, and sampling rate. This requires design 
and adaptation to the desired task. Under the expected use for agricultural products, a 
practical solution o f a ring sensor system was designed with 64 transm itters, 64 
receivers, a diameter o f  175mm and running at 400 rev/s, including the comprehensive 
software to control the system, to handle and analyse the data. It can scan 3-D objects in 
real time with up to 10 average potatoes per second which equates up to about 3.6 
tonnes per hour. Practical tests were carried out with artificial objects and potatoes and 
confirmed the expected performance o f the ring sensor system for volume and axis 
determination. The accuracy was better than 7% for a volume larger than 50cm3 and 5% 
when larger than lOOg. The ring sensor system is compared with a system used in 
practice in the potato industry (Accu Pack system) and achieves about half the error.
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For practical use the objects should be presented one by one in horizontal direction and 
not have major concave areas in the cross-sections. For objects such as agricultural 
products the ring sensor system offers the potential for a relatively fast and accurate 
determination o f geometric parameters.
The ring can be used for example in plant breeding, in the vegetable handling industry, 
in baking, meat, fish and tim ber industries for sorting products and/or quality control. In 
crop handling it is useful for shapes such as potatoes, cucum ber and carrots. Products 
such as onions, apples and bananas cause problems o f presentation, since concave areas 
result in lower accuracy.
Finally an introduction into the situation o f multiple objects in the ring sensor is given. 
A model to simulate objects in the ring is described, extending the method known from 
the sim ulation o f  single objects. Additional errors occur caused by the self-shadowing o f  
objects and a shape error o f the objects in the view of the sensor system is also created.
The separation o f  objects introduced here is a complex operation. It is possible to use 
only logical analysis o f  the chords to split three objects and use the algorithms described 
earlier to determine the properties o f objects. It is necessary therefore to combine the 
two spirals o f  the 'back' and 'front' chord under the consideration o f  the Nyquist criteria. 
The surrounding conditions cause problems in the determination o f the positions o f  the 
objects from some viewpoints. In future the method o f separation should be improved. A 
simpler case is the situation with objects o f  fixed position and one variable object o f 
interest in the ring, as occurs in practice with potatoes presented on three stable wires 
(Accu Pack system).
The following should be considered for further investigation in the future:
• minimising the geometrical size o f the system to investigate smaller products
• different geometry o f the ring e.g. partial ring solutions, rectangular solutions
• effect o f increase o f  either the transmitters or receivers on the resolution
• m ethod o f  finding characteristic axes o f objects independently from the orientation 
o f  passage
• development o f further methods o f splitting multiple objects
• the situation o f changing numbers o f objects in the ring
• as a special practical case, one unknown object presented on 2 or 3 wires with a 
known position and size
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It is desirable that more work should be put into the further development o f  this unique 
sensor solution in the future.
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10. Appendix
10.1. Appendix 1: Distance between transmitter and 
intersection with predecessor
*.y
M X , T R y
©M,Tx,TRy
label for the actual chord A, the predecessor P or the 
successor S
numbers o f receivers between different transm itters or receivers 
determined using the variables n for the marked transm itter or 
mBl[n] for the marked receivers. M ultiplied by angle P, angles 
©M/rxjRy W|H be determined.
angle at the circumference centred on a transm itter Tx [n] 
created with the radius o f the ring (with the midpoint M) and a 








71 / 2  - k T A Jp p
71 /  2 -  ( k  TA.RA +  Y l )  P
©  M,TA,Tp -  ©  M ,TA,RA =  (V 2 +  k T A R A  -  k TA j p )  p
7i / 2  -  ( k T A R p -  k  TA;Tp + V2) P
® M ,TA ,Tp +  © M ,Tp,R p =  71 '  ( k lA .R p  +  ^2) P
7T - t l  - l 2
|TA:TP[n]| sin x2 / sin x3
10.2. Appendix 2: Distance between transmitter and 
intersection with successor
© M ,Ts,TA
= 7t /  2  -  k  ta,Ts P
© M ,Ts,R s = t t / 2  - ( k T S;R s+  V2) P
x l = © M ,Ts,TA  " © M ,Ts,R s (V2 +  k XSjRs -  k TA T s )  p
® M ,TA ,R A = 71 /  2 -  ( k TSjRA -  k TA>Ts +  V2)  p
x2 = © M .Ts.TA  +  © M ,TA .R A  = 71 •  ( k l s ,R A  +  y^) p
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t3 -  7i - xl - x2
|TA:Cs[n]j = |TA:Ts[n]| sin x1 / sin x3
10.3. Appendix 3: Distance between two parallel chords
a l = 2  (kiA.RA + 1 ) p
a 2 = 2 (kxx,Rx + 1) P
|Ca:M| = r cos a l  / 2
|CX:M| = r cos a 2  / 2
|CA:CX| = |Ca :M + CX:M|
|CA:CX| = r | cos ( k TAiRA + 1) p + cos ( k Tx ,R x  + 1) PI






10.5. Appendix 5: Distance between two intersections
|Tx'Cx*| — |Tx;C x |cos 9
|TX:CZ| = */2 ( |TX:RX*| - |TA:RA| )
|Ra:Ca | = |Ta:Ra| - |T x:Cx*| + |Tx:Cz|
|Ra :Ca | =  Vi ( |Ta :Ra | + |Tx :Rx* i) - [TX:CX*|
(p2  - cpl
7T / 2 - rkTv dv + 1) R - ( n / 2 - ( k TX RX* + 11 B1\  a v x ,a w i.  /  i  v v. /  l  /
( kjx.Rx* - kxX,Rx )P
|TX:CX| sin cp
|C^!Cv*| + jTviCvj SHI (( kyv Rv* - kjX,RX ) P)
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10.6. Apendix 6: Additional information about the practical 
sensor solution
The Ring Sensor - how it works
The main part of the system is an optical ring, which the objects/potatoes pass through one by one. This ring consists of 
a large number of IR-emitters and receivers which are alternately arranged. The emitters emit infrared light in 
succession. Each receiver is able to ‘see’ each activated transmitter. As an objects pass through the ring lots of shadow  
zones are created (figure 1). Around the object/potato the shadows zones are noted and assembled to create a cross  
section. The scanner generates 400 cross sections of an object in one second. Fig. 2 shows a cross section of a typical 
potato. As the object moves through the scanner/ring, an enveloping spiral of scans creates a 3D representation of the 
outline of the object, (figure 3).
Shadowzone
Fig. 1: Shadow zones Fig.2: Cross section of a potato Fig.3: A scanned cuboid
The following geom etrical properties can be calculated w ith the help o f these cross sections in real tim e:
- Volume
- Length
- Position of the largest slice of an object
- Major and minor axis of the largest and the middle slice
- Mass (if the density is known)
Hardware requirements and Software features
The 3D scanner is connected to a standard PC via an industrial bus system (CAN). A PC-program initialises and 
supervises the sensor. On demand it saves scanned data (volume and axes) of each object to a simple name.txt 
file which can be used by any calculating programme or spreadsheet.
Technical data
Max. diameter of objects: 
Max. length of objects:





V : ;'T  • A B C 0 E F G
1 ¡Volum e Length max. Slice m idd le  S lice
2 Position m a x  4# m in . j í m a x .^ min.-f?
3 1580 203 114 110 91 96 83
4 1310 180 95 84 79 80 76
5 1259 169 93 83 78 81 69
liLi : : .Y . ►
120 mm
. depending on speed, 
typically > 300 mm 
. 3% (for a typical potato), at a speed of 1.4 m/s 
. 1% (for a typical potato), at a speed of 1.4 m/s 
. 4-5 objects/second with a length of less than 200 mm each 
at a speed of 1.4 m/s 
. 110-240V AC/ 50 Hz, 1A 
. 360mm * 280 mm * 140 mm
_
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GaAs Infrared Emitter 
SMT-TOP-LED™













J507  (0.18) 
.005(0.12)
FEATURES
• Surface Mountable PL-CC-2 Package
• Suitable for Vapor-Phase Reflow, Infrared 
Reflow, Wave Solder Processes
• Compatible with Automatic Placement 
Equipment
• GaAs IR LED with W ide Viewing Angle
• Good Linearity [le = f (lF)] at High Currents
• High Reliability/Long Lifetime
• Fast Response Tim e
• Matches with SFH320/SFH320F  
Phototransistor
• Applications
-  Measurement and Control
-  Touch Screens
-  Light Curtains
d escriptio n
The SFH420 is a wide angle GaAs LED in a 
compact surface mountable package. The device 
is compatible with automatic placement equip­
ment and can withstand IR reflow, vapor phase 
reflow and solder processes. Their small size 
makes them suitable for dense packaging in array 




Temperature (TA, Tstg)  -5 5  to +100°C
Junction Temperature ( T j ) ...................................100°C
Reverse Voltage (VR) ..................................................5 V
Forward Current (lF) .......................................... 100 mA
Pulse Current (lFSM) x=10 ps, D = 0 .........................  1A
Power Dissipation (Ptot) TA=25°C  160 mW
Thermal Resistance, Junction to Ambient
Mounting on PC Board (R,hJA) ................... 450 K/W
Chip to Solder Area (RthJA) ........................ =250 K/W
Characteristics (TA=25 °C) 
Parameter
Peak Wavelength 
(lF=100 mA, tp=20 ms) 
Spectral Bandwidth 
(50% of lmax, lF=100 mA) 
Half Angle
Radiant Sensitive Area 
Radiant Sensitive Area 
Dimensions 
Response Time 
(lF=100 mA, RL= 5 0 n ,  
from 10% to 90% 
or 90% to 10% of lE) 
Capacitance 
(VR=0 V, f=1 MHz)
Forward Voltage 
( IF= 100 mA, tp=20 ms)
(lF=1 A, tp= 100 pis)
Reverse Current (VR=5 V) 
Total Radiant Flux 
( IF= 100 mA, tp=20 ms) 
Temperature Coefficient,
(le or <t»e )(IF=100 mA) 





(lF=100 mA, tp=20 ms) 
(lF=100 mA, tp=20 ms)






L x W 0.3 x 0.3 mm
lR. lF 0.5 ps
Co 25 PF
v F 1.3 (51.5) V
vF 2.3 (<2.8) V
Ir 0.01 (51) pA
22 mW
TC, -0 .5 %/K









Relative spectral em ission
lREL= fW
0






lE/ lE 100 mA = f ( lF), one pulse, x = 20 ps
P erm issib le pulse handling  
capability  lF=f(x), TA<25°C  
duty cycle D =Param eter
101, 
mA
Radiation characteristics lREL= f (q>)
Maximum permissible forward 
current lF=f (TA)
Forward current











DAYLIGHT FILTER SFH320F 
NPN Silicon Phototransistor 
SMT-TOPLED™
FEATURES
•  NPN Silicon Phototransistor
•  Daylight Filter O ption-SFH 320F
• Suitable fo r Vapor-Phase Reflow, Infrared 
Reflow, W ave Solder Processes




•  No M easurable Degradation
• Three Photocurrent Bin Options
• Matches with S FH 420-S M T IRED
• Surface M ountable PL-CC-2 Package
• Applications
— M easurem ent and Control
— Touch Screens
— Miniature Light Curtains
DESCRIPTION
The SFH320/320F are high-sensitivity NPN 
silicon phototransistors in a compact surface- 
mountable package. Available with or without a 
daylight filter, they are compatible with auto­
matic placement equipment and can withstand 
IR reflow, vapor phase reflow, and wave solder 
processes. Their small size makes them 
suitable for dense packaging in array applica­
tions such as touch screens and precise 
position measurement.
Maximum Ratings
Operating & Storage Temperature (TOP, Tstg ) ............... -5 5  to +100°C
Collector-Emitter Voltage (VCE) ...............................................................35 V
Collector Current (lc ) ............................................................................  15 mA
Peak Collector Current (lcs) -c<10 p s ............................................... 75 mA
Power Dissipation (Ptot) TA=25°C  165 mW
Thermal Resistance, Junction to Ambient
Mounting on PC Board (Rthj A) .....................................................  450 K/W
Characteristics (TA=25 °C, h= 950  nm)
Parameter Sym bol SFH 320 S FH 320F Unit
Maximum Sensitivity Wavelength XSmax 860 900 nm
Spectral Range, Photosensitivity
(S = 10% of Smax) A 380 to 1150 730 to 1120 nm
Radiant Sensitive Area A 0.045 0.045 mm2
Radiant Sensitive Area
Dimensions L x W  0 .4 5x0 .4 5  0 .4 5x0 .4 5  mm
Distance, Chip Surface to 
Case Surface H 0.5 to 0.7 0.5 to 0.7 mm
Half Angle ip ±60 ±60  Deg.
Capacitance
(VCE=0 V, f=1 MHz, E=0) CCE 5.0 5.0 pF
Dark Current (VCEO=25 V, E=0) lCE0 1(<200) 1(<200) nA
Photosensitivity ranges by dash numbers.
Parameter Sym bol -1 -2 -3 -4 Unit
Photocurrent
(Ee=0.1 mW/cm2, VCE=5 v) lreE 10-20 16-32 25-50 >40 pA
SFH320: (Ev= 1000 Ix,
std. light A, VCE=5 V) lpcE 260 420 650 1000 pA
Rise Tlme/FallTime tr, tf 5 6 7 8 ps
(lc =1 mA, Vcc=5 V, RL=1 k fi)
Collector-emitter Saturation 
Voltage (lpcE=lpcEmin̂ ') *0 .3 , VCEsat 150 150 150 150 mV
Ee=0.1 mW/cm2)
Note: 1. IpcEmin ¡s the minimum photocurrent for each group.
9 -3 4
Relative spectral se n s itiv ity -S F H 32 0
SREL=f(̂ )
Relative spectral sensitiv ity-S FH 320F Photocurrent lPCE =f (E e ) i v c e  = 5  v
SREL=f(A)
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Figure 10.2. M ajor axis o f  the middle slice
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Figure 10.3. M inor axis o f  the middle slice
10.8. Appendix 8: Arrays of data in the computer memory
It is essential to keep linear arrays o f  data in the right order in the memory o f the 
computer. The am ount o f data is depending on different tasks (for the 1-D case see 
chapters 6.2, 6.3) and increasing for multiple objects.
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N am e o f  th e  arrays D efin ition Info
1. A rrays for orig in al 
sn ap sh ots  (prim ary  
d ata )
ZO 1 . 'back' chords *
Z1 1 . 'front' chords **
Z2 2 . ’back1 chords ***
Z3 2 . 'front1 chords ♦ ̂  ̂
2. F in a l arrays for ob ject 
d eterm in ation  (sp iral)
FCHN numbers o f  the remaining chords *
FCHM related distance o f  receiver to  transm itter m Blfn] *
FCH R distance from transm itter to  the related intersection 
|TA:CPrn1l
*
3. A rrays for prim ary  
d ata  for  m u ltip le  ob jects
OBJO Object 1 'back' chords î{c îj«
OBJ1 'front' chords ***
OBJ2 Object 2 'back' chords ***
OBJ3 'front' chords ***
OBJ4 Object 3 'back' chords ***
OBJ5 'front' chords ***
4. A rrays for sep aration
o f ob jects
n Num ber o f  snapshot with change o f  chords ***
IIC A Image improvement code array ***
POT A Primary object transform ation code array ***
OOC A Final object order code array * **
5. L ook -u p  tab les
TRC Code for chord position during simulation o f  multiple objects ***
IIC Code o f  change o f  chords within the image ***
PO T
O O C T 2 0  31




OOCT 0 2 \ ***
OOCT 20 31 > Transfer code for 1 round for OOC-determ ination ••p *
O OCT 3 12 / ***
O O C T 1 3 / * * *
FO TX  11 \ ***
FO TX  13 \ * * *
FO TX  1 > Transfer code for the general OOC-determ ination ***
FOTX  2 / ***
FO TX  3 /
SIN discrete sinus values for arithmetic operations o f  the unit circle *
SIN2 discrete 1 /sinus values o f  the unit circle *
COS discrete cosines values o f  the unit circle *
* Used for all investigations (see chapters 3-5), ** Used if also 'front' chord is investigated (see chapter 
3.6, 5, 8 ) *** Used for the simulation and separation o f  multiple objects (see chapter 8 )
Table 10.1. Arrays o f data in the com puter memory
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10.9. Appendix 9: TRC-code for 3 objects
Table containing the TRC-code (90 possibilities) for 3 objects in the ring (see chapter 
8.2.1) depending on the order NPO o f the objects:
INPUT OUTPUT
1 - 2 - 3
0,1,2,3,4,5 0,1,2,3
0 , 1 ,2 ,4,3,5 0 , 1,2 ,5
0,1,2,4,5,3 0,1,2,3










0 ,2 ,4,3,5,1 0 ,1
0,2,4,5,3,1 0,1
INPUT OUTPUT













0,4,5,2 ,3,1 0 ,1
0,4,2,5,3,1 0,1
0,4,2 ,3,5,1 0 ,1
INPUT OUTPUT  

















IN PU T  O U T PU T 
















IN PU T O U T PU T






2 .0.3.4.5.1 2 ,1
2 .0 .1.3.4.5 2 ,3,4,5
2.0.4.3.1.5 2,5
2 .0.4.3.5.1 2 ,1
2.0.1.4.3.5 2,5
2.0.4.1.3.5 2,5
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Abstract. For agricultural produce such as potatoes, size and shape determination 
is very important in grading lines. If electronic sensor systems are installed, 
weighing cells and optical sensors such as cameras or simple shadow solutions 
are predominantly used. These systems are limited with regard to the numbers of 
Views’ of the object, which determines the accuracy for the determination of 
geometrical parameters. A ring sensor system is described consisting of a large 
number of optical transmitters and receivers which are arranged alternately. The 
emitters strobe infrared light in sequence round the ring, creating a large number of 
Viewpoints'. Optical connections to each receiver are made. As an object passes 
through the ring, a shadow zone of each transmitter beam is created. As a result, 
the tangential chords can be found. A modified polar coordinate system, an 
algorithm and trigonometrical functions are described which allows the contour of 
the convex hull of three-dimensional objects to be formed. One advantage of this 
system is that the data from the ring is in the form of components of vectors and 
can be used to describe the whole object. As a result an enveloping spiral of the 
object is created.
1. Introduction
For the determination o f the quality o f agricultural produce, 
size and shape are necessary as are primary parameters. 
The major problem is that agricultural products have large 
variability in shape and size. As growers o f agricultural 
produce experience increasing dem and for their crops in 
both quality and quantity, so sorting processes have to be 
enhanced to a higher degree of automation. A great deal 
of attention today is paid to quality control, for example 
disease detection using cam era systems (Porteous et al 
I981), but there is also a lot o f interest in size and shape 
determination and sorting (Brice 1996, M cRae 1995).
In the UK, the potato industry is probably second to 
none with regard to quality criteria in terms of shape 
and disease. M ost other crops, for exam ple apple and 
orange, have a built-in symmetry which simplifies the 
sorting problem, whereas the potato tuber by its very nature 
ls dl-formed, oddly shaped and knobbly.
For efficient sorting it is necessary to get a picture of 
'he entire surface of the tuber. This may be accomplished 
'n one of two ways. The objects may be rotated in normal 
or near infrared light, x-ray, laser light or structured light 
and viewed by one or two cam era systems (Loctronic 1989,
0957-0233/97/111228+08$19.50 ©  1997 IOP Publishing Ltd
Samro 1995, M archant et al 1990, C row e 1996, Yonekawa 
et al 1994). Alternatively, several cam eras, or a m irror 
viewing system may be positioned around a channel, where 
the potatoes pass through one by one (W eimar W erk 1996, 
Mortl 1992). Depending on the num ber o f m irrors or 
cameras giving different viewpoints, it is possible to get a 
picture o f the whole object. These system s all use pictures 
built up by pixels to get the inform ation about the size and 
shape.
It is also possible to use sensor system s which are not 
related to the human eye such as a cam era. A num ber 
of packaging com panies are using m achines such as the 
electronic Accupack System (Exeter Engineering 1994). 
The sensor in this system consists of a rectangular frame 
with optical transm itters and receivers, effectively using 
the shadow principle. The weight can be calculated from 
the size and the shape. The potatoes pass through one by 
one and are scanned by the sensor system  from only two 
viewpoints. The number of viewpoints around an object is 
very important to accurately describe the potatoes in three 
dimensions. M ost of the existing system s are lim ited in 
this respect or do not work in real time.
This paper will describe the basic algorithm  and 
mathematics for contour detection using a ring sensor
A ring sensor system
Figure 1. ‘Snapshot’ from one viewpoint indicating 
tangential light paths at the ‘front’ and the ‘back’ of an 
object.
system and a m odified coordinate system based on the 
fundamental developm ents of Gall and Farchmin (1990) 
and Gall (1992, 1994).
2. The ring sensor system
The ring sensor system  (see figure 1) consists of a number 
of single em itters and receivers arranged alternately and 
equispaced on the circum ference o f a circle (ring). Other 
arrangements are possible, for exam ple double the number 
of receivers can be used. The em itters and receivers have a 
Lambertian angular response. The em itters are switched in 
sequence round the ring. From  one activated transmitter, 
the signal at each optical receiver can be likened to a 
‘snapshot’. If no object is present within the ring, for each 
switched on transm itter, each detector will detect light. If 
an object is introduced, then one or more receivers will be 
obscured from the em itter. The two closest non-interrupted 
light paths (chords in the circle) can be used to describe the 
curvature of objects. They are called the ‘front’ and ‘back’ 
chord of each ‘snapshot’ (transmitter).
Only the ‘back’ chord of each ‘snapshot’ shall be used, 
because the ‘fron t’ chord touches the object at another 
point. It is perm issible to m ake this restriction because 
results will be sim ilar to those obtained using only the 
front’ chords.
After a scanning revolution of the ring when there is 
a static object within the scanned area, a ‘basic’ picture 
showing all ‘back’ chords including the cross section of 
the object (see figure 2) is obtained. There is no restriction 
0n the position of the object in the ring.
The information is coded in an array Z  whose size 
ln the two-dimensional case is equal to the number of 
transmitters N y .  For each transm itter n with 0  < n <  N y  
the relative position of the receiver m[n] will be given (the 
determination of m[n]  will be discussed later).
Z =  |m 0, m  |, m 2, m 2 . . .
Figure 2. The ‘back’ chords of one revolution including the 
cross-section of an object (the intersections between the 
adjacent chords are marked).
3. Contour-tracking conditions
Consider first the two-dimensional case. T he following 
conditions are set.
(1) There must never be more than one object in the 
ring.
(2) Transmitters and receivers will be arranged 
alternately. Pairs of transm itters are diam etrically opposite 
each other, as are pairs o f receivers.
(3) To simplify the following description, the ring shall 
scan clockwise and from each ‘snapshot’ (see figure 1 ) only 
the ‘back’ chords will be investigated.
As shown in figure 2 the description o f the curvature 
of a section of the object is contained within this set of 
chords. Using any shadow method it is im possible to scan 
concave areas in the curvature in the tw o-dim ensional case, 
so under these conditions, the result o f determ ination will 
always be a convex hull.
Determination of a convex hull has often been discussed 
in mathem atics and com puter geom etry literature. For a 
given set (cloud) o f points (pixels) the task is to find the 
smallest polygon by excluding extraneous points (Jarvis 
1973, AKL 1979, Petkov 1990, Preparata 1985).
Starting with com ponents of vectors instead of a pixel 
picture offers a different situation. The follow ing points 
define the geom etric conditions.
(1) The chords and intersections (m arked points in 
figure 2 ) of the adjacent chords are all on or outside the 
convex hull.
(2) The number of intersections with adjacent chords is 
limited, is equal to the number o f chords and also equal to 
the number of transmitters.
(3) The chords are formed sequentially around the 
object.
This problem is sim ilar to the intersections of half­
planes (Preparata, 1985, Teillaud, 1993). They describe 
the set-up of a polygon limited in size by a large num ber 
of half-planes and m ethods to exclude redundant constraints 
in the polygon description. In our case (see figure 2), if the
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Figure 3. The three different cases of adjacent chords.
chords were stretched to form segments o f the circle, or 
into straight lines building up half-planes around the convex 
hull, the same conditions hold and this same method could 
be used. In practice the ring sensor has lim ited numbers of 
transmitters and receivers and the object has to be in the 
area of the ring, which means that the conditions are much 
more controlled. So a sim plified algorithm can be used.
4. Contour-tracking method
The ‘basic’ picture is generated in one scan consisting of 
Mr sequential ‘snapshots’ which gives a set o f N j  ‘back’ 
chords. All chords will be sequentially investigated as they 
are generated. All redundant chords have to be excluded 
from further consideration, since they are not coincident 
with the contour o f the object.
To do this, each chord (actual chord), its successfully 
tested predecessor and successor have to be investigated 
(see figure 3 ).
The following cases are possible.
(1) The actual chord A 1 reaches the sam e receiver as 
the predecessor P I, which is therefore redundant and is 
excluded from further investigations.
(2) The intersection o f the actual investigated chord A2 
with the predecessor P2 lies further from the transmitter 
than does the intersection with the successor S2. The actual 
chord A2 will therefore be part o f the convex hull. It may, 
however, be excluded by investigation on subsequent steps.
(3) The intersection of the actual investigated chord 
A3 with the predecessor P3 lies closer to the transm itter 
than does the intersection with the successor S3. The 
actual chord is redundant and has to be excluded from 
further investigations. A t this point, the predecessor 
f*3 will become the actual chord, and the chord tested 
before the predecessor is now the predecessor chord.
successor rem ains the same. The turning back and 
excluding of previously successfully tested, but in this 
'Stance recognized as redundant chords, will run until 
case (2 ) occurs.
Figure 4. Remaining chords building up the convex hull 
(included and excluded intersections are marked).
The chords are then renumbered and rechecked 
sequentially using the above rules until no m ore chords 
can be excluded (see figure 4).
The contour is described using the rem aining chords 
and the distance to the intersections of the chords.
5. The modified polar coordinate system
Using the ‘basic’ picture and a modified po lar coordinate 
system it can be shown how the positions o f  intersections 
of the actual chord and the predecessor C f [n] o f  the convex 
hull can be described. From each transm itter n we get one 
distance m[n]  stored in an array Z  (see section 2). These 
values will be com ponents o f the vectors and intersections, 
which will describe the convex hull of the object. The 
origin of the coordinate system is the transm itter TXjO] (see 
figure 5).
The parameters o f the ring are: a,  the angle between 
the adjacent transm itters (in this case also between the 
receivers); /?, is the angle (displacem ent) between the 
transmitter and the receiver; N T, is the num ber o f  installed 
transmitters; M r,  is the number of installed receivers; r,  
is the radius. The variables are: n,  the num ber of the 
actual activated transm itter with 0 <  n <  MT; m[n]  the 
number of receivers from the actual activated transm itter 
n anticlockwise to the receiver of the ‘b ack’ chord with 
0 <  m <  N r .
The m aximum possible number chords M Ch with 
respect to the numbers o f transm itters MT and receivers 
N r is:
Mch =  N t N r .
We will show first, how the position o f  the vector 
TAfOjCpjO] from the chord with the first transm itter TA[0 ] 
to the intersection with the predecessor starting in 7>[0] can 
be described. For equally spaced transm itters and receivers, 
we have:
a  — I n  ¡ N r  /3 =  a /2 .
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Figure 6. Creation of the vector T AC P[n] in the right 
position.
The position o f the actual receiver /?A[0] from the 
touching chord depends on the shape of the object. With
s = 7T/2 — ¿(ma +  fl)
so giving
[0 ] =  [£, 2 r cos £].
Because 7a [0] has the coordinates [0 ,0 ] two points are 
known. Having the position o f two points the chord can be 
described accurately.
The distance between the transm itter o f the actual 
chord Ta [0] and the interception with the predecessor CP[0] 
(determination, see figure 6 ) can be used to determine the 
position of the intersection.
C p[0] -  [fi. |T aC p [0]|].
The first step for the investigation of all chords is the use 
of m[n] from the actual chord with the transm itter 7A[0] 
as the origin for the determ ination of the temporary vector 
TA[0]Cp[n] (see figure 6 ). The advantage is that the same 
mathematic algorithm s can be used as for the transmitter 
T a [0 ], This can be done because the ring is symmetrical.
It is now necessary to m ove the vector T A[0]Cp[n] into 
the right position. The position of the starting point with 
the angle <p to the zero axis and the distance from TA[0 ] to 
T\[n] will be determ ined.
With
ip =  rr / 2  — nfi
then
|T A[0]TA[n]| =  2r cos (p.
The position of TA[n] is
T\[n \  =  [<p, Ircos tp] .
The angle 8 o f the real vector T AC P[n] in the area will be 
determined by the angle TA[0], M ,  TA[n] and e
8 =  not +  e.
The position of CP[n] is
C?[n] =  [TA[ n l 8 , \ T AC ?[n]\]. (1)
The use of this coordinate system  m akes m athem atical 
equations more sim ple than the use o f the po lar coordinate 
system with the origin in the midpoint. The position of 
the intersections with the successor chords C s [n] can be 
described in the same way. Cs[h] is the sam e intersection 
as CP[n +  1],
6. Determination of intersections
To find the redundant chords where the successor does not 
have an intersection as shown in case 1 (see figure 3), m[n] 
and m[n  — 1] have to be observed. If  m[n] =  m[n  — 1] — 1 
then there will not be an intersection.
The main task is the determ ination of the distances from 
the transmitter o f the actual chord TA[n] to the intersections 
with the adjacent chords. It would also be possible to use 
the distances of the intersections to the receiver o f the actual 
chord. As said previously the determ ination o f  the distance 
between the actual transm itter TA[n] to the intersection 
CP[n] is independent from TA[n], because it is the same 
distance between 7a [0] and C'?[n\ (see figure 6 ).
The distance between each transm itter TA[n] and 
the intersection with the predecessor T AC P[n] will be 
determined (see figure 7).
Using trigonometry,
|T AC P[rc]| =  |T AT P[n]| sin r 2 / s in  r3
(see appendix 1 ).
The distance between the transm itter and the intersec­
tion with the successor |T AC P[n]| can be determ ined (see 
figure 8 ).
IT a C sM I =  | T a T s [ « ] |  sin r  1 / sin r3  
(see appendix 2 ).
Figure 5. The vector TaC p [0] in the coordinate system.
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Figure 7. Intersection between actual chord and 
predecessor.
If
\TAC ?[n]\ < \TAC s [n]\
the actual investigated chord has to be elim inated (case (3), 
see section 4). In the other case the chord can be a 
tangential chord o f the convex hull. C lockw ise each chord 
has to be checked in this way. The equations are valid for 
all TK[n].
The three-dimensional system
There are a range of theories regarding the shape and 
surface detection o f three-dim ensional objects. One theory 
ls to wrap the objects with a flexible elastic band with 
geodesics in m any directions (Stewart, 1993). Closed 
geodesics will be found but on most surfaces, geodesics 
,Vander around forever w ithout closing up. A mathematical 
method for the construction o f piecewise surfaces which 
can be parametrized as single-valued surfaces in spherical 
e°ordinates is described by Sanchez-Reyes 1994. The
/
Figure 9. Potato on the way through the sensor system.
Figure 10. The sensor ring building up a three-dimensional 
cylinder space.
problems discussed are sim ilar, but in the tw o-dim ensional 
case the lim itation imposed by the sensor ring m akes special 
solutions possible.
The extension of the coordinate system (see section 5) 
into the three-dimensional space can easily be done with 
the ring sensor determ ining the object section at intervals 
and the object m oving through the sensor (see figure 9). 
If the m ovem ent is at constant speed, this will guarantee a 
constant distance ‘s ’ between each ‘snapshot’. In relation to 
the object the ring is now an enveloping helix describing a 
cylinder of the sensor system (see figure 10). The helix will 
have a pitch of 2 n s  where s is the sam pling distance in the 
third dim ension determined by the speed o f the object. The 
object has to pass through the ring and will be positioned 
in the cylinder.
The apparent number n of transm itters is now 
unlimited. Ny  transm itters will be activated in one 
revolution. The distance m  between each activated 
transmitter and the receiver building up the touching chords 
on the object is the same as in the tw o-dim ensional case 
0 <  m < N r .
The algorithms used are the same as described in 
section 4. An object starts if m <  N r . The end is reached 
when m =  N r again.
Analogous to the two-dim ensional case (see equa-
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Figure 11. An enveloping spiral of a potato.
lion (1 )) the intersection Cp can be determ ined by
C ?[n] =  [TA[ n ] , S , \ T AC P[n] \ , ns ] .
It should be noted that in this description only two variables 
are necessary, the num ber o f the activated transm itter n and 
the distance to the receiver m.
The picture o f the object is com posed of part o f the 
chords including the determ ined intersections. The result 
is an enveloping spiral (see figures 11,12 and 13). These 
show pictures created by a ring with N y  =  64 and /Vr =  64 
using the ‘back’ spiral. It should be noted that one 
difference with the two-dim ensional case is that concavities 
can be seen in the direction of m ovem ent o f the system 
(see figure 13); however, concave areas in the cross section 
cannot be seen.
The probability o f concave areas on the longest axis 
°fan object (potato) is larger than in other directions, and 
ls the reason for a preferred direction of an object passing 
Ihe sensor system. As an additional result o f this condition 
the determination o f the length L  o f the object is simply 
^ =  ns.
A ring senso r system
Figure 13. Example for an object with concave area.
8. Some effects for use in the computer
The ‘basic’ picture consists of the result o f each ‘snapshot’ 
(see figure 2). The transm itters are activated one after 
the other. The num ber after each ‘snapshot’ is « =  
n +  1. This number can be used to address a linear 
memory space in the com puter. As a result only one 
variable, m[n],  the distance between the transm itter and 
the receiver, is left which is stored in the array Z  (see 
section 2). This ‘basic’ picture of the w hole scene includes 
the necessary information to describe the object in the form 
of com ponents of vectors. The pow er necessary for the 
determination of shape/size by pixel pictures (standard two- 
dimensional image processing) including contrast and edge 
triggering algorithms is elim inated and the use of vectors 
reduces the am ount of m em ory needed. A further advantage 
is that for most functions, pointer instructions can be used 
as the system is built up sym m etrically and discretely and 
the num ber of possible values are lim ited. This supports 
the possibility o f practical real time use.
9. The practical use of the ring and its accuracy
On the basis o f the results o f the algorithm s above, the 
following characteristics o f objects can easily be determ ined 
(the description shall follow  in a further article): volume; 
length; position of the largest slice o f an object; the major 
and the minor axis o f the largest and the m iddle slice; 
the circum ferences in the crosswise direction; mass (if the 
density is known); density ( if the mass is known).
The ring can be used for exam ple in plant breeding, 
in the vegetable-handling industry, in baking, meat, fish 
and tim ber industries for sorting products and/or quality 
control. The accuracy of the ring depends on the num ber 
of transm itters and receivers and the size o f the object. 
For exam ple, a ring consisting of 64 transm itters and 64 
receivers and with a ring diam eter o f 175 mm was built. If 
an average potato of 1 0 0  g passes through the ring and is 
described by a spiral o f 2 0  revolutions, the error for volume 
determination is around ± 3 % . If the object is larger, the 
error decreases, if sm aller it increases. A com prom ise in 




10. C o n c lu s io n s Appendix 2
The ring sensor system  described in this paper has a m m .ts .ta n / 2  — k j A,Ts P
different mechanical structure than any other visual system. W M J s .Rs n / 2  — ( k TsRs + k ) p
With a modified polar coordinate system  and special t ] u m , T s . t a ~ m m .T s .R s — ( 5  +  k r s ,Rs ~~ kTA.Ts ) P
algorithms it is possible to describe the surface of three- w m .ta .r a n / 2  -  (/crs.RA -  k rA 7s +
dimensional objects. The advantages are se lf evident. The x 2 w m .ts .ta + n>M.rA.RA — n  -  (k Ts.RA +
three-dimensional surface o f  variable-shaped objects can be r3 n  -  x 1 — r 2
described relatively accurately. The object is caught in ITXCsMI | r A7s[n]| sin r  1 /s in  r3
a limited sym m etrically built space; however, its position 
is variable. Received data from  the sensor system are 
components o f  the describing vectors. The number of List of symbols
possible vectors is lim ited. The algorithms are the same for 
two- and three-dim ensional objects. The lim ited num ber of A l-3 actual chords
vectors allows the predom inant use of pointer instructions. Cp[n\ intersection of the actual chord
The necessary m em ory space to store the data is minimal.
C'p[n]
with the predecessor
The necessary com puter pow er is low. Concave areas in temporary position o f  the inter­
the direction of m ovem ent can be seen. section Cp[n]
There are two disadvantages. The preferred direction of Csln] intersection of the actual chord
passage is the longitudinal axis o f the object, and concave with the successor
areas in cross-section cannot be seen, because the system k-Ty.TRy numbers o f receivers between
uses the shadow principle. different transm itters or receivers
For the description o f  very oddly shaped objects, such determ ined using the variables n
as those found in agriculture, the use of this system offers for the marked transm itter or m [ n }
a good alternative. for the m arked receivers. M ulti-
L
-plied by angle angles < P m . t , . t r v
will be determined.
length
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Appendix 1 P I—3 predecessor chords
r radius
x >y label for the actual chord A, the Rx [n\, R y[n] receiver
predecessor P or the successor S s displacem ent o f the object between
K.TRy num bers o f receivers between different each ‘snapshot’
transm itters or receivers determined using S2-3 successor chords
the variables n for the m arked transmitter Tx [n], Ty [n] transm itter
or m[n]  for the m arked receivers. x ,  y label for the actual chord A, the
M ultiplied by angle ¡3, angles predecessor P or the successor S
c o m . tx. t r  w iH be determ ined. Z = [mo, m  1 , m2,
^MJx.TRy angle at the circum ference centred on a m 3 . .  . n t f / T - 1] array with coded inform ation of the
transm itter Tx[n]  created with the radius of ‘snapshots’
the ring (with the m idpoint M )  and a a angle between adjacent transm itters
further transm itter or receiver. P angle (displacem ent) between
% .rA.rP n / 2  -  £rA.7P£ transm itter and receiver =
ww.rA.RA 7t/2 — ( k j A,RA + e, ip, 8 angles
w M.TA.Tp — w M.Ta.Ra r  1-3 angle in the triangles
=  ( 5  + ^ r A./?A - ¿ r A,rP)£ £0M.rx ,TRy angle at the circum ference centred
w«.rP.«P n / 2  — (k-T^.Rp — k 7A.rP + on a transm itter Tx [n\ created with 1
/ <^M.TA.TP + WM.Tp.Rp ~  K  — (kr^ .Rp +  2 ) P radius of the ring (with the mid-
'3 7r — r l — r2 -point M )  and a further transm itter
|TaCp[«]| |yATp \n } \ sin r2/ sin r3 or receiver.
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Abstract. In agriculture, a large variability of objects in a range of sizes and 
shapes is found, leading to problems in size grading. For example, for a low-cost 
product such as potatoes, the predominantly used mechanical size-determining 
systems have errors of up to 30%  and can cause damage, but they are cheap and 
have a throughput up to 20 tonnes per hour. Alternatives which can guarantee an 
improvement in accuracy and a financial gain for the companies are required. In 
this paper methods for the determination of volume and axis measurements using 
a simple ring sensor system are described. A modified co-ordinate system and the 
segmentation of the area between the ring and the object are used. The volume 
determination is independent of the direction of presentation of the objects. For the 
determination of axes, the objects must be presented in the longitudinal direction to 
allow the use of simple 2D algorithms. The accuracy of the system depends both 
on the number of transmitters and receivers placed on the ring and on its diameter. 
A small ring sensor system was developed, which can scan 3D objects in real time 
(36 000 potatoes, 3 .6  tonnes per hour) with an accuracy of better than 5%  for a 
volume larger than 100 cm3.














area of a segm ent o f the ring (circle) 
cross sectional area o f  an object 
area o f the ring
segm ent in the ring consisting of one triangle 
and a segm ent o f the ring (circle)
A s in a circle with radius 1 
area o f the triangle
intersection on the actual chord with the
perpendicular from the intersection opposite
intersection between the perpendicular o f the
actual chord and the apparent parallel chord
or the opposite intersection
intersection o f the actual chord with the
predecessor or successor
intersection o f the perpendicular from the
actual receiver R/i[n] to the apparent chord
difference between two neighbouring radii
distance w hich the object m oves during one
scanning revolution
error of area or distance
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actual segm ent num ber 
total num ber o f determ ined 
rem aining area segm ents A s  
or volum e segm ents 
intersection
numbers o f receivers between 
different transm itters and/or 
receivers 
length
largest slice, m ajor axis 
position o f the largest slice 
largest slice, m inor axis 
number o f receivers from the 
actual activated transm itter n 
anti-clockwise to the receiver 
of the ‘back’ chord 
m idpoint
middle slice, m ajor axis 
middle slice, m inor axis 
number of the actual activated 
transm itter
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noBJ total num ber of ‘snapshots’ o f one
object
Hi num ber o f intersections
Hp num ber of possible positions of parts
o f objects
Hp num ber o f transm itters installed
Hr num ber of receivers installed
r radius of the ring
tRJs radii to neighbouring round cross
sectional areas
P parallels
h ,  Rs> R p actual receiver, successor and
predecessor
UrMi R y W t  R x receiver on the opposite side
s displacem ent o f the object between
each ‘snapshot’
S axis o f m ovem ent of the object
Ta, Ts , Tp actual transm itter, successor and
predecessor
Tx [n] , Ty[n], T* transm itter on the opposite side
V num ber o f viewpoints
Vc volum e o f cylinder
Vo volum e of the object
Vr volum e of spline
Vs volum e of segment
x,y two axes in the three-dim ensional
space
a angle between adjacent transm itters
«1, «2, <p, <Pl, <p2 angles
P angle (displacem ent) between trans­
m itter and receiver ( = l / 2 o:)
It Pi
h angle in the triangle o f area A T
1. Introduction
The main criteria used to describe the geometry 
of agricultural objects are volum e (weight) and axis 
measurements. Today accuracy o f 10-30%  is com mon in 
mechanical size-grading systems for potatoes. Electronic 
systems reach about 10%. The m arket standards are 
increasing and tolerance values are reducing. A system  with 
tighter sizing param eters is definitely required, although it 
is envisaged that there will never be a need for m icrometre 
resolution in size and general shape detection. Resolution 
in the range o f about 1 -2  mm is adequate. Agricultural 
products have a low unit value and many of them have 
to be handled in a short time period ( 1 0  tonnes or about 
100 000 or more potatoes in 1 h). Fast sim ple sensors are 
therefore needed, w hich will also allow a pay-back period 
°f 3 years. A sim ple, com pact mechanical construction is 
also necessary in order to keep the equipm ent’s footprint 
small.
A lot o f tim e and effort has been invested 
ln the developm ent o f autom ated systems to obtain 
geometrical m easurem ents, including electronic sensors, 
mathematical m ethods and im provem ents in com puter 
technology. D ifferent sensor systems require different 
mathematical m ethods and models to determ ine geometrical 
measurements used in agriculture. All try to ‘box in ’ the
whole 3D object as perfectly as possible. The accuracy 
depends on the num ber o f viewpoints around the object.
The follow ing are some exam ples o f ‘boxing-in’ 
methods which are used for calculation of size and shape. 
The principles shown in figures 1 (a)—(e) are for the scanning 
of 2D cross sections in the vertical plane o f a horizontally 
m oving object. The principle in figure 1(f) requires the 
rotation of the object in front o f the sensor system  in order 
to get a num ber of viewpoints from  which to scan horizontal 
cross sections.
(i) M echanical riddles with different square m esh sides 
in a shaker for sorting potatoes (until today the m ost 
com monly used in agriculture) use the square m easurem ent 
o f the largest slice (see figure 1(a)). The size o f the potatoes 
is calculated solely from  this one m easurem ent.
(ii) Rectangular fram es with optoelectronic elem ents 
(Larsson 1994, Exeter Engineering 1994) use the view  from 
two sides, the result is a rectangle o f a cross section (see 
figure 1(b)). A num ber of adjacent rectangular slices will 
describe the object and the size can be calculated.
(iii) If  three or m ore line-cam era system s and diffuse 
lighting are used (Baganz et al  1991, H iroshi 1989) 
the edge detection presents vertical cross sections (see 
figure 1(c)). Size and axes can then be calculated from  
a discrete num ber o f slices (M ortl 1992). In theory this 
problem is also sim ilar to the inverse o f decom position of 
an object into slices (Phillips and Rosenfeld 1988).
(iv) Using the principle of triangulation, the 3D shape 
of a surface can be determ ined (see figure 1(d)). An 
extension is the use o f structured light from  one or more 
sides (Zwahlen 1992, Yang 1995), indicating the 3D shape 
or outline o f the surface.
(v) The ring sensor system (see figure 1(e)) uses 
a large num ber o f optical transm itters and receivers 
alternately arranged round a ring. L ight paths can ‘box in ’ 
predom inantly convex cross sections (Gall and Farchm in 
1990, Gall 1992, 1997).
(vi) M atrix cam era systems with diffuse lighting are 
primarily developed and used for disease and defect 
detection in the food industry. The objects are rotated 
in front o f the cam era (W right et al  1984, M cClure 
and M orrow 1987, M archant et al  1988) or pictures of 
the whole object are taken in a tunnel o f  m irrors (Ross 
1995). Using edge detection, a lim ited num ber (3 -12 ) of 
silhouettes (horizontal cross sections) o f the object (see 
figure 1 (f)) in front o f a white or black background can 
be captured. The size and shape can be derived using these 
intersecting cross sections (Mortl 1992). C am era system s 
with defined flash lighting from two sides o f the object 
(Crezee 1996) use in principle the sam e ‘boxing-in’ method.
Another method is use of an artificial retina (Karnali et al 
1997), like a bell or hull over the fixed positioned object. 
It can be used to determ ine the volum e but not axis 
measurements.
This paper describes the basic m athem atics and 
algorithms for the determ ination o f volum e and axis 
measurem ents o f objects using a ring sensor system  and 
the modified co-ordinate system described by Gall (1997). 
An introduction to the detection of theoretical errors will 
also be given. Tests confirm the practicability o f the system 
and methods.
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Figure 1. Methods of “boxing in’ objects with typical numbers of viewpoints V : (a) a vertical central slice, square mesh, 
v=2; (b) a vertical slice, variable rectangle, v = 2; (c) a vertical slice, variable convex polygon, v  = 3 -18 ; (d) a vertical slice 
from one side of a variable polygon, v > 10; (e) a vertical slice, variable convex polygon, v  >  32; and (f) a star of horizontal 
slices, variable shape v  = 3-12 .
2. Segmentation of the picture
One main step in com puter vision is the segmentation of 
a picture into known sim ple geom etrical units. So far as 
is known, all of these system s try to segm ent the objects 
and the origin of the co-ordinate system is placed within 
the object.
The ring sensor is built with the same number of 
transmitters N T and receivers N r sym m etrically arranged 
on the circum ference o f  a circle (Gall 1992, 1997). The 
environment around the object is defined by the ring and 
the data obtained describe the outline curvature o f the 
object. Since there is no inform ation about the inside of the 
silhouette, it is m ore logical to segm ent the space between 
the ring and the object.
The surface o f the object is described by vectors from 
each transmitter o f the rem aining chords to the intersection 
with its predecessor (Gall 1997). In figure 2 a cross section 
built up by these vectors is shown. The segmentation of 
the picture becom es obvious.
There are two possibilities for segm enting the picture, 
anticlockwise (see figure 2) or clockwise (see figure 3). 
Both ways are feasible and will deliver the same results
for the area and volume determ ination. Each elem ent o f 
area A s  is defined by part o f one chord and part o f the 
predecessor chord, which intersect, and an arc o f the ring.
In the following investigations, the anticlockw ise 
orientation was used. Each elem ent A s  is m ade up of 
a triangle of area A j  and a segm ent o f a circle A c  (see 
figure 4). These units are basic geom etrical figures and can 
be calculated and used for area and volum e determ ination.
3. Areas and volume determination
3.1. A reas o f  the segm en ts
The segm entation of the picture offers a sim ple method 
of determ ination of cross sectional areas and volumes of 
objects with the sensor ring system. The investigation uses 
results from Gall (1997). The solution o f the geom etrical 
shapes is shown in figure 5. TA[n] and TP[n] are 
transm itters and Rp[n]  and R A[n] are receivers o f two 
neighbouring touching chords of the object, n  is the 
number o f the actual activated transm itter w hich creates the 
specified chord in the image, a  is the angle between two 
neighbouring transm itters or receivers and p  is the angle
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Figure 4. Segmentation into definite elem ents- the triangle 
fa and segment of circle A C-
Figure 5. The intersection between an actual chord and its 
predecessor creating a triangle of area AT, a segment of 
area Ac and the vector T AC P.
between a neighbouring transm itter and a receiver. All 
values are known, except for the areas A T and Ac-
The area o f  the triangle A T for all possible circles with 
radius r is
A t =  ±r2\TAC p \ \ T AT p \ s m t i
The area for the segm ent o f the circle using the number 
^tajx  of receivers between the transm itters TA[n] and 
Tx[n] and the angle a  is
A c  =  \ r 2[kTA j p a  -  sm (k TA,Tpu)]- 
The sum of A T and A c  gives the area for the element As'-
^  =  { r2l \TAC p \ \ T AT P \ sin r,
+b-TA.Tpot — sin(^7x,rr,Q;)]-
la the case of the unit circle,
A* -  A s / r 2.
An advantage o f this m ethod is that main values such as 
the length of the vector T AC P[n) and angle x\ can be taken 
from previous investigations and the determination of all 
the other values is not difficult. This allows real-time use.
3.2. T he area  o f  a cross section
The area for the whole circle (inside the ring), A R, is simply 
A R =  n r 2.
The sum of the determ ined rem aining ioBJ  segm ents As  
gives the area surrounding the object. Subtracted from A R 
this gives the resulting cross sectional area A o  o f the object
i  =  i0 B J
A o  =  A r — ^  As( i) -
i=i
3.3. T h e vo lu m e o f  an  ob ject
Using the ring sensor system, the extension of algorithm s 
into 3D space is sim ple, as already described by Gall 
(1997). First take the ring with no object and the maximal 
cylinder described by it (see figure 6 (a)). The ring describes 
a cylindrical spiral about the length L  o f the object. The 
length is the product of uo b j  ‘snapshots’ o f the object and 
the distance s the object moves between each ‘snapshot’. 
The volume o f this cylinder Vc is the sum  o f the splines 
VR (see figure 6 (b)). The volume of a spline is given by 
the area (circle sector) dem arcated by the centre o f  the ring, 
the part of the circle between adjacent transm itters and the 
distance d$ which the object moves during one scanning 
revolution. For its determination, the displacem ent s o f 
the object between each ‘snapshot’ and the num ber of 
transm itters N j  is used:
d-s =  N j s  
VR =  Ttr2d s / N r  =  n r 2s
n=n0BJ n=nooi
Vc =  VR{i) =  i n r l s
n = 1 n  — 1
Vc =  n 0 Bj7rr2s.
The area elem ents A 5  surrounding the object becom e 
volumes V? when m ultiplied by the distance ds:
Vs =  As ds  — A s s N j -
The volumes have to be subtracted from the cy linder’s 
volume Vc to get the object’s volum e Vo'-
‘ = ¡0 1 1 J
Vo = Vc — Vs(i)
i  =  1
V0 =  n OBj7 t r2s -  Y 2  A s ( i ) s N r .
<=i
In the last formula the radius of the ring r is constant 
and the distance s between consecutive ‘snapshots’, is 
dependent on the speed of the object. They can be excluded 
during the data processing until the final calculation using
As-
i=ioiu
o b j k  ~  ^  A*s ( i ) N r
i=\
V0 = r 2s ( .
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Figure 6. The volume of a 3D ring (cylinder): (a) the basic volume cylinder for an object and (b) the basic spline.
major and m inor axes. The relationships am ong the length, 
the axes of the largest slice and o f the m iddle slice and the 
position o f the largest slice can give a description of the 
object’s (see section 6 ).
4.2. P osition s o f  the ch ord s for  axes a t a  cross section
Three different positions of axes are possible in an object. 
They can be defined as lying between:
(i) two parallel chords P (see figure 8 (a));
(ii) a chord and an intersection fN 2  (see figure 8 (b));
(iii) two intersections IN 3/i and IN3B (see figure 8 (a)).
Figure 7. An ellipsoid (a) and an irregular object (b).
For the m inor axis, variants 1, 2 and 3 are possible, a 
major axis in each case requires variant 3. The follow ing 
sections describe the m athem atical background of the axis 
determination.
4. Axis measurements
4.1. C haracteristic  a x es o f  an ob ject
Axis m easurem ents have been used in agriculture to 
estimate the shape and volume of objects (Mortl 1992, 
McRae et al  1986). In this paper a sim ple description 
of the determ ination o f m ajor axes is presented, which 
requires the largest axis of the object to be parallel to the 
axis of passage through the ring sensor. The advantages 
of this are that only a tw o-dim ensional investigation is 
necessary in order to determ ine the axis measurem ents and 
the co-ordinate system  (Gall 1997) need not be changed. 
If the presentation of objects were random, a different co­
ordinate system w ould be necessary with subsequently more 
complex 3D algorithm s.
The determ ination of the length L  o f the object has 
been discussed previously (Gall 1997). One revolution of 
the enveloping spiral of the object creates a cross section 
normal to the longitudinal direction. The m inor and major 
axes of the m iddle slice will give the parameters o f an 
ellipsoid (see figure 7(a)).
In nature, many variable forms o f fruit and vegetables 
can be found. If  the object is not an ellipsoid, these three 
parameters need not suffice for describing the shape.
One possible solution (see figure 7(b)) is based on 
finding the position o f  the largest slice and measuring the
4.3. T he d istan ce  betw een  p arallel ch o rd s (var ian t 1)
Looking for m inor and m ajor axes o f cross sections, each 
chord touching an object will be investigated for a parallel 
chord opposite (see figure 9). This case is valid when the 
distances \TAR X \ and \ R AT X \ are the same. The distance 
\C AC X \ is
\C AC X \ — r\ cos (krA,RA +  l)/3 +  co s ( kr X,RX +  1)/3|
(see appendix A).
If parallel chords are found, the investigation is 
finished. The distance \ C AC X \ includes no inform ation 
about the position o f the axis.
4.4. T he d istan ce  b etw een  a ch ord  an d  an  in tersection  
o f chords (varian t 2)
In most cases parallel chords will not be found (see 
figure 10). In this case, the most distant intersection Cx  on 
the opposite side has to be found and the shortest distance 
C AC X to the actual chord T AR A has to be determ ined.
The first step is to find the first chord T XR X in the 
clockwise direction of rotation of the ring, which precedes 
a possible parallel chord. Next an apparent parallel chord 
T XR * has to be fixed for the determ ination o f  the distance 
\C AC x \  using the m ethod from the previous section. The
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Figure 8. Possible axes in an object with parallels and 
opposite intersections.
intersection C X is always further from  the chord T a R a [n] 
than this parallel.
Finally the distance \ C AC X \ can be determined:
\ C AC X \ =  \ C AC*X \ +  \ C XC*X \
\CAC X\ =  \ C AC*X \ +  \TXC X \ s in [(kTX,RX> -  k TX,Rx)P\
(see appendix B). The distance \TXC X \ is known from the 
^termination o f intersections (Gall 1997).
4'5. The d istan ce  b etw een  tw o in tersection s o f  chords
(variant 3)
Because the m ajor axis o f a cross section can only lie 
between two intersections and the m inor axis could also do
Figure 10. The distance between a chord and an 
intersection.
Figure 11. The distance between two oppositely positioned 
intersections.
Figure 12. Possible chords from a transmitter to the 
receivers (two ‘snapshots’).
this, it follows from section 4.4. that a second intersection 
has to be found by investigating the distance from  the 
receiver of the actual chord to the intersection with the 
predecessor \ R AC P\ and also the distance to
the intersection with the successor chord (see figure 1 1 ). 
Both can simply be produced as a ‘by-product’ during the 
determination of the intersections (Gall 1997). The distance 
\ R a C a \ is also required:
























distance from the origin [%]
Figure 13. The distance dR (%) of neighbouring circles to the radius of the ring.
5 . S o u r c e s  o f  e r r o r s
It must be remembered that cross sections o f the objects 
generally have to be convex, since concave areas cannot 
be ‘seen’ because of the shadow principle o f  the ring. The 
errors are mainly caused by the discrete design o f  the ring 
since only finite numbers of chords and intersections are 
possible. The determ ination o f the errors is very com plex 
(Gall 1992) and is a major part o f current investigations.
5.1. R ound objects cen tra lly  p osition ed  in  th e  ring
For the investigation a simplified case is used. There are 
certain preconditions.
(i) The ring shall consist o f a large num ber of 
transmitters and the same num ber of receivers equispaced 
on the circumference.
(ii) C lockwise scanning and the back chords are used.
(iii) The objects used shall have a circular cross section. 
They are placed centrally in the ring.
With no object each possible ‘snapshot’ show s the same 
result (see figure 1 2 ).
A few different regular convex polygons are created 
with back chords which can be used to describe the same 
number o f touching circles in the ring. F or alternately 
arranged transm itters and receivers, the num ber o f  these 
polygons is equal to half the num ber of transm itters or 
receivers because the system is sym m etrical about the 
origin. The number of sides o f each polygon is the num ber 
of transmitters or receivers.
The form ulae for the radii between the actual possible 
circular cross sections rA and the successor r$ using the 
number of receivers m [n ] between the actual activated 
transmitter n and the receiver of the touching chord are
necessary for the planned use. r 4  =  r cos(m[n]  — 0 . 5 ) n / N p
A ring sen so r system
10,00








1 24 Long oval
2 39.6 Long oval
3 48.5 Long flat
4 54.5 Long oval
5 70.8 Long flat
6 117.8 Oval flat
7 144 Long flat
8 242.2 Oval flat
9 276.8 Nearly ellipsoid
10 308.5 Oddly shaped, oval and flat
11 550.9 Long flat
12 779 Long oval
Investigating the distances \ C AC P\ and IC ^ C sl, the 
larger has to be evaluated:
\ C AC P\ -  \ R a C p \ -  \ R AC A\
\ C a C s \ =  \ R a C s \ - \ R a C a \.
The larger distance determ ines the required intersection (C$  
in figure 11). U sing Pythagoras’ theorem the result is either
\ C XC S \ =  { \ CAC X \2 +  |C , C 5 | 2 ) 1 / 2
or
\ C XC P\ =  { \C AC X \2 +  |C a C p |2) 1/2.
All requirem ents for the evaluation of the length of the 
Wes are now known. The largest value found around the 
cross section is the m ajor axis. The positions of the axes 
¡n the cross sections and in the ring are unknown and not
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Figure 14. Errors between the possible measurable circular cross sections: (a) of the distance E0 (%) and (b) of the area EA
and
rs =  r cos(m[rr] +  0 . 5 )n /N p .
taH
The difference gives the distance dp =  rA — r$ between 
the possible cross sections, shown in figure 13 in relation 
to the radius of the ring.
The average error for the distance E p  (see figure 14(a)) 
and the area between the circles E A (see figure 14(b)) are
E D(%) =  100 x  ~(1 rA/ r s )
E a (%) =  1 0 0  x  T [ 1  — (rA)2/ ( r s )2].
The error in determ ination of the diam eter and area 
(see figures 14(a) and (b)) decreases as the diam eter of 
the cross section of the object increases. This is because 
the chords between transm itters and receivers are closer 
together with growing distance from the origin of the ring. 
If the number of transm itters and receivers is doubled, the 
number of polygons also doubles, as does the resolution for 
round objects.
Figure 15. Chords from different transmitters touching the 
same polygon.
Until now, with each connection from one transm itter 
to each receiver, a different polygon was touched. One of
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Figure 16. Intersections in the ring, (a) Determined 
possible positions of an object around an intersection.
(b) Possible positions around three intersections.
(c) Intersections with eight transmitters and receivers.
(d) Intersections with 16 transmitters and receivers.
these described polygons shall now be taken and the chords 
from the other transm itters to this polygon (see figure 15) 
used to create a deviation from a circle.
The chord T AR A shows that a determinable and 
limited num ber o f successor chords cut it at different 
places between the polygons (circles) discussed above. 
Additional shapes and deviations can be described for non- 
centrally located and non-circular objects, which improves 
the resolution and the accuracy.
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Figure 17. Numbers of intersections Ni in a ring.
5.2. T h e n u m b er o f  in tersection s
An object can be detected only if at least one possible 
chord in a ‘snapshot’ is not detected, excluding the chords 
between a transm itter and its two im m ediately neighbouring 
receivers. In this case it can be said that all objects 
are enveloped by chords with intersections between them. 
There are four possible positions for an object around two 
chords (see figure 16(a)).
If a third chord intersects at the sam e point, 12 different 
positions are possible. The num ber o f possib le positions is 
the same as if they did not intersect at the sam e point (see 
figure 16(b)).
This means that the possible number N j  o f  intersections 
(see figures 16(c) and (d) and 17) m ultiplied by 4 gives the 
value Np,  describing all possible positions o f a part o f an 
object in the ring. The functions for a ring with the sam e 
number of transm itters N T and receivers Np  are
N ,  =  N 2( N t -  1 ) ( N t -  l ) / 6
N P =  AN, .
Because the chords lie closer together near the outside 
of the ring, more intersections are found there. This is why 
larger objects can be m easured with a higher accuracy.
5.3. T h ree-d im en sion a l ob jects
The form er investigations can be directly transferred to 
the three-dimensional case if the objects are considered as 
centrally positioned cylinders passing with constant speed 
through the ring. Norm ally, agricultural products have a 
form closer to an ellipsoid. This means that it is better 
to use a number of central positioned circular ‘cross sec­
tions’ with different radii building up a special ellipsoid. In 
this case the errors are averaging for the determ ination of 
volume.
The sampling rate of the ring sensor system  determ ines 
the number of coils in the spiral which describes the object. 
Increasing this rate will increase the accuracy for non- 
cylindrical objects such as ellipsoids, but not for centrally 
placed cylinders. If the front and the back chords are both
1 8 1 7
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RING SENSOR SYSTEM
volume: 526.0 cm3 length: 19.8 cm L-slice position: 14.9 cm
mass: 578.6 g M-long axis: 7.3 cm L-long axis: 8.5 cm
density: 1.10 g cm'3 M -short axis: 6.3 cm L-short axis: 7.3 cm
Figure 18. A scan of a potato on the computer including the drawing of the whole object and of the largest cross section. 
The important axis measurements are marked and the results are shown.











Block 1 159 162 2.3 - 3 .4 5.8
Block 2 318 324 1.3 - 3 .2 3.4
Triangle 116 125 3.5 - 9 .0 7.8
Doughnut 194 195 0.7 - 1 .5 1.8
used, two shifted spirals envelop the object. This is also a 
way of increasing the accuracy.
The speed o f  the object passing through the ring should 
be constant. I f  it is not, the speed has to be determined 
and included during the processing of the data. It is also 
responsible for the num ber o f coils in the spiral describing 
the object. Reducing the speed increases the num ber of 
coils and the accuracy.
6. Practical tests
A ring consisting of 64 transm itters and 64 receivers was 
built (Argus Electronic 1997). The ring’s diam eter is 
175 mm with a scanning rate o f 400 revolutions per second. 
Using the basic tw o-dim ensional algorithms, the volume, 
length, m ajor (M -LARGE) and minor (M -SM ALL) axes 
°f the middle slice (see figure 18) and the position of the 
largest slice (L-SLICE) o f an object, major (L-LARGE) 
and minor (L-SM A LL) axes o f the largest slice, mass (if 
•he density is known) and density (if the mass is known) 
can be determined.
A test was perform ed w hich showed the results of 
volume determ inations of 1 2  different potatoes (table 1 ) 
passing through the ring at a constant speed o f 1 . 0  m s *. 
Each object w as m easured 50 tim es using different positions 
in the ring.
The m ethod feeding m aterial into the system  is very 
lmportant. The belt speed must be stable and the alignment 
an stability o f  the potatoes are crucial for accurate results.
In practice V belts or a a three-w ire-system , for exam ple, 
are used. For this test, objects w ere positioned by hand 
longitudinally on a sim ple flat conveyor belt before being 
launched through the ring. The real volum e o f the potatoes 
was determined by measuring the w eight o f the potatoes 
in air and in water with a balance with 0 . 1  g resolution 
(table 1). The shape was estim ated and described using 
term inology normally applied to tubers.
The results for the maximal and average deviations of 
the measured volume from  the real volume are shown in 
figure 19. It can be seen that the error varies over the 
whole range o f potato sizes used. There are several factors 
which can account for this result. There is the influence of 
the presentation, which has not been investigated but was 
minimized. The effect o f size can be seen from  the results 
on error estim ation (see section 5.1). The sm all potatoes 
have on average a larger positive deviation, because the 
size is overestimated. In this case, a function could reduce 
the error. The shape also has an influence. The extrem a in 
shape relative to the average (potatoes 9 and 10 in table 1) 
give a large deviation in a relatively close range.
The results for the random  error and the standard 
deviation in estim ating the m easured volum e are shown 
in figure 2 0 ; the absolute minimum and m axim um  are 
also shown. It can be seen that, for potatoes of m ore 
than 100 cm 3, the standard deviation is less than 2.5% . 
For potatoes smaller than 50 cm 3 the standard deviation is 
higher than 5%, which suggests that the cut-off point for 
using the present device should be around 70 cm 3.
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real volume [cm^of potatoes
Figure 19. The deviation of the average measured volume from the real volume.
Table 3. Additional measurements of the doughnut-shaped object.
L L-LARGE L-SMALL L-SLICE M-LARGE M-SMALL
Real measurements (mm) 76 76 49 38 76 49
Measured distance (mm) 72.8 76.1 54.5 31.0 75.8 55.9
Standard deviation (%) 0.3 0.6 2.6 7.5 0.5 1.3
Absolute minimum (%) 0.3 1.4 4.5 13.0 1.1 6.9
Absolute maximum (%) 0.4 1.2 2.8 24.1 0.3 0.3
Figure 20. The deviation of the average measured volume 
from the real volume of potatoes.
The object in the form of a round doughnut had a 
maximum diam eter of 76 mm and and a m inim um  diam eter 
o f 49 mm. The results o f the m easured dim ensions o f this 
object are shown in table 3.
The error for the position o f the largest slice, L-SLICE, 
is relatively high because there is little variation in diam eter 
around the m id-section of this object. The deviations 
of the average m easured small axes, L -SM A LL and M- 
SMALL, are consistent with a system atic error dependent 
on the shape o f the object and caused by the principle of 
determination of the small axis. The errors show n can 
be reduced by increasing the num ber o f transm itters and 
receivers and this indicates that an optim um  has to be found 
for the particular use to which the ring is being put.
7. Conclusions
In a second test, objects o f different shapes were 
investigated. Table 2 includes examples of other objects, a 
small and a larger rectangular block, a diagonally cut block 
w>th triangular shape and a symm etrical object in the shape 
°f a ring doughnut. The presentation conditions were the 
same as those for the potatoes.
For the determ ination of area and volume m easurem ents, 
a segmentation of the picture included in the ring is 
necessary. The main parts are triangles each with an 
accom panying circle segment. The determ ination of 
these areas allows the calculation o f the cross sectional 
areas of an object. If objects are predom inantly convex,
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passage through the ring in the longitudinal direction is not 
necessary for volum e but is necessary for cross sectional 
areas and axis m easurem ents.
Axis m easurem ents are vital to describe the shape of 
objects. M any agricultural objects are ellipsoidal in shape. 
For these, the length and the axes of the middle slice are 
adequate for a description. Other objects deviate from an 
ellipsoid. To cope w ith this, the position o f the largest slice 
and the axis m easurem ents can be calculated and used.
An advantage o f the system is that the determination of 
all geometrical param eters is built up by known values from 
the determination o f the contour. The expansion in the third 
dimension and the determ ination o f volumes of objects is 
straightforward using the same algorithms as those for the 
2D case. This facilitates real-time use.
The theoretical analysis of errors is a com plex problem 
depending on the position, size and shape of objects 
and number o f transm itters and receivers. The accuracy 
is greater with larger objects. The total number of 
intersections in the ring gives the possible number of 
positions of edges o f various objects.
For the determ ination of ellipsoids an average error can 
be determined because the area of cross sections varies 
along the whole object. Tests were used to find random 
and systematic errors with a prototype ring and showed that 
the ring could be designed to keep errors within acceptable 
limits for the type o f objects being measured.
For objects such as agricultural products the ring sensor 
system offers the possibility o f a relatively fast and accurate 
determination o f geom etrical param eters. One small ring 
sensor system was developed, which can scan 3D objects 
in real time (36000  potatoes, 3.6 tonnes per hour) with 
total accuracies o f better than 6% for a volume larger than 
70 cm3 and 5% when objects are heavier than 100 g.
Appendix A
Ci\ =  2 ( k f  A , R A + 1)̂
a  2  =  2 (krx.RX +
\ C a M \  =  r c o s ( a I /2 ) 
\ C x M \ = r c o s ( a 2/2 )
\ C AC X \ =  \C a M  +  C x M \
\CAC X\ =  r\ cos (kTA RA +  1 )/3 +  cos( k r X,RX +  1)£|-
Appendix B
(P-<P2-<P\
<P = r r/2  — (kTXRX +  1)>3 — [it ¡2  — (k TX,RX* +  1)^1 
<P =  ( kTX^ X‘ — kTX,RX)P 
\ C XC*X \ =  \TXC X\ sin <p 
\CAC X\ =  \ C AC*X \ +  \Tx C x \s\n[(kTx.RX- - k TX,RX)P]
A p p e n d ix  C
\TXC X \ =  \TXC X \ cos ip 
\TXC Z \ =  { ( \ T XR*X\ -  \Ta R a \)
\ R a C a I =  \Ta R a \ -  \TXC*X \ +  \TXC Z \
\ R a C a \ =  I ( |T a R a \ +  IT XR*X \) -  \TXC X \.
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